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Business and Technology – Accounting, Business and COOP Departments
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Business - Accounting

Fall 2013

08/21/13

Department/group members present
R. Craig Roberts, Kathleen Clark, Dave Sobotka, Leandro Castillo, Jon Mikkelsen
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Accounting program updates: Reorganized the Accounting certificate and associates programs to include a nested set of three levels of learning:
Fast Track Certificate, Certificate of Achievement in Accounting, Associates in Science Accounting. The entry level Fast Track is designed to
provide ready-to-work accounting skills for a current or promoted employee, the higher level certificate adds a broader scope of business
management and communication skills, the highest level Associates degree provides the basis for more advanced career development and a
more rounded education.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Learning Outcomes: Upon successful completion of the program, students will be able to:
Interpret and apply fundamental accounting concepts including the accounting equation, debits and credits, and generally accepted accounting
principles.
Complete and explain the steps in the accounting cycle using both manual and computerized systems.
Prepare, analyze, and explain financial statements using manual and computerized systems, including spreadsheets, accounting software, and
internet research.
Apply appropriate accounting principles to daily business transactions, various forms of ownership, and managerial systems.
Use planning and control principles for profit planning and organizational performance evaluation.
Identify and use relevant costs to make sound financial decisions.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Students completing the revised programs will better be able to apply fundamental accounting concepts appropriately at each level as required.
Students will be better able to produce, analyze, and communicate financial information as required for their level of employment.
The addition of the COOP requirement will prepare students to better apply their fundamental accounting skills to the practical environment of
real businesses thereby enhancing their employability.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Newly designed Accounting programs are drafted and ready for input into Curricunet. These new programs will go live after program review is
complete, and new COOP opportunities will be developed to accommodate the new demand for Accounting COOP placements.
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Business and Technology – Business Skills Center
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Business Skills Center

Fall 2013

8/26/13

Department/group members present
Randy Smith, Esther McKay, Setsuko Phegley, Loani Nguyen, Alexis Copeland
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
We reviewed our program, Office Technology, to assess our course coverage and performance in individual course SLO s.







The latest revision of MS Office 2013 is being adopted within the professional community, and we are updating our office technology
curricula to incorporate the new software, while at the same time offering students an option to select their choice of versions.
Students are expecting and taking advantage of online offerings for a wide range of curricula, and some of our classes are being
supplemented with hybrid components. We are adding hybrid alternatives to revised MS Office modules as the new version Office 2013 is
added. Textbook publishers are providing an increasing number of options for course delivery, online grading, and assessment, and we
need to evaluate efficacy for our open lab, self-paced environment.
We have updated BUSC 122 Windows Operating System course to teach the new Windows 8 version, as well as the established Windows
7, at the option of students.
To what degree are students attaining the SLO(s) that you have decided to focus on this semester? In the specific class BUSC 109
we can readily measure student performance and compare with course goals.
Working with textbook publishers as new software versions are added, we have found our own planning to be impacted with failures of
these outside collaborators to deliver content in a timely manner. E.g., we had hoped to use and test some online content for classes this
summer, but the publisher pushed out delivery dates to August, then September. We will evaluate material as it becomes available, and our
timeframe for BUSC 119 Excel and 100 Word is likely to slip to spring delivery.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
1. BUSC 109: SLO – Demonstrate keyboarding proficiency with a typing speed of a minimum of 20 wpm with 3 or fewer errors on a 3 minute
test.
2. BUSC 119A: One of the SLO for this class states – Reference cells and construct basic formulas.
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.

1. Some of our students in the above BUSC 109 keyboarding class are failing to achieve minimum typing proficiency over the course of the
semester. Others complete the course and meet minimum requirements, but we are concerned about optimizing their time to reach
higher performance levels. Factors considered in our appraisal of course structure focused on efficient use of time in class and time
available for individual students to work in the lab or online. It is believed that a hybrid component providing online exercise and repetition
may introduce more flexibility in our class to help students work better on the assortment of required exercises.
2. Creating electronic spreadsheets to manage and analyze data is a critical skill within BUSC 119A, and the management of relevant
formulas is essential for data analysis. Options from hybrid represent opportunities to demonstrate more functions within an interactive
mode. It is anticipated that students who have been challenged with using formulas will succeed better with online/interactive coaching
with responsive feedback of results from online grading.
3.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
To teach some of the capabilities of the newer operating system Windows 8 (BUSC 122), we need hardware that takes advantage of
touchscreen operation.
Our BUSC 109 class will be supplemented with a hybrid component, while retaining the ability of our lab environment to respond to individual
student needs as work in evaluated both online and in the classroom. Online typing supplements are being tested this semester, with a goal of
adding proven tools by the spring semester.
As Office 2013 revisions are implemented, we are adding online exercises to provide for immediate feedback during daily exercises.
Some newly developing business performance areas have been identified as critical for future technology training, such as the areas of mobile
computing and social media. Some of these needs can be addressed by adding content to existing courses, such as including access to cloud
computing/storage within MS Office classes. Security concerns and access privileges need to be addressed for student access to some.
Content requiring mobile devices cannot be accommodated with existing hardware in the BUSC labs. Grant fund availability may be our best
future hope with constraints of the college budget.
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Business and Technology – Computer Science and Information Systems
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Computer Science and Information Systems

Fall 2013

8/22/13

Department/group members present
Dr. J.C. Prado, D.J. Singh, Tom Rebold
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
We have successfully achieved a Computer Science TMC for our department, which aligns with state standards.
Due to SB1440 guidelines for Business TMC, we modified our CSIS1 class to better fit the BIS/CIS C-ID. This involved very lengthy discussions
since faculty had divergent ideas about what the CSIS1 course should cover. In the end we decided to stick with the outline given in the C-ID.
The actual course outline was written verbatim from the C-ID and the SLO was taken from the previous version. Today, after some discussion,
we decided to make the objectives from the C-ID descriptor equal the SLOs, as follows:
1. Describe existing and emerging technologies and their impact on organizations and society.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the development and use of information systems in business.
3. Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.
These changes will be made in the next several weeks.
We also developed a new course, CSIS9 Programming Fundamentals: Python, to fit one of the C-ID’s for the Computer Science TMC.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
1. Describe existing and emerging technologies and their impact on organizations and society.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the development and use of information systems in business.
3. Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
We discussed how the students were not getting the desired business application focus from the old version of CSIS1, which covered a
significant amount of programming instead. The dual purpose of the class (combined CIS and CS intro) has been changed to focus primarily on
CIS topics. The new CSIS9 is going to focus on CS topics.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
From the new CSIS1 we would like to see students better oriented to today’s business IT practices and a broader understanding of the different
career opportunities under the computing umbrella. (non-budget dependent). At the end of the class, we will analyze the final exam to determine
the achievement of these and other learning outcomes.
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Creative Arts
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Creative Arts Division

Fall - 2013

Flex Thursday

Department/group members present
All plus DOM, Barbara Smallwood
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1. Enrollment is Theatre Arts productions had been down in the previous 3 semesters due to the closure of the Theatre facilities for remodeling.
It was noted that with the re-opening of the remodeled Theatre, enrollments have suddenly and dramatically increased. Over 80 people were
involved in the Theatre’s opening production of Les Miserables, which played to over 4,500 audience members, sold out the run, got standing
ovations at every performance and rave reviews by local critics.
2. It was noted that in this year’s competition for Westin Scholarships in Photography, 18 out of 24 recipients were MPC Photography students.
3. It was noted that the Music Department, in order to facilitate evaluation of SLOs, has been collecting recordings of MPC performing
ensembles. These will then be compared to an SLO matrix for evaluation.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
1. Demonstrate knowledge of how and why the performing arts are unique from the humanities, and how inherent meaning in the arts
transcends written and verbal communication.
2. Perform in a variety of diverse theatrical genres, forms and styles through a combination of intellectual, emotional, physical and verbal
approaches.
3. Analyze performance in a manner which demonstrates both an awareness of the craft, skill and discipline employed and also the intuitive
values expressed by the performance.
4. Demonstrate knowledge of how and why the performing arts are unique from the humanities, and how inherent meaning in the arts
transcends written and verbal communication.
5. Create or participate in a performance or performances, to the satisfaction of the Theatre Arts faculty, so as to demonstrate an intuitive
awareness inherent in those works as well as a degree of acting, directing or technical ability appropriate to the projects and program.
6. Perform, direct, create or exhibit in diverse theatrical artistic genres, forms and styles through a combination of intellectual, emotional,
physical and verbal approaches
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The discussion centered on the intertwined and interactive nature of the GEOs as a whole and their overall positive effect on student learning as
reflected above. Hence the Division is finding that these GEOs, although enumerated individually, work most effectively at the level of the
gestalt.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
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Humanities – English Department
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

English Department

Fall 2013

8/22/13

Department/group members present
David Clemens, Merry Dennehy, Anita Johnson, Michelle Morneau, Beth Penney, Henry Marchand, Susan Joplin, David Joplin, Paola Gilbert,
Jon Osburg, Nick (from ESSC)
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
There is a continual decline in student preparedness. English faculty have continued to improve their syllabi and teaching methods as they
discuss various SLOs, but past efforts and plans are in large part dependent on implementation of Student Success Task Force requirements.
Underprepared/unprepared students, which were and continue to be the focus of our concern will, in theory, be better prepared if they are
required to take assessment and completed required basic skills classes before they take transfer-level classes.
Another thread related to the lack of improvement revealed that student learning is affected by students’ inability to adhere to course rules, such
as buying textbooks. Compounding this problem, the bookstore, which had for some time operated sufficiently, is slipping back into its old habits.
The bookstore needs to make sure they have enough textbooks for courses. And why must students wait for financial aid money to purchase
books? Are they applying for financial aid late, or is it late in coming? These problems affect learning as well as FTES.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Three SLOs from ENGL 111 apply to many English classes, where they are stated in various forms at various levels::
 Use critical thinking skills to interpret, summarize and analyze a variety of texts.
 Develop skills in planning, preparation and responsibility for meeting college-level expectations for reading, writing and classroom activities.
 Employ research strategies and analytical skills, including comparative, causal and argumentative approaches, when constructing and writing
college-level essays.
Anita pointed out that she is seeing a decline in students’ ability to conduct research in ENGL 1B. Even those who state they are familiar with
MLA and research procedures are not. Again, preparedness as discussed above comes into question. It’s not known whether these are students
from other colleges or students who just do not understand that they must retain and continue to use research methods learned in lower levels
throughout college.
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Anita has started to incorporate teaching of research in 1B.
Henry has imposed rules in his composition classes that they don’t have a book, they’re considered absent.
Anita makes PDFs of early reading assignments if students do not have books. Beth e-mails her students from WebReg before classes start and
explains textbook policy to them. Henry suggested that we send syllabi before classes start this way to alert them about what they will need. Will
students know what they are getting?
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Our goal is to prepare students in writing and research skills. To do this, however, we need accountable support from Administration as listed
above: bookstore, financial aid,
Integrating reading and writing at the basic skills level has had a positive effect at other colleges. The English Department faculty has agreed that
this would be a good idea to explore at MPC. The sub-committee tasked to investigate the possibility has been asked to prepare a written
proposal of its findings.
We discussed other ideas: credit by exam? At one place, everyone answers the same question and readers decide which class they “passed.”
Some who were actually enrolled in 111 write a 1A-level exam and thus can skip 1A. Some schools are offering AP-type exams that allow
students to skip 1A/1B/2 if they are successful. There was lukewarm reception of this idea at MPC.
We also discussed writing across the curriculum/learning communities: pairing writing/history classes or writing/psychology classes. Some of
these things work better in residential colleges; difficult at MPC. We had a learning community encompassing 301, 302, a Health class and an
LNSK class, but the infrastructure was not in place to support it successfully.
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Humanities – ESL Department
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

ESL Department

Fall 2013

8/22/2013

Department/group members present
John Nelson, Penny Partch, Molly May
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1. Redesigning schedule to meet student availability. Changes to the schedule (adding afternoon/evening courses in both Marina and
on the main campus) appear to be positive, as enrollments in most courses are healthy. Feedback from students and counselors
continue to indicate a trend towards more evening students. We now offer evening courses for the first 4-levels and hope to increase to
higher levels as those students progress.
2. Managing registration of noncredit/blocked students. The department is still working with Student Services and Information
Technology to help continuing students who have been successful in noncredit courses enroll in the next level of courses. As indicated in
earlier Program Reflections, the SIS program cannot track noncredit courses, and thus students’ success in such classes are not
recorded. Student Services staff must manually unblock students, so they are able to register. Efforts made in the previous academic
year were greatly appreciated, but the current system is far from ideal.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Emphasis of discussion related to student registration issues and evaluation of new curriculum in terms of reading and writing being separated
(issue of additional classes students must take in order to reach certificates and degrees). The department plans to continue monitoring
alignment of courses this semester, thereby reviewing student attainment of SLOs.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.

1. ESL Curriculum and Levels. The newly designed program includes one new level (level 5). Overall, Faculty seems pleased with the
new level, as it has provided the needed time for students to transition into the academic level 6 coursework. One criticism voiced was
the frustration of separating reading from writing; there is a great deal of overlap between the two skills. Also, the program was designed
with the goal of having students enroll in both reading and writing courses during the same semester; the same textbook was often
chosen for the same levels of reading/writing. However, not all students enrolled in both classes, so using the same textbook in each
course didn’t work as smoothly as we’d hoped. Counseling has also voiced a concern about the length of time it now takes for students
to move through all the levels before reaching transfer level courses.
2. Assessment. We discussed the computerized assessment instrument, COMPASS. We have been using the program for nearly a year
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now, but with mixed results. It is helpful to be able to separately assess reading, writing, and listening skills, but the test often produces
such skewed results that the reliability is sometimes questionable. We don’t yet know whether the problem is a result of human or
computer error; we are still in the investigation stage as part of our validation study. The problem is particularly significant when it occurs
without an ESL instructor present, since the instructor can instantly identify the error. When an ESL instructor isn’t present and such
problems occur, students may be initially misplaced. Getting the student into the correct level then requires more paperwork, challenge
exams, etc.
3. Student support. We discussed student support and ways to help students more during this period of fewer resources. Not having a
physical copy of the schedule is problematic. Lack of Student Services support, especially during the summer has also been a problem.
Similarly, not having ESL instructors present at all ESL assessment tests has been detrimental. Our students do not receive adequate
counseling and registration help. When ESL instructors and A&R representatives are present on designated test dates, most students
are counseled and registered on-site. We would like to increase this representation as it yields the best service for our students.
4. Enrollment. Enrollments campus wide have fallen, and although ESL numbers are healthy for the most part, we are concerned about
the decreased numbers in the intermediate range (levels 3 and 4). We brainstormed ways we could try to outreach to the community to
attract more students. We believe NPS has great potential if we could get our non-credit certificate finalized as these students often
require a certificate (as they can get from DLI’s ESL program). We also hope that having Alethea DeSoto in the International Student
Center will help recruit and generate higher numbers of international students. In recent years, with the absence of a director, the
number of international students has declined dramatically.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Continue to work with Student Services to strengthen coordination of registration of continuing students.
2. Establish a contact person at A&R or the International Student Office or International Student Center who can provide a “one-stop shop”
service for all ESL needs, ranging from application help, registration, visa information, and email/phone inquiries. A contact person will
become especially crucial if the ESL intensive institute takes off.
3. Follow-up with A&R with changes in SIS that would allow non-credit students to be tracked.
4. Follow-up with A&R about creating the process for the two newly approved non-credit certificates. The Chancellor’s Office has approved
the certificates, but A&R needs to create the actual certificate and the form for eligible students in order to receive their certificate.
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Humanities – ESSC
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

ESSC

Fall 2013

8/30/13

Department/group members present
Adria Gerard, Arnold Seibel, Deborah Sharp, Carolyn Lake, Katrina Jensen, Sunny LeMoine, Virginia Stark, Janet Tezak
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Not Applicable
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
ENGL 325: Basic Grammar for Writing
 Demonstrate knowledge of the basic parts of the sentence
 Correctly utilize beginning grammatical concepts in one’s writing
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Below are representative comments from individual Instructor Reflections on Student Learning:
Assessment Methods for the SLOs:
There are 7 lessons; each includes reading and exercises from the textbook, followed by a brief constructed-response test. There are two forms
of each test, with a mastery criterion of 70% (7 out of 10 correct responses), and the student is allowed to attempt a second form if he or she
does not attain the mastery criterion on the first form.




For each lesson, examine the student’s work on the exercises from the textbook; detect any pattern of errors; explain, create examples,
etc., to correct the deficiency, and attempt to confirm the student’s understanding through verbal interaction (i.e., by talking with the
student).
Administer and score one form of the test.
If the student does not attain mastery, explain or demonstrate the correct application of the skill, then administer and score the other form
of the test

Brief summary of assessment results (please quantify when possible):
 Most students who show deficiencies on the textbook exercises profit from the discussion and perform adequately on the first form of the
test.
 Most students who do not attain mastery on the first form of the test profit from the discussion and perform adequately on the second form.
 Of the handful of students who take the course each semester, usually half complete it and, therefore, pass the course. Failure to complete
the course is usually the only way a student does not pass.
 Only a handful of students sign up for the course each term; of those that do, motivation is the primary factor in success/completion.
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Students who apply themselves and ask for assistance as needed in almost all case achieve a passing grade.
Quizzes do not reflect the second course SLO: Correctly utilize beginning grammatical concepts in one’s writing. Rather, quizzes are
similar to the practice exercises students complete from the course textbook, which do not require students to generate their own written
content.

How do you plan to use the assessment results to improve student learning?
Data Collection:
 It would be useful to survey test results (we do not retain the exercises) to determine (1) whether any skills could be better taught and (2)
whether any topics are too easy and could be replaced with precursor skills for the more difficult topics.
Writing Component:
 Currently quizzes require only recognition of sentence elements. I suggest that some quizzes, or part of each quiz, involve providing
sentences that illustrate certain syntax problems, such as using conjunctions, using conjunctive adverbs, giving examples of fragments,
etc. Similarly, quizzes could include having the student describe in own words certain rules, such as give three rules for using commas and
examples. In other words, make the testing less passive.
 As with any grammar course, it seems to me that there should be a written component, other than a simple test of catching sentence errors
or adding punctuation to a sentence. Each unit should also include an opportunity for students to write sentences of their own, using the
skill highlighted in each unit. They should be responsible for skills learned in earlier units as well.
 Quizzes do not reflect the second course SLO: Correctly utilize beginning grammatical concepts in one’s writing. Rather, quizzes are
similar to the practice exercises students complete from the course textbook, which do not require students to generate their own written
content.
Contact with Staff/Faculty:
 In addition, we should build into the course a mandatory meeting with staff during the completion of each unit. At that time we could do an
informal assessment of the student’s understanding of the concept being studied and encourage the student to ask us questions about the
concept.
 Include a written instruction about how to use the lab card—a lot of time is spent in interpreting the specifics of what to do to the student.
 Monitor start dates and progress more closely to encourage students to begin their work earlier in the semester and to work consistently to
complete the course.
 Failure does not seem to result from the course being too difficult, so helping provide motivation and study skills might be most beneficial.
 Staff should give encouragement at the beginning of the semester: encouraging the student to create a weekly schedule, letting him/her
know that the staff is constantly available to help, and carefully outlining the work flow and expectations.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Possible Additions to Program Review Annual Report Form (may be revised before submitting Spring 2014):
 Improve ENGL 325 in the following ways: Encourage more staff interaction (especially at the beginning of the term regarding course content,
requirements, time management and study skills), and revise exercises and/or quizzes for each lesson to incorporate more opportunities for
authentic writing assignments.
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Humanities – Philosophy and Speech Communication
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Philosophy, Speech Communication

Fall 2013

8-22-2013

Department/group members present
Dr. Dan Fox, Dr. Todd Weber, Diane Boynton
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1. Diane plans to create a new assignment related to Competent Communication. Diane created the new assignment; students did
fairly well, but did not use a format that Diane envisioned (directions weren’t as clear as they might have been).
2. Dan will make changes to the small group reflection exercises. Dan upgraded the writing in his SPCH 2 classes by 30% adding both
a group analysis paper and an individual analysis paper.
3. Dan will also use a new activity to introduce small group communication.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Understand, analyze and evaluate complex issues or problems, draw reasoned conclusions and/or generate solutions, and effectively
communicate their results.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Each of us shared ways we approach the GEO (our courses are quite diverse, as we teach PHIL, SPCH 1 and 2, and SPCH 3). Our approaches
have shifted in small ways, especially since curriculum has been revised due to TMC’s. Such changes are most evident in PHIL 6, Symbolic
Logic.
Dan also discussed the need to more consistently schedule SPCH courses that support the Communication Studies TMC outside of the “bread
and butter” SPCH courses (1, 2, 3, and 4). To support the Communication Studies major, greater emphasis may need to be placed on SPCH 5,
10, and 54.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Dan plans to add more accountability into SPCH 2.
2. Todd plans to provide more opportunities for students to integrate philosophical theories, helping them to compare and contrast different
perspectives (e.g. Plato and Hume).
3. Diane will review scheduling trends and will work with Dan to determine how best to integrate new courses during our uncertain times.
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Humanities – Reading Center
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Reading Center

Fall 2013

8/30/13

Department/group members present
Adria Gerard, Paula Norton, Kimberlyn Forte, Inga Gonzalez, Linda Bergen, Gaely Jablonski, Linda Kloth, Kristen Lansdale, Patricia Nelson,
Susan Stillinger, Shane Whitman
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.


Expand ENGL 402 and 422 lab offerings for reading class students: Incorporate Visualizing and Verbalizing® program as a new
lab module for reading class students in 402/422 who will be better helped by this module over current Reading Strategies or
Reading Café modules:
A “new” and/or separate lab module has not been created. Through assessment, however, both at the start of the semester and in an
ongoing manner throughout the semester, Paula Norton and Reading Center staff work to identify those students who might benefit from
Visualizing and Verbalizing®, grouping students with these similar needs together, and developing and improving upon more individualized
instructional methods for these students. Reading Center staff will discuss at weekly meetings, how to evaluate the need for V/V, both by
the use of our assessments as well as through clinical observation. The goal will be for the staff to begin implementing V/V earlier in the
semester so they can help the students understand how to apply those concepts in their 302 class.



Work with English Department toward more cooperation, collaboration, and cohesion between English 302/322 and the lab corequisites 402/422:
As the Director of the Reading Center, I have been participating in a student success subcommittee within the English Department and have
been engaging with ENGL 302 and 322 classroom faculty in discussions of, among others things, ongoing improvement of the lab
sequences for both ENGL 402 and 422.
In addition, faculty members in the Reading Center have been in continuous contact with ENGL 302 and 322 classroom instructors to
ensure that Reading Café lab content is cohesive with classroom content. For example, as part of the Reading Café portion of the lab
several additions have been made with the input of classroom instructors: Skill Sheet handouts for specific course content have been
created (i.e. annotating, context clues, topic and main Idea, paraphrasing, patterns of organization, etc.) Likewise several online lessons and
exercises have been created and/or updated to duplicate skills covered in the classroom providing practice, reinforcement and feedback
(through quizzes) of these various reading skills. Feedback from classroom instructors as to students needs has allowed the reading lab
instructors to tailor and create new lessons that have not been previously addressed. Some new lessons brought by this dialogue have
been: How to Read a Syllabus and How to Take a Test.
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Finally, Reading Strategies lab tutors routinely work to keep current with and incorporate ENGL 302 and 322 classroom content and
homework assignments into tutoring lessons. Syllabi for the 302 and 322 classes are kept in the Reading Center office, as are the text for
each class, so the staff can review assignments ahead of time. In addition, skills developed in the Reading Strategies Lab (phonemic
awareness, visual memory, vocabulary development, spelling, and comprehension), though sometimes not directly connected to course
assignments, indirectly but positively impact student success on classroom assignments.


Revise the Reading Strategies student intro questionnaire to include clearer and more comprehensive goal-setting language:
Paula Norton and Reading Strategies tutors have completed this action item. In addition to the revisions in the questionnaire, tutors have
also increased the frequency throughout the term with which they refer back to students’ self-selected goals. The revisions and subsequent
referrals back to this questionnaire have helped to give students more ownership of tutoring session content, to make explicit how lessons
apply to their goals, and to demonstrate clear progress towards those goals.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
ENGL 402
 Perform work with reading and vocabulary that supports their work in ENGL 302
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Assessment Methods for the SLOs:
Reading Strategies
 Students undergo thorough assessments both at the beginning and end of each term they work in the Reading Strategies Lab. These
assessments include phonemic awareness, visual memory, spelling, and reading comprehension. Ongoing assessment and adjustment
to lesson plans occur throughout the term as tutors gauge/evaluate student learning and progress. This ongoing assessment is aided by
the student intro questionnaire mentioned above, in which students identify their goals for the term.
 Students write an evaluation at the end of the semester about the lab content, as well as about the staff person working with them. These
evaluations are reviewed by each individual staff person at the first meeting of the semester, and the comments are shared with the
group. In the Spring of 2013, 100% of the students who completed the evaluation stated that their personal goals for the lab had been
met.
Reading Café
 Authentic assessment: Point based written assignments, closed tasks created to assess student knowledge of concepts and skill level on
various reading areas
 Open Tasks and Constructed Responses: Student Reading Responses; On-line Discussions, annotating and concept mapping
assignment
 Performance Tasks: integrate classroom tasks with lab assignments.
 Students are assessed on a point system for each lesson in the areas of comprehension, vocabulary, skill topics (such as mapping and
annotating), and participation. At the end of the term, those students with 70% of the required points for the course receive a passing
grade.
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Brief summary of assessment results (please quantify when possible):
Reading Strategies (representative comments from individual Instructor Reflections)






We more often, than not, see great results (sometimes very large increases) in the student’s post testing. There are many comments
made to their teachers in how our program is helping them. Many of our students have moved into the required classes and onto higher
education.
At the end of the semester, many students that I worked with found they had the opportunity to work on and improve many of the things
they had checked off initially on the questionnaire, especially those items that referred to reading and spelling (rather than college essay
writing). I saw many students benefit from working with the V and V program in the Spring semester. Though it is difficult to give
quantifiable results, students reported that the program was helpful for other classes that they were taking as well. Additionally, many of
the students indicated that they were happy with the program and would not make any changes to it on their final program/instructor
evaluation.
Students take assessments for auditory discrimination, symbolic imagery and spelling. All students improve in at least two of these areas
(wherever they assessed as weaker originally).
A large majority of students (both as evidenced in assessment data and in self-reports) pass this lab and improve their reading skills
over the course of the semester.

Reading Café
 Open Tasks and Constructed Responses: assess processes and strategies, measure ability to interpret, apply information, and
communicate thinking
 A large majority of students pass this lab, and those who do not typically are not availing themselves of the assistance provided to them
in the lab. A dedicated reading instructor is available during all hours the Reading Center is open, willing to assist students and aid in
their success.
How do you plan to use the assessment results to improve student learning?
Reading Strategies (representative comments from individual Instructor Reflections)
 We can garner information from the test results to hone in on what areas they need to work on such as spelling, reading, or
comprehension. We use the information to explain to our students which areas will be focused on in our sessions and why.
 I plan to continue to implement the V & V program when it is appropriate and time permits. I also plan to discuss student goals at the
beginning of the program and continue to reference their goals throughout the semester. Also, I found it to be helpful for the students to
spend time working on their class reading assignments and incorporating some of their class work into the lab when possible, and will
continue to do so in the upcoming semester.
 Depending on the weaker areas as reflected by the pre-assessment, lesson plans are individualized as much as possible to meet
students’ self-selected goals.
Reading Café
 In response to reading faculty observation of student assignments from the classroom and student performance in the lab, the Reading
Cafe assignments are continually altered to provide more reading skill and vocabulary support. This includes the addition of vocabulary
and reading skill assignments to the Reading Café. As we continue forward, many of the current materials will be supplemented with
video/PowerPoint instruction as well as practice materials for the Reading Strategies students.
 A reading skill sheet repository, located in the Reading Center, supplies students with materials developed by the reading instructors in
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response to classroom need and student request. In order to create cohesion between the lab and classroom, said materials mirror, cite,
and recommend use of the books assigned by MPC classroom instructors. The worksheets are fluid entities that are revised as
instructional needs and material changes are made in the classroom.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Anecdotally (based on individual Instructor Reflections), our assessments demonstrate positive results for both of our labs. Paula Norton keeps
detailed records of assessment results for Reading Strategies students; Reading Instructors keep detailed records of students’ grades on
assignments for Reading Café. With limited time here at the beginning of the term, I have been unable to mine the assessment data for more
quantitative overall figures. Data collection/analysis, and working with Institutional Research to do so, is a corresponding item in our 2012-13
Program Review Annual Report, and one we hope to make more progress on in coming semesters.
Progress has been made regarding our other action plan items from 2012-2013, and continues to be made each semester. Two of the action
plan items mentioned above have been completed. As long as the third item (“Work with English Department toward more cooperation,
collaboration, and cohesion between English 302/322 and the lab co-requisites 402/422”) is considered “ongoing” in our Program Review Annual
Report form, we’ll continue to make improvements and revisions as needed.
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Humanities – World Languages
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

World Languages

Fall 2013

August 22, 2013

Department/group members present
Kelly Stack, Lisa D. Gonzales, Sonia Lizano, Cate Munch
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
a. Instructional Approaches
 Student use of email was reported last semester as being problematic; students do not check email and do not know how to properly
write email messages. There are a variety of causes and solutions continue to be ad-hoc, including training students to forward email
from less-used to more frequently-used accounts, and responding to inappropriate emails on a case-by-case basis. Instructors feel
somewhat overwhelmed by the need to teach non-subject-related basics such as email etiquette and study skills.


French and Spanish instructors noticed underutilization of the online Supersites associated with their courses. Spanish is adopting a
new textbook that coordinates more closely with the Spanish Supersite; French did not adopt the new book because it is not formatted
for our semester offerings.

b. Consistency between sections
 ASL program will implement online use (via MPCOnline) of student self-survey that was piloted last year. Some students and instructors
found it helpful as a review tool as well as a way of ensuring consistent learning outcomes across sections.
 Lisa shared a copy of an Oxford University student self-reflection survey with WL faculty. It does not appear that any instructor used it
during the semester.
 ASL program will pilot program to invite students from lower-level classes to “visit” classes the next level up to meet the teacher, talk to
students, and therefore be reassured that there is a smooth path through the ASL curriculum.
 Ongoing efforts: reminding all faculty to follow the same academic standards, distribution of World Languages Department policies.
e. Alignment of course objectives or SLOs
 As decided last semester, the department will continue to supplement SLOs on syllabi with more specific content objectives.
g. Availability of course offerings
 After investigating the possibility of offering continuing education classes, we determined that any course we might develop would be
overpriced and yet instructor pay would be so low as to not offer an incentive to develop classes.
For example, in spring 2013, when French 50 Conversation was under-enrolled, Lisa formally proposed a six-week, continuing education
course to accommodate students in the canceled class. Whereas a full, 16-week semester of French 50 only costs students $69 (1.5
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units x $46 per unit), a six-week continuing education class at $15 per class session would cost them $90. Lowering the fee to $60 per
student for the class, and assuming a minimum enrollment of eight students, would translate into $480 for the class, of which my 35%
pay before deductions would be $168. These numbers revealed that it is not only more advantageous financially for students to take a
regular class, but also for the instructor.


Three new ASL courses are in the pipeline for approval: Structure & Culture of ASL (3 units); Sign Language Myths and Realities
(1 unit); and SIGN 1L Lab (.5 unit).



French Conversation 225A was proposed in June, with hopes of getting it on the schedule for spring 2014. The proposal is in Curricunet
awaiting approval.

j. Library Services and l. Learning Centers
 We still lack access to computer labs for holding occasional classes. Kelly and Lisa continue to use LTC 203/204 with students for
computer/orientation sessions. Lola found that the former ESL lab is available on a limited basis; Lisa confirmed this week with ESL
Department Chair, Molly May, that World Languages may use the lab when it is available. The ESL Lab website has a calendar and a
lab request form: http://www.mpc.edu/academics/Humanities/ESLDepartment/Pages/ESL-Lab.aspx


It appears that procedural barriers to using ESCC spaces are still in place, making availability quite restricted.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use vocabulary and idioms in basic life situations using the necessary rules of grammar and syntax of a first semester level.
Demonstrate the ability to understand and respond to basic signed ASL at a first semester novice level
Read and write simple prose in ASL gloss at the sentence level
Obtain a beginning understanding of ASL culture

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The MPC World Languages Department uses the Communicative method for teaching, which is an immersive method requiring that 90-95% of
teaching take place in the target language. The Communicative method is an approach designed to support student attainment of all the SLOs
listed above.
ASL students have demonstrated wide variance in their compliance with the requirement to not use English in the classroom, and Kelly asked
her colleagues if they experienced similar responses from their spoken-language students and what techniques they found to be successful in
improving student learning. Everyone agreed that it can be challenging for students to refrain from using their native languages while in class,
and equally challenging for the instructor to enforce the discipline. The consensus was that clear guidelines are required, with students learning
from day one that all communication must be in the target language. Boundaries (such as, no English while in this space, or no English during
this time-period) are important, and allowing students the ability to ask questions in written English or under specific ritualized circumstances may
help allay students’ fears that they will not be able to communicate well enough to be understood in the target language.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Our department was heavily impacted by a delay in making office space available to faculty. By the end of August 22, with just one business day
left before the start of instruction, we still did not have keys to our offices or to the building. This distressing situation made it difficult for us to
analyze student learning and formulate goals and action plans. The result of our reflections dialog was acknowledgement that regardless of
language or mode of language, we all face similar challenges in supporting student learning, and that we would appreciate sharing tools and
techniques with each other (as we have in the past) when our basic infrastructure was restored.
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Library
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Library

Fall 2013

8/22/2013

Department/group members present
Deborah Ruiz, Catherine Webb, Bill Easton, Erik McDonald, Phuc Le, Durell Stouffer, Amy Converse, Roseann Erwin, Charlene Wells, Kevin
Haskin
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.










Increased capacity of Wi-Fi in library
Scheduled reupholstering of some chairs on third floor
nd
rd
Cleaning of lab chairs was done by an outside source, carpet on 2 and 3 floor was cleaned
Dead plants removed from lobby and open area –four replacements silk plants now spread throughout the Main floor of the Library.
Significant staff time devoted to development of LibGuides, training continued for part time librarians
Staff participated on campus technology committee
Statistical categories added to statistical tracking tools to collect information about tech issues
Improved signage for instruction sessions
Staff attendance at workshops related to tech, new ILS, reference, distance ed, basic skills, instruction

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Learning Outcome 1:
Users will be able to access and use information resources in a variety of formats.
Learning Outcome 2:
Users will be able to use a variety of computer programs.
Learning Outcome 3:
Users will have access to information and instruction services.
Learning Outcome 4:
Users will be able to study individually or collaboratively in a variety of areas within a welcoming and supportive environment.
Learning Outcome 5:
Users should expect to study and explore ideas in an environment that is welcoming, healthy and safe.
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Meeting began with a review of why we do reflections and what happens to the ideas.
 Identification of needs through discussion and program review annual updates
 Annual Action Plan identifies costs
 Planning / Resource Allocation follow
 Becomes part of the accreditation process
There was consensus that our challenges remain in four areas: technology, physical facility, budget/funding and staff. Note SLOs shown above,
all included in discussion.
1. Technology: this challenge looms larger each year ( Backbone of Learning Outcome #1 and #4)
o Physical Equipment:
 Our lab PC’s were 5 years old this summer, and there is no plan for replacement. It was reported that there is a Tech
Committee campus plan to refresh computer components as needed. The plan is not complete, but will be part of the
Tech Plan for the Campus.
With the implementation of the Tech Plan, 10 hard-drives are requested as backup components for the most heavily
used computers

o



The original intent was to rotate student computers to replace outdated staff computers as new student computers were
purchased. This has not been the case, since no new student use computers have been purchased.



The Uninterrupted Power Supply and Line Conditioner, or UPS, is reaching the end of its service life. The batteries have
not been replaced, and we have been told the battery venting gasses now presents a fire hazard. IT and Admin have
been informed of the details, and to date have not advised us how to proceed. One potential solution for the failing UPS
that was raised was virtualizing the servers. Staff discussed the pros and cons of this possibility. While it would mitigate
the cost of replacing the batteries, concerns were expressed about how this would affect other areas (i.e., ongoing
server maintenance, etc.). Staff agreed to continue exploring ramifications of this idea to see if it could be an appropriate
solution.



The Security Camera System needs to be updated and/or replaced to be coordinated with Campus Security. There is no
budget for replacement in the library budget and this has to be discussed with the Dean and the Vice President of
Instruction, hopefully a financial solution will be found. The Campus Security Unit supports the update/replacement of the
Security Camera System.

Website:
 3 aspects: library site , MPC Online site and general campus site
 The general College website is a significant barrier for students
o The search function is terrible (is it even indexed?).
o Searching for people is not easy or direct.
Tech committee is exploring options for redesign for the campus website which will affect the Library
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o

Website and any additional design work we will do.
The Tech committee has sent out a proposal to have the campus website redesigned.
The Library website has been worked on by one of the part time Librarians, when completed will be reviewed by
library staff.

Technology Planning:
 The Tech Committee is going to be creating a comprehensive plan for all campus needs. We may have to look for
restricted grants for technology.
 The Initial Plan was shown internally over the summer to get recommendations so when it is completed, there
will be no surprises.

2. Physical Facility (Learning Outcome #5)
o We serve our public in the Monterey facility when they are physically present, but we also discussed the need to remain aware of
how we can extend library services to students who cannot get to the library when it is open through our digital resources and
online services. Based on our usage data for our online collections, we believe that students are using the digital content we
have purchased or licensed with increasing frequency. For example, library staff compared two semesters (SPR 12 and SPR 13)
of usage for our primary eBook database, EBSCO eBook Collection. Usage data indicates that the number of successful eBook
access attempts in that database grew from 1106 in SPR 12 to 1802 in SPR 13, an increase of 63%.
o In the future we will need to shift resources (purchase more digital resources which are more costly than print) to meet needs of
all students. This creates a shrinking footprint for book stacks and periodical stacks but we will be able to provide more seating
($$$) clusters to accommodate student needs for group work areas.
 Enrollment is up in Marina and Distance Education classes also show stronger enrollment which also justify digital
purchases.
o Will experiment with Student Study Area seating arrangements to best service the needs of the students and maintain equal
accessibility and reduce noise.
 Custodial issues continue and are chronic. With a new supervisor, we hope previous issues are addressed
 We will continue to use the Maintenance Direct Online work order submission process.
 Cleaning keyboards and tables need to be an ongoing process. Analogy of the broken window replacement concept, that
if the facility is clean, users will take more pride and care with what they find and use here.
 Keyboards will continue to be cleaned twice monthly, with the keyboards in poor shape being replaced as
needed.
3. Reference & Instruction (Learning Outcome #3)
 We need to be more accessible to everyone, working to increase services to our Students at the Marina Campus, perhaps next spring
we can talk about having reference hours at Marina.
 Considering offering a late start LIBR 50 class.
4. Budget and Funding (Learning Outcome #1, 2, 3, 4 & 5)
nd
o We had a line item for library materials (for just the 2 year in a row). Budget clarification will need to be done with the
Instructional Technology Funds of $68k possibly being reduced as stated during Steve Ma’s College Council presentation.
o Foundation funds are almost gone.
o We will work with foundation to raise funds as we can.
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o
o

Huge unfunded need: training. Everyone on the staff is using technology and teaching technology and no one is funded to
receive any training. We have had new updates of library software and students are asking more challenging questions about
technology. Foundation funds will be explored to pay for these additional needs.
Hours recently reduced and the Instructional Technology part time position and Library Specialist-Circulation position were not
filled. We agreed to the reduction for 1 year only.

5. Staff (Learning Outcome #5)
o Digital Services Librarian position was not filled, but backfill was partially funded.
o Recommended IT/Circ position was denied. Straight separate replacements have been submitted.
o New Division Chair in position.
o Recommend combined IT/Library Specialist-Circulation was not supported by the classified union.
o Staff agreed that they would like First Aid training, an application for Foundation funds will be submitted.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).















Statistics on usage of LibGuides used in instructional sessions will continue to be gathered.
Library workload data and other statistics will be analyzed to track changes in students’ use of library resources and the issues that most
commonly affect student learning. (continuous)
Number of active library users who are no students will be assessed, with review of implications of fees for use of library by non-students
-Revisit
We have discussed ways we might separate the evaluation of SLO attainment from our overall library user satisfaction (given that we are
open to the public). -Revisit
Program Review Annual Update will include overview of facilities issues
Systems Technology Coordinator will report back after each Technology Committee meeting, as well as weekly tech updates following
meeting with other classified tech staff.
To promote Library Services, Librarians and staff to visit not only division but other general office and service areas. Considering having
Roaming Reference Librarians at the Student Center to inform Students of Library Services. Continue with roving Reference to engage
students wherever they may be.
Staff will be given release time to attend training opportunities offered by regional library consortium
We are reviewing IT usage statistics monthly, and overall, the trend is down. Review of stats show a decline in tech issues, trending with
few notable exceptions
$50k was added to campus marketing budget for the 2013-14 budget, will this be used to print the schedule again? The decision to
cease printing the schedule arbitrarily negatively affected the college.
Statistics have enabled us to make decisions about better serving patrons, changing staffing patterns, identifying needs for technology in
group rooms, interest in laptop circulation, etc.
Library staff will report to staff at monthly library staff meetings on activities at college meetings they attend, including:
o
o

AAAG (Academic Affairs Advisory Group)
Academic Senate
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o


ASAG (Administrative Services Advisory Group)
SSAG (Student Services Advisory Group)
College Council
Institutional Research Advisory Committee
Curriculum Advisory Committee
ICDE (Institutional Committee on Distance Education)
MOBAC (Monterey Bay Area Consortium) Reference Committee
MOBAC Administrative Council
MOBAC Interlibrary Loan Committee
Health & Welfare Cost Containment
DOM Meeting

Catherine Webb: How areas of non-direct FTES contribute indirectly affect FTES retention. With the crisis in enrollment of fulltime and
possible decline of services, we must make the library a part of all campus discussions.
o “Loss Leader” to bring students in.
o Continue with Statistical Reports to quantify the services offered at the Library.
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Life Sciences – Division Office
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Life Sciences Division Office

Fall 2013

September 4, 2013

Department/group members present
Heather Faust, Julie Bailey, Julie Himes, Dan van Hees
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1. MOVING: The move into our new building is almost complete, though we are still working to resolve a few glitches. COMPLETED
th
2. COMMUNITY OUTREACH: We have participation in the 65 anniversary celebration by all departments. COMPLETED
3. FACULTY HIRING: We are moving forward in the hope of replacing a full-time Human Physiology instructor (as Gary Fuller is retiring
this June). PARTIALLY COMPLETED – Hired one-year temporary full-time faculty member, preparing to advertise for a tenure
track position this fall.
4. TECHNOLOGY:
a. We are moving forward to replace our part time CAD lab/instructional technology specialist. COMPLETED
b. The Life Sciences Technology Committee met once during the Fall 2012 semester, we will be meeting this semester to monitor
progress and bring our new CAD lab/instructional technology specialist up to speed.
i. Committee met during the first week of school to discuss long-term plans and technology needs. Will be meeting every
2 months throughout the school year.
c. Kevin Raskoff will participate as a member of the campus wide technology committee and we are looking forward to hearing
more from that group soon.
d. Completed redesign of the A/V system throughout the Life Science Building.
e. NEW – Develop a long-term budget plan for technology refreshment within Life Science
f. NEW – Improve Auto Tech A/V system
5. EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS:
a. Life Sciences emergency preparedness committee/team met in Fall 2012. Art St Laurent, Head of MPC Security, joined us.
i. Increased communication between Life Science and Security in relation to incidents that happen within the building.
b. Julie Bailey created & distributed binders with emergency protocols and contact information for the Life Science Building
Response Team. The binders need to be updated for the 2013-14 year. Life Science Building Response Team will meet to
refresh everyone’s memory.
6. LAB SAFETY:
a. The LS division was well represented at the Chemical Hygiene Committee Meeting on Friday February 9, 2012 (Kevin Raskoff,
Julie Himes, Dan Van Hees, Heather Faust, Chris Chesvick, Liz Robinson were in attendance).
b. Lab Safety discussions have occurred with full-time and adjunct faculty.
c. Training activities are currently in progress/development.
i. Developed a standardized set of Lab Etiquette rules, handouts have been distributed to each LS lab student.
ii. Lab managers gave safety talks to each lab section at the beginning of the semester. This will be a recurring thing each
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semester.
d. Lab Managers updated and aligned the Life Science chemical inventory to match up with that of Physical Science.
e. Dan, Julie Himes and Heather Faust will be attending haz-mat safety training in early October
7. ORNH/MAST:
a. ORNH classes are all staffed for this semester (though this may be Cathy Haas’s last semester at MPC and there are continued
challenges when overseeing program that lack full-time faculty leadership). ONGOING
8. SATURDAY LAB CLASSES:
a. ANAT 2 is being offered on Saturday this semester, funding was secured to purchase cats for this section. Still looking for a
source of permanent funding for this ANAT section.
9. TRACKING VENDORS
a. JH and DVH have worked to develop a tracking system for vendors AND track supply expenses over time. ONGOING
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Provide support to faculty, staff, and students to enhance instructional delivery, facility use, technology use, program/course development and
maintenance.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
1. We discussed our plan to hire and train the new CAD lab/instructional technology specialist who will support faculty, staff and students to
enhance instructional delivery and technology use. We are hoping to find someone who will be available during class times, though we
recognize the challenges associated with hiring part-time staff. HIRED -- DISCUSSED – training of new tech is currently ongoing
2. We discussed how to prepare and plan for Gary’s retirement in order to support any new faculty that will be teaching human physiology
in the Fall semester.
a. We discussed how best to support the new Physiology professor.
3. We discussed the life sciences technology committee.
4. We discussed the life sciences “lab safety” challenges, and the need to train full-time faculty, adjunct faculty, staff and students.
5. We discussed strategies for attaining our long-term technology refreshment plan.
6. We discussed how best to support Auto Tech through the hopeful improvement of their A/V system.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
MOVING CHALLENGES
 Ongoing trouble shooting and problem solving. COMPLETE
RECRUITING, HIRING, SUPPORTING & TRAINING NEW STAFF
 CAD lab/instructional technology specialist & discuss the role this person will play supporting CAD, DRAFT, FASH, INTD, AUTO, MATE,
MAST, others…..
 NEW FACULTY TRAINING & SUPPORT for Human Physiology (PHSO) ONGOING
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NEW ADJUNCT FACULTY (ORNH, HOSP, others….) Cathy Haas will probably not return after Fall 2013 ONGOING
Replace DOM in Spring 2014 – Formulate a plan for transition. Develop a set of procedures that will assist new DOM.

TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT OPTIONS WITHIN THE DIVISION
 Continued need for LS technology committee.
 Desire to include new CAD lab/instructional technology specialist as much as possible.
o Due to scheduling conflicts, Julie Himes meets with Babak once a week to discuss issues with training and orientation.
 Desire to build relationship with IT at the institutional level.
 Julie Himes attends the Technicians Meeting on Thursday. This group has been reconvened under Mike Midkiff’s leadership. Hopefully
the new CAD Lab technician will be able to attend this group’s meetings as time permits.
LIFE SCIENCE BUILDING EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
 Prepare and post emergency instructions in each classroom in all Life Science Division classrooms (to include GA103 and the Family
and Consumer Science building). The information is prepared, just needs posting.
LAB SAFETY TRAINING GOALS
 General building tour highlighting safety equipment occurred on February 22, 2013. We discussed over items such as: fire extinguisher
locations, eye wash locations, spill kits, first aid kits, incident reports, sanitation and hazardous waste streams. This tour will be repeated
with any new faculty members at the beginning of both Fall and Spring semesters.
 New safety handouts will be written for faculty AND students by the end of Spring 2013. New handouts were distributed at the beginning
of the Fall 2013 semester.
 We will assess the feasibility of having lab managers attend science labs to go over general lab safety and chemical hygiene protocols.
Lab managers attended the labs. It seems feasible for us to attend the labs at the beginning of each semester.
 We will explore options for creating lab safety training courses to conduct with faculty annually (may include hand-on situational activities)
AND we will consider options for keeping adjunct faculty fully trained/informed. ONGOING
MAST/ORNH
 Life Science Division Chair and DOM with continue to provide leadership for these areas.
 We discussed plans to hold an advisory group meeting for ORNH (no specific plans).
 Discussed the need to meet with administration in order to plan the future of ORHN (scheduled for September 2013).
Cathy Haas, full time faculty and ORNH Dept. Chair, retired June 2011. Since that time Cathy has been unofficially serving as dept.
chair. We are not certain how long Cathy will be willing to serve in this capacity after Fall 2013 semester.
 Beginning MAST discontinuance process. Possible discontinuance of the program but will keep some of the courses.
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Life Sciences – Automotive Technology
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Automotive Technology

Fall 2013

08/22/13

Department/group members present
James Lawrence – Auto Tech full time instructor, C. Robert Omstead – Auto Tech Adjunct instructor, Marcus Evans – Auto Tech Adjunct
instructor
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Last June, we held our first ever graduation ceremony where we acknowledged our students for their achievements. This event, combined with
the newly created High Achievement Award, has gone a long way in promoting student excellence and increasing the number of degrees and
certificates awarded.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Since all of us at the table will be teaching the AUTO 100 class this semester, we decided to focus on the main AUTO 100 SLO.
 Perform basic vehicle maintenance operations and inspections according to industry standards.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
All instructors agreed that the AUTO 100 final is good tool for assessing this SLO. However, it was noted that the exam and exam setting are
very stressful for many students. The consensus was that stress was key factor in limiting student achievement. It was also agreed that the
correct approach to addressing this issue was not to change the exam or the environment; instead we should focus on helping our students to be
better prepared.
The observation that many students got into “trouble” on the final exam because they were not able to find the necessary service information
quickly was also discussed. The group then debated the pros and cons of various service information databases and discussed strategies to
help students become more proficient at navigating through the information.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. To better track the results of our efforts, we plan to set-up and maintain a database of AUTO 100 final exam scores. To gather accurate
statistics, we will need to ensure that the students are using the same vehicles semester to semester. To this end, six vehicles will be
set aside for the AUTO 100 final. This may be budget dependent if we cannot locate enough suitable vehicles in our fleet.
2. To increase the speed at which students are able to rotate wheels on a car and to help them with final exam “choreography”, it was
decided that we should create a video tutorial on tire rotation. Since we are already in the process of creating instructional videos, this
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goal is probably not budget dependent.
3. To help students minimize stress during the AUTO 100 final exam, we decided to create more structured practice sessions. Instead of
being optional, they will be mandatory for every student. The practice session will also include a service information assignment that will
help students navigate the service information databases. This goal is not budget dependent.
4. To encourage the students to higher achievement and to encourage better work habits, we will be giving out more bonus bucks to
students. The instructor will carry two $5 (bonus bucks) bills on him every class. During every class he will be looking for students to
reward. This is not budget dependent.
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Life Sciences – Biology, Anatomy & Physiology and Health
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Life Sciences (Biology, Anatomy & Physiology, Health)

Fall 2013

August 22, 2013

Department/group members present
Andres Durstenfeld, Kevin Raskoff, Julie Himes, Dan van Hees, Kim Shirley, Fran Fulton, Heather Craig, Heather Faust, Abeje Ambaw
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Last semester we discussed strategies to maximize our use of online resources to help students meet SLOs in our classes. Here is a summary
of changes and success stories from Spring 2013: 1) many faculty reported an increased use of forums for student discussion, answering indepth questions and exploring topics related to weekly lecture material; 2) we discussed different ways to organize forums with the goal of
streamlining and organizing information; 3) we discussed the benefits and challenges associated with using participation points as a way to
motivate student participation online; 4) faculty universally noted student success seemed to be correlated with online participation and we
wondered if we might be able to gather quantitative data to support the hypothesis that online participation is correlated with student success
(new options in moodle?); 5) we discussed the use of online forums in biology classes as an alternative to in-class presentations. Students seem
to like viewing ppt presentations via the forum and they engaged in robust Q&A discussion (advantages included unlimited time, ability to
research questions and answers, and reduced inhibitions for some students who are reluctant to speak out in a classroom setting); 6) We
discussed the challenges associated with moving presentations to an online forum.
Discussion about value of doing online “presentations”:
1) Some of us had concerns about how we can ensure students are “learning” and “understanding” the material they are presenting online.
2) Many students are more empowered to write more when they are on a computer so there may be real benefits to incorporating online
opportunities.
3) One strategy we could use to motivate students to participate (fully) within forums is to require specific types of postings, for example,
original posts need to be a minimum of 300 words and responses need to be 150-250 words. This eliminates “fluff” but requiring this
type of long format post may require incorporating formal lessons on online etiquette. It might also be important to clearly spell out
expectations regarding the expected minimum/maximum number of posts for each student/topic/etc….
4) Other online activities: debates; case studies/discussion; quizzes; etc…
Further discussion regarding assessment tools used in our classes and how they can help us achieve our SLOs:
1) BIOL 21 uses in class presentations, these presentations don’t get rigorously scrutinized in terms of content, but they are critical for
assessing participation, effort and teamwork. (Depending on the presentation topic, a variety of SLOs may be assessed but certainly
students are working toward their GEO “Use the scientific method to investigate phenomena in the natural world and use concepts,
experiments, and/or theory to explain them” as they research their presentations.)
2) We did discuss the challenges of creating grading rubrics for online and in class presentations, we all has some suggestions for ensuring
that we were assessing specific SLOs and for endeavoring to ensure that the experience remained meaningful for a wide range of
students.
3) Pathogen reports are used in microbiology to teach students how to research a microbe quickly and accurately. Students need to
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recognize appropriate sources, identify key pieces of information and explain a pathogen following a specific set of guidelines. One SLO
assessed when examining pathogen reports is the ability to “Demonstrate the ability to think logically and make appropriate procedural
decisions while working independently.”.
4) Other activities that are designed to help students identify good sources, biases in research, scientific method (how to recognize sound
science): reviewing/discussion women’s Health articles in class, sharing scientific citations in journalism (NY times vs. vogue), “science
in the news” discussions in environmental biology, analysis of case studies in A&P, etc…
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
ANAT 5: “Understand and describe the basic structure and functions of the cells, organs, and systems of the human body and their homeostatic
mechanisms”
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
How do we currently assess this SLO?
1) Lab worksheets, activities and practical exams in lab. The lab exams are particularly useful as many questions ask students to directly
demonstrate their mastery of our SLO. We ask students to “identify this cell”; “identify this organ”; “identify this structure”….
2) Lecture exams include many questions that require students to consider the relationship between structure and function, we could select
a few key exam questions as a means of assessing whether or not students meet this SLO.
What could we do to enhance student learning, improve attainment of SLOs, and enrich our curriculum?
1) We discussed the possibility of using concept maps to encourage students to summarize difficult concepts (such as homeostasis).
2) We also discussed the possibility of using concept maps to summarize a scientific article. Creating a concept map might ensure that
students are really understanding the information (Heather Craig attended a conference this summer that focused on the use of concept
maps in teaching.)
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Plans for Fall 2013.
1) The life sciences technology committee will meet on Friday August 30 to discuss division needs and concerns. We will also discuss
student access to technology and how we can support student learning with the current technology in the LS division.
2) We will meet on Friday September 27 to discuss the active learning techniques presented at the “On Couse” workshops, specifically,
how we can use these techniques to help students achieve the SLOs for our classes.
3) We will meet on Friday October 25 to discuss specific concerns in A&P, this conversation will include a report of any concept maps
attempted this semester.
4) We will work to ensure that adjuncts have greater participation in our program reflections and instructor reflections efforts (note the
presence of Fran Fulton and Kim Shirley at this meeting!).
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Life Sciences – Dental Assisting
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Dental Assisting

Fall 2013

8/22/13

Department/group members present
Karoline Grasmuck
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
No vitals taken with Medical Assisting Program, courses did not line-up but vitals were more accurate and taught more constantly with instructors
teaching same technique to take and record patient vitals.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.




Demonstrate knowledge of infection control standards of practice in the dental office setting
Take and record patient vital signs
List the armamentarium necessary to perform a health history, vital signs, extraoral and intraoral soft tissue exam and examination of the
teeth

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
More skills practices in all areas of the three SLO’s listed, infection control, vitals, and exams to help the students become more proficient in
these areas to prepare them for the final practical exam in infection control, vitals, intraoral and extraoral exams.
More practice on chart entries on both paper and computer, for recording of vitals and findings in intraoral and extraoral exams.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
New instruction manuals (3) for infection control with work sheets and study guide to help with state mandated infection control exam
Revise skills sheets to reflect more skills practice needed to complete tasks
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Life Sciences – Fashion
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

FASH

Spring 2013

8/22/2013

Department/group members present
Sunshine Giesler, Alison Shelling
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Curriculum/Program updates for Fall 2013/Spring 2014 have made it through Curricunet and been processed.
New dress forms have been donated from the Carmel High program.
Bringing in expertise from local practitioners.
New text in the Intro to Fashion class.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
We discussed the highlighted SLOs from the list that exists for FASH 50 Introduction to Fashion.

Describe the aspects of the business of fashion at primary, secondary and tertiary levels.
Discuss proficiently fashion terminology and its application.
Review the relationship between the principles and theories of fashion development and the marketing of fashion.
1-Summarize the role of supporting fashion enterprises such as resident buying offices and trade associations.
Describe the role of designers and stylists in the production and marketing of fashion.
Discuss domestic and global fashion markets and the role of imports and exports in fashion manufacturing and retailing.
Define the structure and function of retail organizations and the role of the buyer and merchandiser
Use fashion industry publications and sources for trend analysis.
2-Review fashion careers and the personal qualities associated with success in the fashion industry
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
1-Students are asked to complete a number of research exercises on trade organizations within the fashion industry. They are given the task to
locate trade associations and look at what they’re offering and then dig deeper. Trade associations exist on every level of fashion industry. The
information that they gather is then applied throughout their projects—what trade associations would help your project to succeed?
2-Discussion of fashion careers comes out as you work through different information in the text. The issue that Alison runs into is that there is so
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much else to talk about in this introductory level course. She is re-assessing how to get to this point in the course. She was very excited about it
last year, but then ran out time as the semester progressed. She is working to find a way to incorporate it this semester. The term “personal
qualities” is what is really catching Alison’s attention. She has recently taken the On Course training offered here at MPC through the Basic Skills
Committee and the portion fo the training that has been most poignant has been the concept of time management using the quadrant system.
Alison would like to apply this to FASH 50 as a way to teach students to be successful in general—not just in the fashion industry.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Alison would really like to work on the following items:
 Success mechanisms for productive students (On Course training) should help them be successful as students.
 Fashion integrated/collaboration with the rest of the campus. Auto, business, graphic design, web design
 Developing a global sourcing course that can be taken by students studying ag, intd, fash—talked to foundation about a grant
(experience from Standard Fellowship)
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Life Sciences – Medical Assisting
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Medical Assisting

Spring 2013

08/22/2013

Department/group members present
Monika Bell, Program Coordinator
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.





Efforts were made to increase hands-on practice time in both clinical courses (MEDA 120 and MEDA 121) with implementation of a
detailed skills check-off list that prompted students to observe and assist each other. After ample practice, a skills test was performed
and graded by the instructor. A student could try up to 3 times to pass a skill. This, however, also required additional lab time which was
added to the regular schedule with voluntary attendance during the spring semester for MEDA 121. Unfortunately, the students who
seemed to need the extra time the most tended to not show up for this. Three students needed to repeat the EKG skills tests twice while
14 passed on the first try. Although all students eventually passed the required skills, some had not reached the desired comfort level by
the end of the course. There was also a problem with an order that contained much needed supplies. The shipment was lost and never
refunded, putting the MEDA budget behind by $500 and leaving students to reuse what few supplies were available on models only
(supplies can be used only once on human subjects). Skills practice was thereby severely inhibited.
A proposal for a Continuing Education CPR course was submitted but has not been approved to this date.
A complete program review was done over the summer of 2013 leading to rearrangement of the schedule, fine-tuned requisites and
creation of an additional clinical course, MEDA 122. This course will help to remedy the need for additional lab time and skills practice
and will also incorporate microbiology and math for meds. The revisions were based on competencies that meet program accreditation
standards as well as industry input from various medical specialties.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
SLO (MEDA 120): Upon completion of this course, students will have demonstrated the ability to accurately measure and record patient
information, assist with medical examinations and correctly use Universal Precautions and sterile technique.
SLO (MEDA 121): Upon completion of this course, students will have demonstrated the ability
to: give proper patient instructions for lab tests and perform routine lab and diagnostic tests,
including EKG, blood tests and urinalysis.
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
SLO (MEDA 120): Upon completion of this course, students will have demonstrated the ability to accurately measure and record
patient information, assist with medical examinations and correctly use Universal Precautions and sterile technique. This course was
not taught this spring semester.
SLO (MEDA 121): Upon completion of this course, students will have demonstrated the ability to: give proper patient instructions for
lab tests and perform routine lab and diagnostic tests, including EKG, blood tests and urinalysis.
All MEDA 121 students were able to demonstrate proficiency in these goals by the end of the semester but many still lacked confidence. These
skills were again reviewed, practiced and checked off for those students entering summer externships. However, lack of supplies did limit
practice opportunities. The short nature of the entire program leaves little opportunity to develop soft skills that are sought by employers such as
maturity, confidence and professionalism. The local market for medical assistants also reflects a need for well-educated and multi-skilled
employees who leave the program with as much hands-on experience as possible. Graduates with tentative skills and lack of confidence have a
tough time finding jobs because they are just not ready to perform as full medical assistants and require at least another 6-12 months of on-thejob training.
Through the summer program review, it became apparent that the SLOs for MEDA 120, 121 and several other MEDA courses are outdated.
They were all reviewed and revised. All courses were re-written and put in a logical order with requisites that guide students through the program
in a progressive manner. The addition of a third clinical course became necessary to cover all required competencies for a medical assistant
while at the same time fostering a deeper understanding of critical concepts. The program will be extended over three semesters instead of two
which allows some time to develop the desired soft skills and maturity that may put our MPC graduates ahead of other candidates in their job
search.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).








As stated, the program is currently undergoing several revisions. The changes have already been submitted in CurriCUNET.
Further opportunities for hands-on experience throughout the program are being examined. I’ve been in contact with our COOP
coordinator, Kathleen Clark, to explore options with various healthcare entities.
There is a dire need for increased supply funds and this need is amplified with the addition of another clinical course. As stated, students
need to practice skills repeatedly to become comfortable and confident. Covering each just task once or twice does not suffice. Many
medical supplies can only be used once, especially if used during practice on other students. Therefore, avenues for increased funding
must be explored, be it through the foundation, grant writing, Perkins or other funding sources.
Student learning will be measured in more detail using statistical analysis of exams and exercise scores. Competency lists will be used to
ensure complete coverage of all required material. We will continue to use skills lists but with the addition of a point value to ensure
ample practice and discipline (an incomplete skills list at the end of the semester results in 0 points, which will in effect lead to a failing
grade for the course – each skill must also be demonstrated and signed off by the instructor before the student can proceed to the next).
The need for a CPR course remains. I will submit a proposal to teach this course as a single instructor through Continuing Education,
which will lower the cost to students and make scheduling more flexible than it would be with two instructors.
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Nursing – MCCSN
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Nursing/MCCSN

Fall 2013

August 22, 2013

Department/group members present
Laura Loop (Director), Nancy Bingaman (Asst. Director, faculty),
Faculty: Patti Nervino, Samar Hage, Sue Hanna, Eileen LaMothe, Tina Rondez, Julie Bryan, Lynn Kragelund
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
st

nd

Restored ratio of 8:1 in the clinical setting for 1 and 2 semester to allow for adequate time to evaluate performance (provides optimal time, 1214 days with med-surg instructor).
Analysis of 7 student cohorts has been completed and the selection criteria for the new admissions process have been weighted (multi-criterion
selection process), effective fall 2014. The scoring tool and selection process have been approved by the steering committee and submitted to
the Chancellor’s office. This process is designed to promote student retention.
Tracking mechanisms are in place for Student Success Coordinator to remediate students for the Test of Essential Academic Skills (TEAS), and
for the robust contracting system within the program. FA Davis customizable NCLEX review software has been implemented to remediate after
exams and after the ATI Comprehensive Predictor test.
A mock interview workshop was conducted during the spring semester to give prospective graduates an opportunity to articulate their
mastery of key industry standards as they would for a potential employer. This workshop is especially valuable for nontraditional students and for
those with limited health care exposure or whose first language is not English.
The adult simulator manikins have undergone a Müse software update, and a similar update (2.0) is due for the pediatric and infant manikins
during the 2013-2014 academic year.
Electronic documentation and medication bar coding hardware has been installed in the Clinical Simulation Center with 4 workstations. Scenarios
have been uploaded to the CHOMP trainmaster environment, and should be operational by mid-Fall semester 2013.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Nursing Education Program Outcomes:
SLO 1) Collaborate as providers of patient-centered care in meeting the health care needs of individuals in acute, long term and
community-based settings.
SLO 2) Coordinate the activities of the health care team, advocate on behalf of patients, teach patients and families, and direct safe nursing
care as managers of care.

Specific Levels of Achievement (Outcomes required by California Board of Registered Nursing and the Accrediting Commission for Education in
Nursing):
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1) 90% or greater pass rate on NCLEX-RN examination  Class of 2013=96% (all graduates reporting). Most recent data from Mountain
Measurement NCSBN statistics (March 2013) showed that Safety and Infection Control, and Health Promotion were areas that scored the
lowest.
2) 85% of students who are admitted will graduate on time (after 4 semesters) Class of 2013 = (27/33) 81.2%
3) 90% of Graduates express satisfaction with their education at MPC 100%; mean score = 4.84 on Likert scale 1-5
4) 90% of those who seek employment (or % higher than CINHC annual survey 54%) are employed within 6-12 months as an RN 20/24
(83%) (of those who took NCLEX exam within 12 months 91%)
5) 90% of Employers express satisfaction with MPC graduates 75% agree/strongly agree with satisfaction on all 15 indicators of
satisfaction; mean score 4.16 on Likert scale 1-5. Lowest scoring satisfaction indicator was “Collaborate effectively as a healthcare team
member” and “Function competently as a new nurse.” (25% of respondents were “neutral “ in these areas).
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
SLO 1: Student retention continues to fall below 85% expected level of achievement for class graduating June 2013. Faculty-led study groups in
first and second semesters yielded 87% and 85% respectively of participants who passed subsequent exams after being “invited” to the group.
This approach helps in first and second semesters, but almost half of the attrition occurs in the third and fourth semesters (It’s for academic
reasons 88% of the time, in any semester).
To address NCLEX areas that scored the lowest according to most recent national data, faculty analyzed the ATI comprehensive predictor results
from class of 2013. Neonatal infections, risk factors for glomerular disease, skin infestations were new areas that fell out in item analysis.
Skills validation for head-to-toe assessment requires frequent remediation. Suggestion was made to move placement of the skill into second
semester; enhanced practice and demonstration in Learning Resource Center (required before skills validation appointment). Explore the
possibility of offering NURS 252 again (Health Assessment and Physical Examination) as an optional course if faculty available.
Faculty have identified a need to enhance and update their expertise in teaching methodologies that better meet the needs of non-traditional and
special populations, as well as in exam item writing that better reflects the 2013 blueprint for the National Council Licensure Examination. Also,
students with limited English proficiency and/or learning disabilities will benefit from well-constructed exam items that reflect the level of difficulty
they will be expected to demonstrate on standardized exams.
SLO 2: Clinical out rotation time could be better utilized to measure the 6 QSEN (Quality and Safety in Nursing Education) competencies.
Informatics and Quality Improvement QSEN statements are the most difficult to incorporate. To date, the other 4 QSENs have been incorporated
into course syllabi with learning activities, and labeled.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).







Increased passing score on ATI Predictor exam from 65% to 70%, which correlates more closely with those who pass NCLEX in our
student cohorts (first time takers). Non-budget dependent
Added Clinical assignment to NURS 52C for a journal reflection shared with instructor on MPC Online, to target specific QSEN
competencies (e.g. Teamwork and Collaboration, which addresses employers’ satisfaction with “collaborate effectively as a healthcare
team member”) Non-budget dependent
Added faculty-led study groups for third and fourth semesters, assigned by content area and placed on schedule for NURS 204-207. Also
added focused workshops for problematic skills (Budget-dependent…Perkins grant will support for 2013-2014
Support Sue Hanna as ICDE coordinator; advocate for assistance with computerized testing (using Moodle) for efficient mapping of items
to Bloom and Krathwohl taxonomies, NCLEX 2013 blueprint and SLOs. Budget dependent
Schedule workshop with national curriculum consultant to update/enhance curriculum with regard to complete QSEN infusion, NCLEX
blueprint, learning strategies designed to target special and non-traditional populations, and (if time permits) test item construction.
Budget-dependent –Perkins funds approved
Maintain Mṻse software updates on simulator manikins, as well as electronic documentation and medication bar coding upgrades.
Budget dependent—some Perkins funding available
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Physical Education
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Physical Education Division

Fall 2013

September 10, 2013

Department/group members present
Lyndon Schutzler, Blake Spiering, Wendy Bates, Daniel Phillips, Mike Rasmussen, Mark Clements, Erin O’Hare, Jamaica Sinclair, Paul Tuff,
Janet Butler, Vi Tran, Artie Cairel, Kit Moore, Millie Benavente, Ali Daniels, Alicia DiPalma, Valentina Valdez
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
We have improved processes in the fitness center that allow students to access information in a more efficient manner. We have started a fitness
center Facebook page which shares fitness information and work-out tips.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Knowledge of the components of fitness.
Developing teamwork in our intercollegiate classes.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
1. Teamwork –Reiteration of Philosophy mentioned by Dr. Walt Tribley in President’s Address and Diane Boynton Keynote Address (Lord of
the Rings) Flex Day.
a. Top Down Directives from State
b. SLOs Focus
c. Accreditation – Evaluation of Instruction through SLOs. Not just instruction but Instructors.
2. Accreditation – Doing OK but need to progress and have quantitative evidence. (Collecting program reflections) in meetings action plan.
a. Do instructor reflections on one class of your choice.
b. How is it organized? We just rewrote most of our courses over the last year.
c. Course outline is you Bible for your instruction. It needs to be approved through Curriculum Review and required to be updated on
a six year cycle.
d. Articulated through every 4 year transfer institution.
(Gary Fuller Nursing Example)
3. Restrictions on PE courses – Lab
a. Be knowledgably of course outline, Lyndon has them filed in office.
i. Refresh yourself on course outline.
ii. Critical thinking added to course outline (SLOs in approved course outline
iii. SLOs – make sure they are achieved. Objectives can change but not SLOs
iv. General Education Outcomes GEOs are not applicable to our area.
st
4. Directions for Department Chair on 1 page of handout #1 & #2
5. Directions for Instructor 1s page of handout #1 - #6
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a. Still need Spring 2013 these instructions are for Fall 2013
6. Take SLO – Be aware of outlines, SLOs, and focusing instruction towards outlines and SLOs.
7. Developing Teamwork is a focus of PE – Varsity Conditioning and Intercollegiate
a. Plan to get your students from here to there, how do you evaluate that?
b. Communicate with other instructors ideas to see relative practice or techniques. Evidence is performance based.
c. Evaluate your methods and look for evidence that your students are achieving/progressing. Measure/evaluate/assess
i. Baseball – pitching velocity
ii. Basketball – Free Throw percentage
iii. Dance – Video, group choreography, talk less and see if the students are getting what’s being taught (evaluate their
retention and see where they are at)
iv. Track – quantitative – times (should be decreasing), performance evaluation. Variables – technique, workouts, drills (we
get real feedback when our teams or individuals are performing in an game or event)
v. Basketball – women’s basketball has a 10 second rule change. This will change teaching method both offensively and
defensively. Practice you get instant feedback.
vi. SLOs Dance – We increase our proficiency in dance skills
vii. We do this daily – lesson plans, practice plans (pick out parts that you need to improve on
viii. Articulate what we are doing in writing on the SLO form.
ix. It is healthy to exercise, to get better, always room to improve.
x. Dance – How we attract students – be the best we can when obstacles arise
8. MPC Kinesiology Degree – (Care Program) Direct students toward our courses that fit in. Our courses are electives
a. CSUs – Delaying process = not on same page with each other
9. MPC GE Requirement – for PE activity course – in motion – for MPC GE only not requirement for UC/CSU
a. President/Superintendent on board – wants online courses (Wellness course) in it. PFIT 51 & PHED 50…?
b. Dance Course Online to be part of it also.
c. We need more online courses
10. How do we service the Lifelong Learner? – Broaden population; reach out to more potential students. Get bigger audience.
a. Matriculation/enrichment/goals selected on Application.
11. 30% of California Community Colleges didn’t reach cap.
12. GET Instructional Reflections in ASAP
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
We will be working the fitness center online information. We will be presenting information more useful to our online exams. We discussed
methods of collecting assessment evidence and what forms that would take in our various courses and departments. We discussed useful tools in
the various departments to help students achieve such as the skeleton in dance classes to show muscle attachments, etc.
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Physical Sciences – Division Office
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Physical Science Division Office

Fall 2013

August 22, 2013

Department/group members present
Elizabeth Bishop and Linda Logsdon
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Over the last many weeks we have been moving back into our remodeled Physical Science Building. We are working harder than
ever in order to prepare and set-up everything properly in our classrooms, science laboratories/prep areas/stockrooms, and our
offices and workrooms so that we may support, provide access and opportunities for student learning and increased student
success. We believe that these updated facilities will help to increase student retention and improve our ability to offer an extremely
high-quality educational experience to all of our students.
The bond has provided us with the opportunity to obtain updated laboratory and audio-visual equipment, along with upgraded
technology which we have been requesting for many years. We are very thankful to have it and know that it will greatly enhance the
overall quality of learning opportunities for our students. The bond has also provided us with many new furnishings in classrooms,
labs, offices, and workrooms, which were sorely needed and for this we are very grateful. We have received many compliments and
lots of positive feedback from our students regarding our remodeled/renewed facility.
Now that most of the members of the Physical Science Division are back under one roof, we will be able to meet, communicate and
operate in a more cohesive and efficient manner. This will bring many great benefits to our students; not the least being that
instructors and staff will be readily available and easy to find when students need assistance with Physical Science related issues.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Provide direct support to students, faculty and staff in order to facilitate the delivery of quality instruction, fully-functional technology,
and the most efficient use of our facilities.
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
We are here to encourage and support student learning. In spite of all the recent distractions, disruptions, time constraints, and lack
of sufficient materials funds it is extremely important that we focus as much of our time, energy, and resources as possible on
supporting student learning, student retention and student success.
We have accomplished a lot and come a long way over the last few years. The improved facilities will add so much to the
experience for all parties involved. When we are thoroughly set-up and settled in our remodeled space, it will be an asset to all of
our programs when faculty and staff have more time and energy to direct specifically towards supporting student learning.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the
analysis of student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
We will continue to work hard to get our classrooms, laboratories, prep/storage/workrooms, offices, technology and equipment set-up
and configured in the best possible way to allow access to all and support student learning, retention and success. Several facility
issues have surfaced, (for example: insufficient lighting, doors which don’t close properly, etc.) and there are some problems with
new technology. We will remain vigilant in reporting these issues and tracking their progress.
It is our continued goal to overcome the difficulties caused by the lack of timely, informative reports and the lack of immediate
feedback from our new scheduling processes, and strive to build coherent, accurate schedules, while meeting all deadlines and most
importantly, the needs of our students. Our new Scheduling Technician is now fully-trained, and hopefully more efficient and userfriendly scheduling procedures and reports will be developed in order to improve the schedule-building process for all of us.
We will continue to request that our Division Office Instructional Supply budget be brought back up to its former 2002 level. It is
currently 40% less than the amount it was eleven years ago, making it an ongoing challenge to assist all of our departments and
programs in their quest to support student learning with all of the necessary materials.
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Physical Sciences – Astronomy, Physics, Engineering
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Astronomy/Physics/Engineering

Fall 2013

August 22. 2013

Department/group members present
Homer Bosserman, Lijuan Wei, Tom Rebold, Robert Otter, Tim McKnew
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.

MPC Area A2 : Communication and Analytical Thinking
Upon successful completion of this area, students will have demonstrated an ability to analyze and evaluate complex issues or problems, draw
reasoned conclusions and/or generate solutions, and effectively communicate their results.
We have devoted more class time to discussion of issues relating to the effects of physics, astronomy and engineering on our local environment.
We have found that students can really relate to this type of discussion because they can actually witness relevant situations in our local area.
MPC Area B: Natural Sciences
Upon successful completion of this area, students will have demonstrated an ability to use the scientific method to investigate phenomena in the
natural world and use concepts, experiments, and/or theory to explain them .
In our Physics 3C class we had the students analyze the photoelectric and Compton effect experiments to establish that light is not only a wave
but also unambiguously acts as a massless particle carrying both energy and momentum. We do not have the equipment or means to actually
perform these experiments themselves, but the research the students did really convinced them of the reality of photons.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.

A. PHYSICS 10: 1. You should be able to reason logically and conceptually about physical phenomena and claims of new discoveries, using
established scientific models.
B. ASTRONOMY 10L: I. If you are given the name of an astronomical object, you should be able to determine its type, coordinates, constellation
and rising/setting times on any given date
C. PHYSICS 3A: Reason qualitatively and logically about physical phenomena using scientific models.
D. MATH 20A: Analyze limits, derivatives, definite and indefinite integrals graphically, algebraically, and using the formal definitions.
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
A.
Recently a group of particle physicists using detectors in Italy claimed that neutrinos generated at the CERN accelerator 450 miles away
in Switzerland actually traveled the distance to Italy at a speed greater than the speed of light, in violation to relativity theory. This “discovery”
made quite a flap in the news, and was brought up and actively discussed by students in all of our physics sections. In our discussions we pointed
out that such a claim might be wrong because of many complex, obscure factors. Careful after investigation this was indeed shown to be the
case, and their original claim was refuted.
B.
In past semesters we approached this identification using star atlases, simulation programs and equatorially mounted telescopes. Now
with our new GPS telescopes we should be able to accomplish this task much more efficiently and accurately. Also students will be able to
determine this information under actual field trip conditions while actually observing them.
C. Lately in engineering classes, students have been complaining about a lack of support for their upper level MATH and PHYS courses. The
Math Learning Center is authorized to tutor only Basic Skills students and so they turn away students who need help for advanced subject matter.
The fact is that the ENGR program needs more students to master the MATH and PHYS SLOs.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Most of our efforts this fall will be in getting settled into our new quarters and assimilating our new equipment into our teaching. In the case of
astronomy, our new telescopes and spectroscopic equipment will require the rethinking and rewriting of many of our labs. Since the new
equipment arrived only a week ago, there has obviously not been time to accomplish this daunting task BEFORE the start of the semester.
Therefore we will be changing the procedures during the semester itself. We plan to be frank with the students and tell them that they will be
learning the new techniques along with us. We think this will have a positive motivational effect on these students as well as adding a welcome
degree of spontaneity to the labs and field trips not possible using a 20-year old procedure.
We continue to try to make our labs more closely parallel the everyday experiences that our student bring to class and to minimize procedures
which are overly abstract, complex and repetitive.
We remain convinced that we could serve a greater number of students – by, for instance, offering Physics 3B and 3C every semester – if our
department was restored to three full-time instructors. Such a restoration would also serve to rejuvenate the department with new ideas and
energy.
Also, as a result of our understanding of student need for high level assistance in their challenging MATH and PHYS engineering pre-reqs, and
until we are able to fund a full scale MESA Center, ENGR is offering classes in STEM Study skills in order to assist people struggling along the
path to a STEM degree. It is a pilot program and depending how it works out, we may cross list it with other departments to increase visibility.
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Physical Sciences – Chemistry
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Chemistry

Fall 2013

8/23/2013

Department/group members present
Rod Oka, Todd Ritsema, Sarah Gerhardt, Chris Wood
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Previous program reflections focused on SLO’s regarding dimensional analysis, nomenclature, and critical thinking skills. Faculty and staff
deduced that students would increase in performance in these areas if they had improved study skills, basic math skills, and time management
skills. Therefore, classes, such as ENGR 700, PERS 50, and ESSC (English Study Skills enter) seminars have been highlighted for students
during the first week of classes. Sarah evaluated students using the American Chemical Society exam, and had students who scored less than
60% devise a “Chemistry Survival Guide” that focused on study habits and time-management, and the knowledge of where Chemistry and School
help could be found. Students who showed an improvement in study skills in general showed a 10-20% improvement in overall class grade.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
One focus of our discussion was the SLO: students can perform basic procedures in the laboratory.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
All agreed that student learning is improved with positive laboratory experiences. Much work has gone into the preparation of our renovated
building and the type of equipment and experiments that would be performed in all labs to make them a better, safer, cost effective learning
experience for students. New equipment with computer interface capability has been purchased and time will be spent this semester to
incorporate the equipment into the laboratory curriculum.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
One goal of this semester is to focus on laboratory improvements (from instructor) and another is to focus on the requirements for labs (from
students), such as detailed lab reports and lab notebooks to improve student understanding of lab procedures and calculations involved in
chemistry.
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Physical Sciences – Mathematics
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Mathematics

Fall 2013

August 22, 2013

Department/group members present
Elizabeth Bishop, Tracie Catania, Elisabeth Chovick, John Cristobal, Robert Evans, Lynn Iwamoto, Tuyen Nguyen, Don Philley, Joel Pickering,
Hazel Ross, Luke Spence, Andy Washburn
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
I.

Reference
A. At the beginning of the spring semester for 2013, we discussed the SLOs for MATH 351, Pre-Algebra. They are as follows:
1. Recognize, define, and apply algebraic vocabulary and symbols in order to perform algebraic operations on expressions and to solve
basic linear equations.
2. Understand the connection between algebra and the real world by interpreting basic graphs and charts, translating simple real world
situations into expressions or equations, and explaining solutions to the equations.
B. The math department discussed the challenge of language in MATH 351.
1. Hazel Ross’ Approach: A fill-in-the-blank vocabulary quiz is given to the students before chapter quizzes. Correct spelling is required
to get full credit. Some students are grateful, but some never appreciate the emphasis on correct spelling. (SLO #1)
2. Geri Philley’s Approach: In addition to vocabulary words, she assesses the students’ ability to write down definitions. Moreover, the
students are required to translate from algebraic statements to English and from English to algebraic statements. Low English skills
are a hindrance. This last statement generated more discussion. (SLO #1)
3. To address the low English skills of pre-algebra students, it was agreed that
a. Instructors need to continue incorporating language instruction into their lectures.
b. Instructors need to continue connecting with the students’ vocabulary and bringing it up to textbook level.
c. Instructors need to look at other ways of doing items 3.a. and 3.b.
4. Comment: There is an agreement that less reading is required of today’s students. This is one of many reasons why students are
coming in with low English skills. Students are reluctant to read the math text, which has been written for lower reading levels.
Authors and publishers take so much effort to communicate clearly through words, examples, colors, and bolding or italicizing.

II. Reflections on Spring 2013 Efforts
A. Hazel Ross: She did exactly what is stated in I.B.1. The spring 2013 classes were much more engaged and enthusiastic. More students
appreciated the stress on definitions.
B. Geri Philley’s efforts: She gives her MATH 351 students a two-page handout (see appendix 1). In it, Geri carefully explains the three key
components students need to have for their definitions to be considered complete. This semester Geri will grade the students on how well
they graded another student’s definition. The hope is that the students will better focus on the meaning of the definition.
C. Don Philley added that students could be reached by connecting MATH words with current slang, such as using the slang “Bigitude” for
????
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Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
SLOs for MATH 261, Elementary Algebra:
1. Evaluate and perform operations on algebraic expressions, and solve algebraic equations (linear, polynomial, rational, radical, and
quadratic).
2. Graph and interpret linear equations and inequalities.
3. Set up and solve real world applications involving linear, quadratic, and rational expressions, and interpret their results.
4.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The department discussed the fundamentals that would lead to satisfying the MATH 261 SLOs. In Tracie’s four-page MLC analysis (see
appendix 2), Hazel saw that the MATH 261 students had a substantially lower success rate of any math course. But, if you look at the success
rates of students who studied more than 8 hours in the MLC, the greatest positive impact is shown with the MATH 261 students. The success
rate went from 43% to 73%. Success is defined as a student earning an A, B, or C. The p-value for the chi-square test performed was less than
0.0001. Some instructors feel that it is one of the harder classes to teach because of the attrition they witness in their classes despite their variety
of efforts. We need to see why the overall success rate is so low and why there is a significant positive impact on the students who use the MLC.
It was pointed out that the students are significantly less prepared to study math or to be a successful student in the last few years.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
I.

CREATING STUDY SKILLS
A. Create motivation to attend the MLC through discussion/extra credit.
B. Have students keep a notebook for notes, handouts, quizzes, and tests. Have students explain how they organized the materials and
why.

II. FACULTY COORDINATION
A. Create a textbook committee to pare down the number of books used for this course from 4 to 2 without hindering academic freedom.
One text would be ideal.
B. Revisit and possibly revamp the list of core topics taught in this course.
C. Discuss the pacing of topics in the course.
D. Possibly consider having all or a subset of the final exam questions the same in all classes. To control grading variability, a faculty
members will grade an agreed upon final exam problem for every section.
E. With the faculty more or less on the “same page,” we can better discuss what worked and what needs work.
III. OUTSIDE DATA COLLECTION (Requires help from Rosaleen Ryan)
A. Out of curiosity, we should investigate the demographics of the class. Hazel felt that the average age of the students has been dropping.
In other words, there are less mature re-entry students to balance the immature attitudes. The positive attitudes and examples provided
by fellow students are powerful.
B. Possibly consider the having all or a subset of the final exam questions the same in all MATH 261 sections. To control grading variability,
the agreed upon problems will be shared among the faculty. For example, one faculty member will grade an assigned problem(s) in all of
the finals.
C. We need to see what percentage of the MATH 261 students are coming from MATH 351 in the last few years. Therefore, we need to
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collect when they took their last math class, what that math class was, where they took it, and what they earned in that class.
D. We need to investigate the English placement of the MATH 261 students. Their English level may be a better predictor for success in
MATH 261.
IV. OUTSTANDING ITEMS FROM THE SPRING 2013 REFLECTIONS
A. Math Learning Center Coordinator—The MLC coordinator (Brett Enge) left unexpectedly at the end of 2011-2012. He is now teaching
math at Oxnard Community College. The position was offered last semester to a person who accepted it and later turned it down for a
tenure-track math position. We desperately need a person to do the administrative work and supervising of the MLC. The data
substantiates the success of students who use the MLC. Moreover, we need the MLC coordinator to create new ways to help students.
An example would be creating math modules to address the predictable difficulties students have. This module can be course
independent.

Appendix 1 follows on the next page
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The Three Parts of a Definition Statement

An important skill for learning math is the ability to read and write good definitions. Analyzing a definition helps to understand the properties of
mathematical concepts and how to use them.
A good definition should include (1) the term being defined, (2) the classification or category to which it belongs, using previously defined terms,
and (3) the identifying characteristic(s) that distinguishes it from the rest of the category. You can include examples to help the reader’s
comprehension, but examples are not definitions.
A strategy for understanding mathematical concepts is to read the definitions of the terms used for explaining the concepts. While reading a
definition, identify the three parts. If the definition does not include those three parts, it may not be an accurate or complete definition, or worse, it
may be misleading. It is especially important to pay attention to the third part, making sure that the defining characteristics are stated in complete
detail. Check to see that the definition does not include counter examples.
Here are a couple of examples that do not work even though they have the three parts.
“A prime number is a number that can be factored into a product of itself times one.”
By this definition any real number is prime, four can be factored as 4(1); so can 1/2, and pi.
“A prime number is like 3, 5, and 7.”
This doesn’t say anything about whether other numbers are prime or not. From this definition a person might conclude that 9 is prime and that 2 is
not prime. Examples are not the same as complete definitions. Examples only support proper definitions.
There is not exactly one-way to write a good definition. Here are two examples of a good definition for a prime number. One is the traditional
definition that is usually given in elementary school; the other is one that incorporates the concept of factors, which is useful in Algebra. But, they
both define the same set.
“A prime number is a natural number larger than one, that is only evenly divisible by one and itself.”
or, “A prime number is a natural number, larger than one, that can only be factored as a product of 1 and itself.”
Here are some definitions submitted by students.
The most streamlined
“The set of whole numbers is
the set that includes only the
natural numbers and the
number zero.”
Of course this means that you
have to define the set of
naturals and the number zero.

Kind of … but …
“Whole numbers are the of
numbers that are used to
count the number of whole
units in a quantity.”
You should not use the word
you are defining to define the
word you are defining.

Bizarre
“Whole numbers are used
to count the number of
whole units in a quantity.”

Completely Off
“A whole number has no fractions or
negatives. It’s always whole.”
“Are numbers you count on your finger.”
Comment:
What is?
Incomplete sentence.
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A definition: The set of natural numbers is the set of numbers used as Counting Numbers, {1, 2, 3, 4, ...}

Parts of a definition
The name of the term being defined

Example
The set of natural numbers

The classification or category to which the term belongs

the set of numbers

A term's identifying characteristic(s) tell(s) how the term being defined is
unique or different from other terms that share the same classification.

used as Counting Numbers

Notice that this is not considered the definition. It is only an example that
provides a visual, but by itself is incomplete.

{1, 2, 3, 4, ...}

Define the key terms using the three parts of a definition:
a. Natural numbers
c.

Whole numbers

b. Set
d. Integers

e. Rational numbers

f.

g. Real numbers

h. Inequality

i.

j.

Opposite

Irrational numbers

Absolute value

Appendix 2 follows on the next page
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Math Learning Center Success Data
Success Rates by Course - Semesters Combined
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For the purposes of displaying the data, we grouped the first two categories of
students together. The red bars represent success rates of students who used
the MLC for more than a total of 8 hours over the semester.
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Data Analysis was conducted for student success (grades of A, B, or C) in math
courses from Fall 2008 through Fall 2012. Grades of W were included as nonsuccessful outcomes. Students were broken into three groups: never signed
up for the MLC, used the MLC 8 or fewer hours total for the semester, and
used the MLC more than 8 hours per semester. A series of statistical tests were
conducted. Results are included on the last page. The p-values for Math 261
and 263 are particularly impressive.
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In the first graph, we combined outcomes from all semesters for each course
and we see that the Math 261 (beginning algebra) students appear to benefit
the most from spending significant time in the MLC. Arithmetic students (360)
show the smallest difference in success rates this group has the smallest
sample size as well.
In the second graph, we combined outcomes for all courses in each semester.
The highest success rates for regular MLC users occurred in the semesters in
which the MLC was run by Brett Enge (full time coordinator).
MLC was able to hire an instructional specialist this semester marks the
largest difference in success rates. In Fall 12, the MLC had no full time
coordinator and hours of operation were decreased from 40 per week to 32.
There was a drop in the success rate for MLC students.
The Math Learning Center clearly supports student success, particularly in the
algebra courses. With the repeatability regulations and the Student Success
Initiative, it is imperative that this program be run by a full-time coordinator so
it can adapt to meet the needs of our students.
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Sample Sizes and Usage Data
Number of students using MLC for more
than 8 hours - by semester
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We looked at the sample sizes for the chi-square analysis and noted that the
number of students using the MLC for more than 8 hours per semester has
increased dramatically since the Coordinator position was established in Fall
2008. It peaked in Spring 2012 and decreased last semester. This may be
due in part to the fact that we cut our hours of operation and are currently
without a full-time Coordinator. The number of students not using the MLC
or using it minimally has increased over time, but not at the same rate as the
other group.
The following table gives the sample sizes grouped by course. This data can
be provided broken down by outcome and semester upon request.

Course
Math 360
Math 351
Math 261
Math 263
Math 13
Math 16

Number of Students not using the MLC or
using it less than 8 hours - by semester
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<= 8 hrs.
374
671
2273
2617
630
1918

> 8 hrs
56
64
260
362
275
265

Math Learning Center Timeline
MLC stops tutoring
Calculus
8/11

18 hour/wk instr.
specialist hired
11/11

2008

2008

Joyce Treulieb (F/T faculty)
Lisa (reassign time)

Full-Time MLC
Coordinator position
funded and hired

27 hour/wk instr.
specialist hired (BSI).
Also... W date moved
to week 2

8/08

8/12

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2013

8/09

4/11

6/12

Math Assessment
made mandatory

MLC moves to BMC

"3 attempts" rule
implemented

8/08 - 12/08
1/09 - 6/10

Brett Enge (F/T faculty)

8/10 - 6/12

Lisa and/or Tracie (reassign time)

8/12 - 6/13
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A series of chi-square tests were conducted by Rosaleen. Here are her findings:
Within each course, I looked at course outcome (successful, substandard, or withdrawal) by MLC usage (not enrolled in 440, <= 8 hrs., or >8 hrs).
Thus, it was a nested 3X3 design. I did NOT examine term in the analyses, but I present the N's within each term above for your information. Since
I had 3X3 designs, I should've run post-hoc analyses for those courses where I found significant results, but I did NOT run any post-hocs. I think this
is okay since this is just for internal distribution. The results of the chi-square analyses are as follows:
- MATH 360 - n.s.
- MATH 351 - X2 (4) = 16.62, p<.01. The results indicate that not enrolling in the MLC is detrimental for students' grades. Among students who did
not enroll in MATH 440, there were a lower number of successful grades than expected due to chance alone and a higher number of substandard
grades than expected due to chance alone. Among students who did enroll in MATH 440, the number of hours spent in the lab didn't appear to be
associated with the course outcome.
- MATH 261 - X2 (4) = 96.12, p<.0001. The results indicate that not enrolling in the MLC is detrimental for students' grades. Among students who
did not enroll in MATH 440, there were a lower number of successful grades than expected and a higher number of substandard grades and
withdrawals than expected. Students who used the MLC 8 or fewer hours were more likely to withdraw from the course than to have a successful
grade. Students who used the MLC more than 8 hours were more likely to have a successful course outcome than a substandard grade or a
withdrawal.
- MATH 263 - X2 (4) = 49.72, p<.0001. Among students who did not enroll in MATH 440, there were a lower number of successful grades than
expected and a higher number of substandard grades and withdrawals than expected. Students who used the MLC more than 8 hours were more
likely to have a successful course outcome than a substandard grade or a withdrawal.
- MATH 13 - X2 (4) = 15.55, p<.01. The results indicate that among students who used the MLC more than 8 hours, they were more likely to have a
successful course outcome than to withdraw. Conversely, students who used the MLC for 8 or fewer hours were more likely to withdraw from the
course than to have a successful grade. For this course, there didn't appear to be an association between MLC usage and a substandard grade.
Among students who did not enroll in MATH 440, there were a higher number of substandard grades than expected.
- MATH 16 - X2 (4) = 18.60, p<.001. The results indicate that among students who used the MLC more than 8 hours, they were more likely to have
a successful course outcome than a substandard grade or a withdrawal. Use of the MLC for 8 or fewer hours did not appear to be associated with
course outcome. Among those who did not enroll in 440, there were a lower number of successful grades and a higher number of substandard
grades and withdrawals than expected.
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Social Sciences Division
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Social Science Division

Fall 2013

8/22/2013

Department/group members present
Steve Albert, Kendra Cabrera, Alan Haffa, Lauren Handley, Mary Johnson, Elias Kary, Tom Logan, Scott Moller, Song Monroe, Elizabeth Mullins,
Adrianne Simpson & Anthony Villarreal.
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1) We are in process of implementing use of a Mobile Lab, which was requested as part of our GEO dialogue in spring 2013.
2) One instructor indicated that he is spending more time modeling how to critically analyze a primary text. This is helping students
succeed better.
3) Tutorial on final child study project/paper—discuss integrating journal articles and texts and analyzing data. Course content is scafolded
so that necessary skills to accomplish this task are learned earlier in the semester.
4) One instructor started a reflection journal. They have to bring three principal points of the reading in response to a guided question, which
is related to the SLO.
5) Online course—Research Presentation in Powerpoint analyzing a work of secondary criticism—student questions and follow up
discussion.
6) Teaching a new course as a hybrid for the first time: instructor taught the course backwards in chronology. This allowed students to
relate to material initially and persist and achieve completion.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.

GEO: Social Science Division: “Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to critically examine and
comprehend human nature, social behavior, and/or institutions.”
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
1) Division continues to focus on student success in critical analysis of human nature, social behavior, and/or institutions. W e accomplish
this by use of primary materials, writing, and various modes of discussion.
2) Instructors are assessing by looking at student performance on a special assignment, essay, or presentation that aligns with the course
SLO.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1) Course flexibility; lecture/lab to allow for discussion in smaller sections. Our greatest challenge in assisting students to succeed in our
GEO and SLOs is that they require higher thinking skills, specifically, critical analysis. Critical analysis is best assessed in two ways:
writing and discussion. Yet, our division has large class sizes, often above 40 or 50 students. This makes extensive writing assignments
a workload challenge and it makes meaningful discussions nearly impossible. One approach would be reschedule our classes so that
we would have one large lecture a week for delivery of content knowledge (best done in a lecture format), but many smaller discussion
sections. The amount of time in class would be the same for the student but part of that time would be in a smaller classroom where they
would be enabled to participate in discussion.
2) Grading quotient: English and Math receive a grading quotient to enable them to provide in depth feedback on assessment. Yet, the
Social Sciences GEO requires critical assessment and writing is the best means of teaching it. However, our class sizes make it difficult
to offer as much in-depth writing as we want due to the amount of grading this necessitates. We are asking the college to enable us to
better meet our GEO by offering a .5 grading quotient for classes that require a ten page plus research paper.
3) We support the college purchasing some sort of plagiarism prevention software to make it easier for instructors to offer

writing assignments, which are so important to achieving critical examination GEO and SLOs.
4) Child development lab supported by college. Early Childhood Education lab should be under the early childhood education department
and part of the Social Science Division. This is comparable to chemistry lab and language labs and other career tech ed labs. In order
for classes in Early Childhood Education to meet their SLOs, they need the learning lab so that students can work with real children and
demonstrate skills in a real, professional, child development lab.
5) Classrooms in Social Science are an obstacle to student success.
a. Tables and chairs are not conducive to discussion, which is critical to critical thinking GEO
b. Technology is not conducive to student learning.
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Academic Affairs Office Reflections on Student Learning

Fall 2013 Dialog/Assessment Reports
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Academic Affairs Office
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Academic Affairs Office
Department/group members present

Fall 2013

8/21/13

Celine Pinet, David Brown, Laura Franklin, Ruth Killens, Kathy Kress, Michael Gilmartin, Yen Le, Ayzza Camacho, Jon Knolle, Leslie Procive,
Georgina Leyva
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Discussed that people look at problems as being black and white, but solutions are not black and white. Different pieces are connected together.
You have to understand how your current system works to be able to find the solution.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Being able to share knowledge about our various areas and work with each other to share resources when problem solving. Provide support in a
variety of ways; align with student needs and being sensitive to their needs as well.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Discussion about student learning led to the following words and statements about the staff in Academic Affairs (in no particular order):
Help people, be flexible, provide solutions, adapt, take directions, relate to one another, teamwork, seek clarity, ask questions, speak the same
language, have a willingness to participate, communicate which leads to listening and understanding, let go.
It was agreed that we can provide/offer the support to students, but it comes down to the student taking advantage of what is offered. The OnCourse Workshop helps faculty teach the students to take responsibility.
Personal responsibility: teach the students, instructors and the staff what that means. Have to coach everyone through the learning process.
Instructors have different philosophies; need to foster conversations with instructors to work on student retention. Work with each other and
share resources.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Develop a question and answer sheet (FAQ) to help us assist students and send them in the right direction, and to give them the right
answers. We are the area that students tend to come to first.
2. Everybody should register for a class, to experience what a student has to endure to become enrolled at MPC.
3. Offer a “registration round-up” that allows the student to come to MPC and take care of everything at one time: registration, proof of
residency, transcripts, ASMPC student ID cards, parking permits, books, etc. This would provide a positive start for students.
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Student Services Reflections on Student Learning

Fall 2013 Dialog/Assessment Reports
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Academic Support Center
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Academic Support Center

Fall, 2013

8-29-2013

Department/group members present
Sudeshna Nand
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections



Some improvement seen in time management as more students come on time or call if absent from a session.
Use of resources from other departments is benefitting the students.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.







The importance of student tutors in the student learning process.
The value of tutees acknowledging that student success is largely based on doing homework timely, attending classes, devoting required
study time for challenging subjects and practicing effective study habits.
The need to encourage self- motivation.
The need for extra tutoring for special needs students upon request.
The need to assist students beyond the registered classes.
The need for computer accessibility for power point presentations, compatibility for disciplines such as graphic arts.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.







The importance of student tutors in the student learning process.
The value of tutees acknowledging that student success is largely based on doing homework timely, attending classes, devoting
required
study time for challenging subjects and practicing effective study habits
The need to encourage self- motivation.
The need for extra tutoring for special needs students upon request
The need to assist students beyond the registered classes.
The need for computer accessibility for power point presentations, compatibility for languages other than English and disciplines such as
graphic arts.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).






To continue 2 hours of tutoring/week per tutee due to budget restrictions.
To share obstacles to student success with COMA, BSI, and student success task force.
To continue using the policy of tutees informing the center one hour before cancelling a session.
To request for updates on computer accessibility in ASC rooms.
To review and update ASC website.
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Admission and Records
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Student Services/Admissions & Records

Fall 2013

08/22/2013

Department/group members present
Patricia Fauth, Segundo Zosa, Teresa Standfield-Lee, Nicole Dunne
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Electronic transcript requests are live and working well
New furniture and two more computers have been installed in the lobby to help facilitate student learning
We have made progress, but are still working on automating applications from CCCApply
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Students will demonstrate technical competency by navigating the college website in order to apply and register online.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Should we add transcript requests or other services to this SLO?
Reviewed our numbers for CCCApply statistics (over 10,000 CCCApply applications last year)
Staff need training on electronic transcript ordering
The WebReg shopping cart is not labeled, can it be labeled ‘Add’?
A need for a pop up window (or similar) to let people know they are not done with registration until they finalize and select a payment option
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Would like to automate CCCApply applications
Would like to provide a pdf document outlining how to register online for student access
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Assessment Center
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Assessment Center

Fall 2013

8/26/13

Department/group members present
Stacey Jones: Assessment Coordinator
Alethea De Soto: Counselor/Matriculation Coordinator
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.



Increased the number of evening assessments
Increase the number of assessment offered at the Marina Campus (despite the limited class availability)

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.





A: the need to have ESARS implemented – this would help reduce the number of phone calls generated and more importantly allow
students to sign-up immediately for assessment.
B: the need to have a physical allocated space for the Assessment office so that we could offer more assessments throughout the year.
C: Electronic Assessment
D: Prepare for the increase of assessment due to the implementation of the Student Success Plan.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.





A: Create an urgency to address ESARS so that the Assessment office can function more efficiently with one staff member.
B: Using SABRE group to help move this project is hopeful.
C: Use SS&SP funds to support this improvement may be helpful but will need the support of IT and facilities
D: Attend the MPC SS&S meetings and create a timeline for implementation within our own office.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
•
•
•
•

A: Continue to work with Mike from IT to keep this project on “the books” along with SABRE group.
B: Using SABRE group to help move this project is hopeful.
C: Use SS&SP funds to support this improvement may be helpful but will need the support of IT and facilities
D: Attend the MPC SS&S meetings and create a timeline for implementation within our own office.
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Child Development Center and Lab School
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Child Development Center & Lab School

Fall 2013

8/22/13

Department/group members present
Jeff Procive, Mary Rigmaiden, Angie DiRocco, Jessica Booth, Marie Wright, Giovanna Badger, Nancee Powell, and Cathy Nyznyk
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
We have relooked at our staffing schedule and have made adjustments to serve peak times when children’s needs are most high and to best
accommodate our lab student’s experience. We also took into consideration staff who open and close and rotation of hours. We also noted the
volume of work, student profiles and portfolio work teachers are mandated to do with no time away from Children. We were able to accomplish
all of this through a new staffing schedule. All staff had input.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Through the CDC Orientation, the student will demonstrate the knowledge and awareness of the policies and services necessary to meet one’s
educational goals and demonstrate the ability to communicate those needs to the appropriate department/areas. Students will read CDC
handbook
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Our discussions were two fold, one being the recent announcement by the President that the CDC has been targeted for a $250K cut to our
budget. The term sustainable was used to describe the outcome to our current budget. The group felt the administration did not appreciate the
dual role we have; one as a student service and the other a lab program to child development students. Our discussions as a staff turned to
models and possible programs to offer and the total use of our facility. The staff was deflated and felt unappreciated. They felt that we were just
targeted last year with a 50% cut and now this. Cathy told them we are not going to let this go and we are up to the task of educating our
administration and proving our worth in supporting FTES and outreach. The second area of discussion was best practices for our child
development lab students. We discussed in detail what went well and what we’d like to change or improve on.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).

1. Fact finding
2. Conduct surveys
3. Analyze data
4. Gather letters of support and obtain stories
5. Educate everyone
6. Create a report
Use grant money to travel to colleges to obtain facts and data.
Goals for student teacher/ mentor teacher experience include1. Schedule time to meet with each student teacher weekly
2. Communicate with ECED instructors prior to students coming in for observations
3. Communicate through email to instructors
4. Keep up with paperwork to students.
5. Develop an organized system with evaluation of lesson plans.
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Counseling Department
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Counseling Department

Fall 2013

August 22, 2013

Department/group members present
Sal Cardinale, Devon Carlson, Alethea DeSoto, LaRon Johnson, Amber Kerchner, Kimberly Mansfield, Susanne Muszala, Mike Torres, and Larry
Walker
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
During the previous Counseling program reflections, the department decided to measure the Counseling SLO by referring to the total number of
counseling appointments students scheduled via phone or in-person with the front desk. Those students who attended their appointment
satisfied the SLO. Those students who did not show for their appointment didn’t satisfy the SLO.
The department accessed the data from SARS (appointment/schedule software) and found the following:

2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013

Appointments –
Attended
5398
5325
4327
3571
3579

Appointments –
No Show
1051
1117
1105
834
710

Total Appointments
Scheduled
6449
6442
5432
4405
4289

Percent Attended
(SLO Achievement)
83.7%
82.7%
79.7%
81.0%
83.4%

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Counseling SLO: Utilize appropriate resources to identify and develop their academic goals.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Although the group was impressed by the number of students who satisfied the SLO, the discussion focused on ways to improve student learning
by reaching out to those students who did not show for their scheduled counseling appointment. The group explored the possibility of reminding
students a day or two in advance about their appointments. It was noted that a version of SARS has the function to contact students via phone,
text message, or e-mail for appointment reminders. It isn’t clear if our existing version of the software has this capability. If not, it is likely it would
cost extra to upgrade the software. Some members questioned the need to pay the extra cost considering the high rate of students attending
their appointments.
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When students do not show for their appointments, counselors use the time to serve other students (e.g. helping a student with a “quick
question”, responding to student e-mails and voicemails) and document them in SARS.
The number of scheduled appointments has gone down annually due to two full-time counselors retiring (one was replaced with the new
counselor starting in Fall 2013) and a reduction in categorical funds to cover the cost of adjunct counseling.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
The department will find out if their version of SARS has an appointment reminder function.
It has been a five-year process for the department to determine its Counseling SLO and ultimately find a way to measure it. With a measure in
place, the department can analyze the data and explore ways to improve student learning.
For future program reflections, the focus will be more on the SLOs for the various PERS (Personal Development) courses.
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EOPS/CARE/CalWorks
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

EOPS/CARE/CalWORKs

Fall 2013

8-22-13

Department/group members present
Stan Armstead, Kelly Fletes, Christine Vincent, Eric Ogata & Laurence Walker
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Resources have been focused to Program areas that are essential to positive program outcomes.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
This semester we reviewed the EOPS/CARE Students Services Processes Document (July 25, 2013). We reviewed it and began to refine the 7
processes listed on the document. Our activity of Process Mapping was to facilitate learning outcomes assessments.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
In the time provided the group addressed item #1 of the Student Services Processes Document (July 25, 2013). Upon review we determined
Item #1 Complete program specific application was more like item #4 or #5. Prior to completing the program specific application #1. The group
identified a.) Outreach, Recruitment & Access Advocacy Activities b.) Admissions applications, Financial Aid forms along with EOPS forms
assistance. Much of this in the past typically has occurred at our target feeder high schools and community agencies. Discussion of available
resources and methods to ensure these vital gateway processes continue to occur took place.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
The group identified a need to create and execute action plans to address Program Processes. In doing so we will directly address Program
SLO”s of Technical Competence and Self- Advocacy.
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International Student Programs
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

International Student Programs

Fall 2013

9/5/13

Department/group members present
Alethea De Soto
Please note: this position was recently filled by Alethea as of 8/14/13 so my reflections are based on current observations, conversations with
current ISP staff and past counselor.
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.





Recruitment efforts in China were completed in March 2013.
Updated ISP website
Created an ISP Club to help students engage with the campus
Written policies to clarify interpretation of SEVIS requirements

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timely response and consistent interpretation of SEVIS requirements;
ISP marketing and advertising overseas
Maintenance of ISP website
Continue working on updating institutional policies regarding immigration regulations
Developing study abroad program for MPC students
Developing language training program with ESL Department
Increasing ISP student population for 2014-15
Continue dialogue with CSUMB regarding ISP collaboration efforts: advertising, recruitment, articulation agreement (2+2)

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
•
•
•
•

The need for ISP students to engage, interact with, and learn from other ISP students;
The importance of exposing ISP students to social/cultural events; and
The importance of ISP students engaging in meaningful interaction with faculty and staff while at MPC; and
The value and importance of continuing to offer new ISP student orientations and continuing ISP student workshops
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To provide additional counseling/advising services to facilitate student progress toward their academic and career objectives;
To establish polices/procedures manual for program operations
Initial focus on SEVIS requirements related to CPT, reduce course loads;
To develop a targeted advertising plan;
To review and update ISP website;
Review & Implement PERS10 course as orientation for new ISP students starting in Sp. 2014
Starting International Club for all MPC students exposing ISP students to social/cultural events
Created mutual responsibility contract to review immigration policies with ISP students
Work collaboratively with other marketing people/agencies to increase our student pool.
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Orientation
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Orientation

Fall 2013

8/26/13

Department/group members present
Alyssa Huerta: Matriculation Specialist, and Alethea De Soto: Counselor/Matriculation Coordinator
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.




Offered 11 PERS 10 in Spring 2013; 1 Summer 2013 and 3 Fall 2013 (early fall) for a total of 15 PERS 10 from May 2013 – Aug. 13 2013
Updated Orientation Book to reflect what is necessary for students to know and have.
Created a survey with Rosaleen to evaluate our SLO and objectives. Survey results pending Rosaleen’s office.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.





A. Continue to create clear pathways for all graduating high school students who want priority registration.
B. Continue to improve Orientation website
C. Continue to discuss how to address the non-resident graduating high school seniors and PERS 10
D. Develop PERS 10 on line by December 2014.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.





A: Discussed the importance of marketing this event through various channels such as: flyers, website, school visits/workshops.
B: Orientation webpage has to be easy to understand for both our graduating senior and our other matriculated students.
C: Provide all students with a schedule building workshop in Spring that allows students to receive priority registration and then require
students to complete PERS 10 after graduation will eliminate added “hoops” for our non-resident graduating high school students.
D. Work with Catherine Webb to assist in the development of an on-line class to help meet the Dec. 2014 deadline.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).





Goal for “A” is to continue to look at how we communicate our matriculation efforts in a clear and timely manner. Use Fall and Spring High
School breakfast gatherings to also help with communication efforts.
Goal for “B” is to continue to improve website by working with prospective and current students to get feedback.
Goal for “C” is to provide our non-resident graduating high school seniors a workshop in leiu of PERS 10 during spring where we can create
an ed. plan and to require them to complete the PERS 10 course in the summer prior to fall.
Goal for “D” create clear timelines and deadlines to submit to the appropriate departments, allocate some funding to help focus on task.
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Student Activities
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Student Activities

Fall 2013

9-6-13

Department/group members present
Julie Osborne, Sudeshna Nand, Sigrid Klein, Marty L. Johnson, Leza Turner
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Our group discussed issues within several areas; including; parking passes, tutoring and Student Activities.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Student Activities SLO’s; Communication, Personal Development & Community Responsibility; and Self-Advocacy.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Communication: ASMPC had a few issues in the past regarding conduct. ASMPC members are now required to sign a code of conduct form to
adhere to these guidelines. There are also plans to do more workshops including personality assessments, and leadership training that will help
to alleviate these types of conflicts. Personal Development & Community Responsibilities; Leadership training, Students will be required to
participate in ASMPC events (includes the planning, organization and working the event) Self-Advocacy; Students will demonstrate the
knowledge and skills necessary to effectively communicate and assert their needs to the appropriate department or person.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Student Activities Goals; Leadership Training (training to include parli pro, brown act, etc.) Promote Diversity; Continue to increase and
expand on cultural events that highlight diversity.
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Student Financial Aid
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Student Financial Services

Fall 2013

08/22/13

Department/group members present
Francisco Tostado, Brenda Kalina, Deanna Galdo, Patricia Chapman, Maribel Quiroz, Danielle Hodgkins, Terri Murphy, Linda Ransom.
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
One of the things that we discussed in our past program reflections was to have students utilize their MPC email accounts. This fall 2013
students can activate their MPC email accounts the next day after they register for classes and will be able to communicate with us much faster
than previous semesters. One of our goals last year was to have students be able to submit the main required forms electronically for the 201314 school year. This year students are able to submit the majority of their documents electronically. If they are independent for financial aid
purposes, they can submit all of their required forms online. Students have constantly shown their appreciation to be able to submit their forms
online.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.

SLO 1: Financial Aid Application Process
Students will know when to complete their financial aid file and students will enroll prior to the Financial Aid Enrollment Deadline
for the second day of class.
SLO II: Satisfactory Academic Progress Process (SAP)
Students will have an understanding of the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy and know how to complete their probations
contracts and apply for a dismissal appeal.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
SLO 1: Financial Aid Application Process: This year we have had many new processes in our financial aid office. Students are submitting
documents electronically including their independent verification worksheet and warning contracts. This will help both the office and students
complete their files more efficiently. At the end of October 2012 we had a total of 6,735 FAFSA applicants in our system. At the end of
August 2013 we had a total of 6,859 financial aid applicants. More students are completing their FAFSA applications earlier. This is due to
the fact that since 12-13, we are doing financial aid presentations in introduction to college classes. This gets the word out to students that
have not heard about financial aid before.
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SLO II: Satisfactory Academic Progress Process (SAP)
Last year through the month of October 2012 we had 411 students in financial aid warning. Warning means that the students failed to
maintain a 2.0 GPA for the previous semester or failed to maintain 67% pace progression with the units attempted. This year (2013) as of
September 3, we only have 201 students who are on financial aid warning. This is a decrease of 210 students. This shows that our students
are reading our SAP policy when they submit their financial aid contract. In addition, our support services programs and counselors are
aware of the requirements and informing students of our processes and the way to proceed accordingly.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Our use of technology has increased for both the financial aid office staff and the financial aid recipients. We are continuously working with our
Information Technology (IT) to find out better ways of serving our students in a more efficient matter. Students are now able to activate their
MPC email account the day after they register. Students are now able to see their financial aid status in their student’s portal. In the student
portals, students can see which documents are required to submit and complete their financial files in a timely manner. Furthermore, we have
updated our website with the up to date information, including our financial aid processing timelines. We are also working with Admissions and
Records to find ways to eliminate the conflicting information by updating our management systems and streamlining our process. Students are
being made aware of the SAP policy and therefore we have seen a decrease in the number of students that are in warning status.
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Student Health Services
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Student Health Services

Fall 2013

8/22/13

Department/group members present:
Lara Shipley and Kelly Eyler
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.


We have enhanced our Psychological Services with additional staff. Through our collaboration with CSUMB we have obtained 2 MSW
students, and we now have a volunteer MSW working Fridays to deliver “Campus Care,” a monthly wellness program for faculty, staff, and
students. In addition, we have a psychiatrist who has agreed to deliver talks for Campus Care gratis, and she’ll offer a very discounted rate
for psych evaluations at her office for MPC students.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.





After one visit to SHS or presentation by SHS, students will be able to verbalize the services provided.
After an appointment with the doctor, students will be able to articulate a greater understanding of his/her medical condition.
Students receiving personal counseling sessions with MFT interns will be able to verbalize strategies to help with self-care, self-advocacy, and
self-esteem.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.



Our presentations may be limited by staffing constraints
We’ve been having a problem finding offices/rooms for our additional Psych Services staff. This may limit the counseling we are able to
provide to help retain students.

Challenges we face that impact our ability to support student learning:





Understaffed for the amount of students we serve. This department has had the same number of full-time staff as 50 years ago with its
inception
Students schedules
Daytime hours only, no evening hours due to no evening staffing
No dedicated physical space within our department for the Psychological Services component although the need is great. We have to beg
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and borrow space from other departments which can be problematic.
Facility/service limitations, having to refer students out because we lack a service (i.e. STD testing)

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Goals:
 Maximize the resources we do have (people, space, services)
 If hiring more people isn’t an option, fill in with student workers, volunteers
 Continue class presentations, special health educational events, All User emails, social media, support groups, online health magazine
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Supportive Services and Instruction
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Supportive Services & Instruction

Fall 2013

8/23/2013

Department/group members present
Kathleen Rozman; Alexis Copeland; Mimsie Redmayne; Jacque Evans
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1. Have been offering Accommodations Workshops throughout the semester and increasing the number of students attending.
2. Have completed steps to increase accuracy in MIS student data/student count reporting. The effectiveness of these steps was validated for
the third consecutive year by the department’s outstanding audit results in July, 2013.
3. Compliance requirements addressed by updating forms such as the mandated DSPS Student Educational Contract, Authorization for
Release of Info, Application for Services, etc. Appropriate forms have also been uploaded to the department website to increase their
accessibility to students and make it easier to initiate and complete the verification of disability for timely provision of services to eligible
students.
4. Clarifying and streamlining process for students to receive alternate media accommodations. Necessary forms have been put on website
for easy access.
5. Increased number of Kurzweil Orientation Workshop to introduce students to the software and basic reading, applications. Increase in
number of students receiving instruction/support.
6. Have set up links and tutorials on the SS&I website to assist students with setting up MPC e-mail and using web registration. Significant
increase in number of students using these tools.
7. Purchased 14 Smart Pens through MPC Foundation grant and developed process for allocation to students for one semester increments.
8. Developing Smart Pen Orientation Workshop to familiarize students with this accommodation when it is authorized and facilitate effective
use as a notetaking accommodation in classes.
9. Developed and distributed student surveys to evaluate effectiveness of workshops.
10. Have been offering New Student Orientation Workshops (Summer and Early Spring) which included specific portions of the curriculum from
PERS 50 MPC class and SS&I specific information for new students.
11. Developed a section of PERS 10, Orientation to College, specifically for students in the SS&I Program; however, it was decided by SS&I in
conjunction with the Dean of Student Services to postpone offering the course until more certainty about how it works with regular
matriculating students and how it will ultimately fit in to the mandates for orientation in the Student Success Act.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Discussion focused on recent legislation changes and the possible impact on our curriculum in general. Teaching faculty will meet weekly to
discuss possible restructuring and/or modification of classes currently taught in the department. With the changes brought about by the Student
Success Act and SB1440, students’ needs will be different, and we need to identify how those needs will be best met with departmental
resources.
See attached instructor reflection for LNSK 329.
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Continued to discuss student learning in light of budget changes and new state mandates. We are specifically addressing new state course
repeatability changes by reviewing and modifying our course offerings, developing new courses where appropriate, and alternating course
offerings; in the next year two specific specialized disability topic-focused courses will be offered (LNSK 309 and LNSK 331F); these two
courses have not been offered in several years . Within this framework, we are continuing to focus on our SLOs in Critical Thinking and
Technical Competence.
Critical Thinking:
1. Students will identify, explore and utilize knowledge of their disability and functional limitations to assist in academic planning.
Technical Competence:
1. Students will identify and use appropriate technology and alternate media.
We identified legislative changes in the following areas that will impact students with disabilities at MPC, which will, in turn, impact services
provided to students and LNSK course offerings and/or curriculum:
 Priority Registration
 Course Repeatability
 Financial Aid
 Basic Skills “Fast-tracking”
 BOG Fee Waiver
We discussed improvements that have taken place over the last year and identified areas that need more scrutiny, particularly in the area of
alternate media provision and documentation. We will continue to discuss these topics and make improvements during the Fall semester. Also
discussed “process mapping” request from Admin and began to compile list of processes within the program to map out. As a result of recent
program review, many of these processes have already been delineated. Our action plan items below related to each SLO are identified. Data
on # of students served, # of sessions offered; and results of student evaluations will be gathered and analyzed as part of assessment measures
and will assist in informing changes to be made.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
The department is continuing to focus on meeting student needs in an efficient, timely manner. The following activities were part of our dialogue
about the Program and will form our current action plan.
Critical Thinking:
1. Students will identify, explore and utilize knowledge of their disability and functional limitations to assist in academic planning.
a. Analyze and incorporate feedback and suggestions from student surveys.
b. Develop new course offerings to address state repeatability mandates and better meet students’ academic needs.
c. Development of a “Counselor’s Corner” section on the SS&I website where students can quickly and easily access current information
related to their academic planning and educational goals; in addition, this area can direct students to the counselor and/or specialist who
can answer student questions regarding the Program, services or disability.
Technical Competence:
1. Students will identify and use appropriate technology and alternate media.
a. Assist students in setting up campus e-mail and using their student portal for accessing their records and information in addition to web
reg; consider offering sessions to facilitate this; recruit competent work study students.
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b. Continue to monitor effectiveness of updated alt media/assistive technology accommodations process.
c. Development of Smart Pen Orientation Workshop to introduce students to the tool and its basic applications.
d. Continue to update and improve our department website so both current and prospective students can use that as a point of reference
for DSPS specific information.
Automate Mandated DSPS Processes and Data Collection:
1. Establishment of electronic SEC’s to improve accessibility and information dissemination.
2. Continue to advocate for the need for an internal confidential and specialized DSPS software data base program, Clockwork Database, which
can efficiently automate many of our service processes and a wide range of data collection and reporting, thus increasing productivity.
3. Begin implementing SARS with a few staff in FA 13 and full implementation of SARS for tracking appointment scheduling and service
provision by Spring 2014. This will assist us with being able to collect some portions of the data we need to quantify our program student
learning outcomes.
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TRiO
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

TRiO: MSUB, SSS, UB

Fall 2013

8/22/2013

Department/group members present
Rustin Beam, Grace Anongchanya-Calima, Chris Calima, Kacey Giammanco, Joanne Hagerty, Sandra Washington, Janine Wilson
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
In collaboration with Institutional Research, we created an online survey for current TRiO participants, which will provide us feedback on our
assessment methods and their effectiveness. We plan to send the survey to TRiO participants via Survey Monkey during the beginning of Spring
2014. This will allow us to review the results during the summer to make any necessary Fall 2014 program changes.
During our Spring 2013 reflections, we expressed the need to have a lab technician for the TRiO Learning Center (TLC). We are very excited that
Gabino Valladares has joined the TRiO to assist with our TLC and general IT needs (based on availability). This addresses the challenges our
staff and students faced with technology problems within our TLC.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
It was decided that due to the reduction in staffing, decrease in budget (Sequestration), and an increase of grant requirements/activities and
objectives in all programs, it would better serve our programs to focus on our grant objectives since this is what is expected of our federal funded
grant programs. Every year, we are expected to submit an Annual Performance Report to the Federal government to assess and show the
attainment of our grant objectives in the areas of: Good Academic Standing, Persistence/Retention, and Graduation/Transfer). Beginning this
term, we will be shifting from the SLOs that we identified for TRiO, to the grant objectives for each of our respective programs.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
We discussed various barriers and challenges we face due to our current economic climate (Sequestration, budget deficit, and limited support
staff) which have directly and indirectly impacted our ability to support students’ success. These discussions led us to brainstorm on utilizing
various approaches to serve students. For example, Student Support Services (SSS) implemented separate orientations for new, continuing, and
transfer students which provided students general information early in the semester and addressed the challenge of serving all program
st
participants with limited counseling staff. A total of 163 out of 200 (81% success rate of completing their 1 visit within the early part of fall
st
semester) attended the orientations. Prior to this, SSS would only have 20% of students complete their 1 visit in the first 2 weeks of the
semester. Another example was the Math Science Upward Bound (MSUB) online component established this summer, which created the
opportunity to serve thirteen returning students with career assessment resources.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
As previously mentioned, we decided to utilize our Annual Performance Reports (APR) as our SLO’s. The objectives in our Program APRs guide
the services within each of programs and are evaluated with quantitative data every year. Therefore we figured this approach would be the most
efficient and effective way to evaluate our programs’ effectiveness.
Each semester/year the TRiO programs will focus on efficiency and quality improvement within each or our respective programs. Instead of
continuing to review ALL of our objectives, picking one and working on improving the quality of that objective (i.e. Retention, Persistence,
Graduation/Transfer Rates, or Good Academic Standing. We also plan to utilize the Process Mapping activity to further evaluate our
effectiveness and address any barriers to students’ success.
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Administrative Services Reflections on Student Learning

Fall 2013 Dialog/Assessment Reports
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Facilities, Security, Purchasing and Budget Management
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Facilities, Security, Purchasing, Budget Management

Fall 2013

August 22, 2013

Department/group members present
Panel: Art St. Laurent (presenting), Steve Ma, Suzanne Ammons (documentation)
Participants: Harold Hutchins, Fred Hamann, Rudy Rodriquez, Bryan Singleton, Francisco Vasquez, Dionicio Garcia, Hector Vasquez, Orencio
Perez, Manual Resendiz, David Jodoin, Agustin Chavarria, Loran Walsh, Phy Nguyen, Atanasio Guzman, Connie Andrews, Larry Ransom, Pete
Olsen, Ron Holback, Maria Roa, Guadalupe Rodriquez, Yolanda, Guzman, Lorena Garcia, Araceli Macias, Luz De La Torre, Jose Velasquez
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
H. Building and grounds appearance and safety:
Challenge: Food and drink in classrooms, meeting rooms poses problems for custodians to keep clean and adds to deterioration of environment,
surroundings and creates the perception of a substandard learning environment or an environment uncared for.
Solution:
(1) Instructors could set the tone and reinforce the “No Food-Drink (except water)”, as a practice at the onset of each semester. This must
be done on a discretionary level as many students are stressed and pressed for time, often missing meals.
(2) Signage to be posted. Not enough extra trash bins available at entrances to buildings/classrooms for people to have means of disposing
of food (grounds/custodians). Facilities looking into sign purchases for classroom posting.
(3) Flex Days should include an announcement early on to underscore need to keep food/drink outside classrooms/meeting rooms and
remind students (Flex Day Coordinators). Staff/faculty should set the example starting with functions in the LF at flex day start. Facilities
should place additional trash bins at/near entrance.
(4) Faculty Handbook and New Faculty Orientation should include “No Food/Drink” practice be observed in the interest of preserving
facilities. (Notify Acad. Affairs-Laura Franklin).
(5) Board meetings should be included with regards to taking care to clean up food/drink (President’s Ofc).
Status: Ongoing. But being addressed on several fronts.
Challenge: Student Svc. Building – carpets cannot be cleaned when there’s too much clutter under the desk/on the floor.
Solution: Custodian Supervisor will check with that building’s custodian to review/suggest ways to mitigate.
Status: Ongoing, update to follow for spring flex.
************************************
T. Staff (knowledge, training needs, availability, etc):
Challenge: Need ability to change fee on parking signs economically without having to get new signs. As of spring flex, there was no foreseeable
change forthcoming, but that changed later in spring with elimination of p/t parking fee option.
Solution: Reflective tape was used effectively to cover the parking fee that was eliminated.
Status: Resolved.
Challenge: LTC Room set ups (variations in set up styles) overwhelm the ability of staff to accommodate and still attend to other duties.
Solution: Facilities has been working with Events Scheduler to standardize set ups; square is used for set up <20 persons, and rectangle for >
20 persons.
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Status: Resolved but needs ongoing reinforcement.
(continued from T. Staff (knowledge, training needs, availability).
New Challenge: Grounds crew believes they need for staff to support landscaping, cleanliness and several other tasks essential to support
campus functions.
*********************************
S. Equipment and Supplies
Challenge: Electrical rooms being used for storage presents safety concern. Exa: Humanities Student Svc Bldg, CDC (boiler takes up much of
space leaving not enough for custodial equipment storage. Electrical panels should not be blocked—seeking external custodial equipment
storage space.
Solution: Custodial Supervisor is examining ways to centralize the storage of equipment rather than having it be spread out.
Status – This is being reviewed, will report at spring flex.
*********************************
R. Campus communication: All employees are “gatekeepers” who contribute to the students’ experience and as such, are responsible for the
MPC image and overall impression on the community. Division Office Managers and others have been reminded to use the work order system
(Maintenance Direct) to direct attention to maintenance, custodial, facilities needs exist, even if they are for seemingly routine work or tasks.
Challenge: How can employees not directly tied to instruction in the classroom make a positive contribution to the MPC experience?
Solution: Be quick to offer help with directions especially with classroom/building location changes and disrupted access routes. All employees
can pick up trash in their regular travels. Additional trash cans will need to be placed at Lot C, where the mobile cafeteria is located.
New Challenges – Recently proposed Custodial Shift change now presents gaps in coverage/presence on campus and the challenge to provide
coverage for evening/night hours. The group discussed needing to coordinate between shifts and keep an awareness of special events and
functions.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
N/A
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
N/A
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Solutions and partial solutions to pending challenges as noted above are identified with follow up anticipated at spring 2014 flex days. This twice
per year opportunity at flex days supports an in-person conversation amongst custodial, grounds, building maintenance, security and members of
administrative staff which would otherwise never take place. Suggested solutions are identified for follow up and accountability at later flex days
allowing all to observe where progress is made and where more review or resources is needed.
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Fiscal Services
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Fall 2013

8/22/13

Rosemary Barrios
Department/group members present
Angela Ramirez, Gina Prue, Fannya Boehme, Linda Martin, Luz Aguirre, Sean Willis, Sharon Johnson, Rosemary Barrios
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Implemented Fiscal Services website page an add additional information and links so that students can easily get to pages that would be useful
regarding policies related to refunding, and fees.
Put in a new workstation at the front counter to serve students. This has provided staff to assist additional students that are making payments or
who have questions.
Continue to add to bulletin board in front of office with student information, office hours, disbursement dates, campus map, etc.
Continue to discuss good customer service to students
Working with Admissions and Records in deferment of student enrollment
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Most of our items are non-budget dependent.
We are looking into auto refunding all students fees who paid prior to census date but dropped their course only those who paid by credit card
would go back to their card and those who did not pay but dropped before census date we are looking for the system to auto reverse their fees
so this would not be a manual process.
We are also looking at a BOGG report being generated so that we know which students have a BOGG that we can then go to their account and
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apply and adjust their fees and not have to wait until the student calls or comes to the window to have their account adjusted for the BOGG.
Discussed student barriers with staff that were part of a discussion last week: MPC schedule, MPC website, Phone System, Student Registration
Process, Registering students, better campus signage, and communication.
Discussed need better building signage, possibly on top of the buildings so that the student can see.
Discussed having an integrated system would help student services and fiscal services.
Discussed having a user friendly website for students and staff would help with enrollment.
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Media Services
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Media Services

Fall 2013

8/22/13

Department/group members present
George Reed, Bruce Wilder, Laura Worley, Michael Midkiff
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
A summer ’13 project was completed with the following goals for improvement:
 Spare parts in place
 All equipment tested
 Inventory of AV equipment completed
Bulb-less projectors are now the standard for new smart classrooms
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.

CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY
Challenge: The Bond Project managers are building new smart classrooms throughout the campus. Those smart classrooms need to be
standardized and up to instructional needs expectations.
Overcome by: Have MPC Media Services staff provide oversight and approval on the design of the new classrooms.
Benefits student learning by: Students and instructors benefit by having smart classrooms built that meet their expectations.
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Challenge: The amount of money spent on projector bulbs is big ongoing expense.
Overcome by: Making bulb-less projectors the new standard.
Benefits student learning by: Provides fewer interruptions to instruction when projector bulbs go out unexpectedly. Also a more sustainable
solution as there is no longer a need to budget for replacement bulbs.
STAFF
Challenge: MS in need of planning and strategy to address future staffing needs
Overcome by: Plan for current and future staffing needs
Benefits student learning by: provides A/V coverage for student and instructional needs
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Media Services staff oversight on smart classroom builds. (Not budget dependent)
2. Make bulb-less projectors the new standard (budget dependent – Bulb-less projectors cost $1000 more per unit; however, a ROI will
happen in 4 years or less due to no need for replacement bulbs)
3. Strategic planning for current and future media services staffing needs. (Not budget dependent)
4. Provide written instructions for each classroom on campus
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Network Support Team
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Network Support Team

Fall 2013

8/22/13

Department/group members present
Kim Panis, Lavester Boykin, John Kalina, Lynn Noell, Linda Sasaki, Helmut Schonwalder, Mike Midkiff
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Implementation of Thin Client units is continuing. Based on the finding of a recent report, a change in technology and outside project
management is recommended. .
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Classroom Technology, Campus Communication, Website, Staff
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY
Challenge: Providing the technology to support instruction to students who are located on more than one geographic area is important to expand
Distance Learning options offered by MPC. Other benefits include saving on travel, and could potentially increase FTES.
Overcome by: A web enhancement Request For Proposal is being developed by the Technology Committee. This RFP will be focused on
enhancing use, increasing visual appeal and supporting mobile devices. Also exploring other options to enhance Distance Learning such as fully
integrated (hardware and software) video conferencing from Monterey to Marina Campus. This would provide an “extended classroom” to give
the full interactive experience to students in 2 or more sites.
Benefits student learning by: This appropriate use of technology will enhance student learning opportunities including technical support for
Distance Learning.
Challenge: To continue to provide core technology based services despite aging equipment. The equipment includes everything from classroom
computers to infrastructure equipment such as switches and wireless access points. If the aging equipment is not addressed, the negative impact
on instruction can range from reduced functionality to unexpected downtime.
Overcome by: Working through the Technology Committee to develop a Technology Plan, the following items can be addressed:
 Establish a realistic technology equipment refresh budget
 Increase use of sustainable technologies such as Desktop Virtualization, Server Virtualization and Cloud Based solutions
Benefits student learning by: This will help to address the need to provide technology based services to students.
CAMPUS COMMUNICATION
Challenge: The telephone system has been updated but many old (2001) handsets remain in use. Also without UPS battery backups at each
switch location (IDF) the VoIP phone system will immediately good down in the event of loss of power.
Overcome by: purchasing new handsets and installing rack-mounted UPS battery backups at each IDF.
Benefits student learning by: This benefits student safety and communications.
Challenge: Students must use more than one password to access their MPC student email, SIS, Financial Aid, student portal, MPC Online, and
possibly other sites.
Overcome by: applicable staff working together to try to simplify logins. Implementing technical solutions such as Microsoft’s Active Directory
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Federation Services (ADFS) will also help to address this issue.
Benefits student learning by: This will make it far less frustrating for students to access information and services.
Challenge: Students (outside of class) and visitors to campus are not always able to use the wireless network in parts of campus because
wireless has not been fully deployed due to lack of funding. Hard wired network access is the usual recommendation for instructional use.
However as the needs continue to grow and use in instruction becomes more prevalent, support for wireless access has to be addressed.
Overcome by: Working through the technology committee, develop a technology plan that include the vision for wireless use. This vision should
include prioritization of areas that wireless access is to be provided.
Benefits student learning by: By providing new and innovative instructional methods using wireless access.
WEBSITE
Challenge: Website home page needs to be visually refreshed and made simpler (more user-friendly).
Overcome by: hiring the services of a web designer and forming a website committee to review changes. Working with Divisions/Departments to
keep their areas updated and accurate.
Benefits student learning by: The mpc.edu website is a critical communication and information tool for students including registration.
Challenge: Website has dramatically grown in use so must be scaled out to meet today’s demands for security and reliability.
Overcome by: revising the website architecture.
Benefits student learning by: The mpc.edu website is a critical communication and information tool for students including registration.
STAFF
Challenge: “Building responsive, efficient and supportive institutional and instructional technology services” (from Education Master Plan 2012).
Overcome by: Hiring additional IT personnel to reduce wear and tear on IT staff (overtime of as much as 20+ 8-hour days additional/month), to
allow for redundancy of knowledge base for campus IT security and stability, to provide faster service particularly when student learning is
impacted.
Benefits student learning by: stability and security of electronic teaching and learning tools.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Evaluate solutions to support distance education. (May or may not be budget dependent).
2. Continue to deploy thin clients in order to reduce overall costs of equipment. (budget dependent)
3. Purchase and install new telephone handsets and UPS battery backups for the IDF (budget dependent)
4. Working through the Technology Committee address many technical concerns and issues including the following:
 Wireless access vision and scope of service (Budget Dependent)
 Technology refresh budget recommendations (Budget Dependent)
 Process to research, evaluate and deploy new sustainable technologies (Budget Dependent)
5. MPC website refreshment (budget dependent)
6. Hire additional IT staff – Network Operations Manager, Programmer, Technician. (budget dependent)
7. Evaluate and deploy IT Help Desk software. (may or may not be budget dependent)
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President’s Office Reflections on Student Learning

Fall 2013 Dialog/Assessment Reports
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President’s Office, Human Resources and Institutional Research Office
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

President’s Office, Human Resources, Institutional Research.

Fall 2013

August 22, 2013

Department/group members present
Dr. Walt Tribley, Andrea Bozant, Carlis-Crowe-Johns, Shirley Kim, Ed Lake, Barbara Lee, Vicki Nakamura, Rosaleen Ryan, Kali Viker, and
Shawn Anderson.
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1) The HR department has revised the hiring process. Not only has this resulted in a more efficient process, but it also has widened the
applicant pool, which enables MPC to hire the best candidates (instructors and otherwise) available to us.
2) Administration has committed to reporting on student success at the Governing Board of Trustees meetings. Some reports will include
items pertaining to SLOs and GEOs, thereby weaving them more fully into the fabric of the campus community.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Since our departments indirectly support student learning, we did not discuss specific SLOs/GEOs from course outlines. Instead, our discussion
was focused on how we can support overall student learning objectives/student success.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
MPC’s General Education program is divided as follows:
1) Area A1: English Composition,
2) Area A2: Communication and Analytical Thinking,
3) Area B: Natural Sciences,
4) Area C: Humanities,
5) Area D: Social Sciences,
6) Area E1: Lifelong Learning and Self-Development – Wellness or Area E2: Lifelong Learning and Self-Development – Introduction to
Careers, and
7) Area F: Intercultural Studies.
Upon first reading the GEOs for each area, one might be struck by their differences rather than by their commonalities. For example, Area A1’s
learning objectives are for students to demonstrate upon completion, “an ability to form a provable thesis, develop it through factual research,
distinguish between fact and opinion, and make effective rhetorical choices in relation to audience and purpose,” whereas Area B’s learning
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outcomes are for students to demonstrate upon completion “an ability to use the scientific method to investigate phenomena in the natural world
and use concepts, experiments, and/or theory to explain them.” Upon closer examination of these GEOs, however, their commonalities—that we
must teach our students the ability to think critically, to conduct research, and to communicate effectively—become apparent.
Our group’s discussion centered on the primary mission of the college—to teach—and how our departments can and do support that mission. To
that end, we discussed the following topics:
1) How do we better understand the goals and challenges faced by our campus community?
2) How can we assist faculty and students to achieve their goals—even though our departments are not directly involved in teaching?
3) How do we assess ourselves and improve our support of the institution in achieving SLOs? Is there anything that the President’s Office
can do to alleviate any concerns about the use of the institution’s Program Reflections?
4) How do we help students to feel welcome, safe, and supported to better support student learning/success?
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Incorporate into the hiring process the concept that providing the most advantageous environment for students to learn is a commitment
that extends to all employees. One method for achieving this is by revising all job announcements to include language that speaks to this
commitment.
2. As individuals, find ways in which we can continue to improve our knowledge of the campus’ procedures so we are better able to assist
students, faculty, and staff as needed.
3. Encourage prospective and current students to pursue their educational goals by featuring the successes of former MPC students.
(Prospective and current MPC students might find the experiences of former students more relatable and therefore more inspirational.).
This marketing approach is consistent with an outcomes-based institutional culture (i.e. the successful student as an “outcome” of their
education at MPC.) Possible methods for featuring these students:
a. Post past stories about MPC students on our website.
b. Find ways to encourage graduates from a wide representation of disciplines to join the Alumni Association. (At the graduation
ceremony, provide graduating students with a document welcoming them to the Alumni Association and consider an incentive to
encourage their participation.) By doing so, we can track our alumni over a period of years and publicize their stories—including
their background and achievements—on our website.
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Academic Affairs Reflections on Student Learning

Spring 2014 Dialog/Assessment Reports
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Business and Technology – Business Department
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Business

Spring 2014

Jan 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Kathleen Clark, Jon Mikkelsen, Leandro Castillo
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Last year we discussed reorganizing the accounting curriculum to feature three levels of study: Fast Track, Certificate, and Associates in a
nested format so that each achievement progresses toward the next step up. Those programs are built for accounting, they have been discussed
with and approved by members of the accounting community. That same approach was also extended to the business administration program.
These programs are built, and are awaiting input into curricunet for implementation which will be done this semester.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
The successful student should be able to prepare basic reliable corporate financial information, and analyze, communicate, and make decisions
based on financial information.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Orientation in online financial accounting classes is instrumental to being able to learn the accounting principles necessary to prepare basic
reliable financial information, analyze it, communicate it, and make decisions based up on it. My focus in revising online financial accounting
courses this semester is to make that orientation more effective for students who are not yet familiar with the myriad of learning tools at their
disposal.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
My goal is to get students more familiar with the tools they will use to achieve the learning objectives. The plan is to build a more detailed
procedure to walk students through the learning tools step by step at their own pace rather than relying on a simple demonstration video.
Additionally, I just added a formal suggested weekly work schedule to provide students with a permanent record of how to allocate their time
during each week of study. Previously this has been in a less-formal email communication before the semester starts. Students don’t always
read emails with as much attention to detail as formal required readings so I expect this format to be read and applied more successfully by
students.
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Business and Technology – Business Skills Center
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Business Skills Center

Spring 2014

Jan 31, 2014

Department/group members present
Esther McKay, Alexis Copeland, Loani Nguyen, Kristine O’Dell, Setsuko Phegley, Jeffrey Walker
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
An Online course in BUSC 109 Keyboarding has been added this Spring 14. Staff agreed on the following: a recommended orientation meeting
on the first Monday of the semester. Also available, optionally, every other Monday at 1:30 pm thereafter. Log-in instructions and class
information will be provided at that time. Students must have access to a computer and be familiar with using the Internet. Students must log on
to mpconline.mpc.edu and have an MPC e-mail account.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
BUSC 100B: SLO – Format pages with page setup, section breaks, columns, and line numbers; use hyphenation
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
CTE and transfer students need to learn relevant technical skills. We are presently developing hybrid versions to BUSC 100A: Microsoft Word for
Windows and BUSC 119A Excel to begin in Summer 14. Options from hybrid format represent opportunities to demonstrate more functions
within an interactive mode. It is anticipated that students who have been challenged with online interactive coaching with responsive feedback of
results from online grading will succeed better.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Investigate additional options for online offerings to include: Social Media, Mobile Apps, Security, Resume Writer, QuickBooks online, Prezi and
Web Page Design. (non-budget dependent)
Maintain currency of equipment. Lab computers are 6+ years old, and in serious need of upgrade. (budget dependent)
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Business and Technology – Cooperative Work Experience
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

COOP/Business & Technology

Spring 2014

2014

Department/group members present
Kathleen Clark, Jon Mikkelsen, Sean Kipfer (student intern in COOP), Steve Bruemmer
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Much discussion regarding has occurred about designing reports to more efficiently capture, show, and report student and employer data. The
discussion has been extremely helpful, but the part time reassignment of our instructional technologist, Steve Bruemmer, prevented completion
of the database changes. Instead of relying on the ACCESS database and my MPC email as heavily, I have begun to rely on the functions
available via my MPC Online Class Site. I have been able to create a syllabus that allows both clear direction for my first-time COOP students
and assignment options for my returning students. Additionally, rather than utilizing data from a SIS report to create a grade sheet I am using the
gradebook available on my online class site. My goal is to utilize email to communicate with potential students as well as current and potential
employers and my class site to communicate with current students. In so doing, my expectation is that the volume of emails will be reduces and
more manageable.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
1. Assume responsibility for their actions and work effectively as individuals and as member of a group.
2. Demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills by effectively and collaboratively formulating and revising learning objectives
with the employer and the instructor.
3. Utilize feedback from co-workers, supervisor and/or instructor to adjust approaches in order to assure successful achievement of learning
objectives.
4. Evaluate and communicate their success in achieving the intended learning objectives.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
In COOP, student learning is dependent on work-based opportunities available to students in the local community, including at MPC. Jon
Mikkelsen has promoted the value of internships for his accounting students, believing that an accounting internship is critical to the practical
application of theory taught in his classes as well as a prerequisite for students wanting to enter the accounting field. With Jon’s encouragement,
many accounting students have sought my counsel and advise on finding internships in the field of accounting and business. Museum of
Monterey has become the “go to” internship host for both business and accounting students. Splendid examples of students successes include:
Natalia Rios who was hired as a part time accountant after completing her internship; Sean Merchak who went on to Santa Clara University to
specialize in accounting after revamping MOM chart of accounts and completing the non-profit annual tax filing; Chris who went on to University
of California Santa Cruz after completing a project which updated and added an additional 60 grant possibilities to MOM’s list of grants
opportunities; and finally, Francisco Delgadillo, a current accounting student who started interning under MOM’s Operation Manager in January
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and was hired for a part time accounting position within three weeks. Each of these students experienced success in achieving their intended
learning objectives through their work-based experience at MOM.
Processes to ensure growth of work-based opportunities were discussed. My role in outreach to employers needs to be matched by growth in
the number of students identified by discipline faculty as prepared, ready, available, and interested in career-related work-based opportunities in
the community. I will continue to share my appreciation of faculty who send students to my program by sharing the student success stories in
internships.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Quantifying success is critical to viability of all of MPC’s academic programs. While the goal is not a degree or certificate in “internships” the
success stories can be captured by noting not only the employer evaluation of each established learning objectives, but more importantly the
result of the internship in terms of employment opportunities that follow the experience. Success can be measured by jobs offered and accepted.
Additionally, subsequent internships with the same or other employers can also demonstrate growth and continued development. Transfer to a
baccalaureate program in the career field can also be used as a measure of success. Another indicator would be an employer’s interest in
hosting subsequent MPC interns. The goal is to quantify all such measures of success to record and maintain data about student and program
success. This data will then be easily accessible for grant applications which will support students whose financial circumstances may otherwise
preclude experiencing an internship. This data could also be used to market internships to other MPC students and local employers. High school
students would also benefit from understanding the value of work-based learning at the community college level and high school faculty and
administrators could prepare their graduating seniors by offering job shadowing opportunities with MPC internship hosts in various CTE
disciplines.
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Business and Technology – Computer Science and Information Systems
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Computer Science and Information Systems

Spring 2014

1/29/14

Department/group members present
Tom Rebold, Dr. J.C. Prado, D.J. Singh
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
New CSIS1 Intro to CIS– we had good success with the modifications we made to CSIS1 as discussed in Fall 2013 PR. Aligning with the C-ID
helped focus down to the important topics needed by business majors.
CSIS10A Java I– we dramatically simplified the curriculum to focus on main topics using a free online text, removing such things as GUI and
Applet. This lead to a noticeable increase in retention. However, more work needs to be done to clear up the rough spots.
Networking curriculum was changed to match CISCO, so a number of students have returned to recertify, leading to greater enrollment.
CSIS75 we now are using hardware with dual socket processors (16 core), to cover the latest requirements for A+. We need to buy more copies
for students to work with in class.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.

CSIS 1
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the development and use of information systems in business.
3. Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.
CSIS 10A
1. Take a written programming problem description and design, code and debug a solution to it.
Program Outcomes for Computer Science TMC
 design, implement, test, and debug a program using structured and object-oriented design principles. (CSIS 9 and 10A)
 write programs that use data structures such as arrays, records, strings, linked lists, stacks, queues, trees, and hash tables. (CSIS10B)
 write programs in assembly language. (CSIS 11)
 use formal tools of symbolic logic to model real-life situations, including those arising in computing contexts. (CSIS 12 or MATH 40)
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Our new CSIS1 format has been well received by students. The new textbook is expensive but has some good materials. Cost might be
prohibitive for students. We are preparing an online version for Fall 2014. As far as the SLO’s go,
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the development and use of information systems in business.
This SLO was hampered by our aging computers in the lab, causing slow response times on large software like Alice for demonstrating
programming concepts. A few machines were not working at all. Money is tight but it gets harder to make things work each semester the
refreshment goes unfunded. The overhead projector also went out and the temp one caused a lot of problems towards the end of
semester.
2. Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.
Coverage of Word and Excel, etc, is a little brief, and we need to develop more extended projects in these subjects to enhance outcomes.
For Computer Science and Networking, we are moving towards a model where online sections can be offered parallel to face-to-face. This would
improve program outcomes and accessibility, since having online modalities can help all students attain their goals. We are also preparing for an
online CSIS1 in the fall semester.
Our outgoing half time CSIS faculty, Randy Smith, leaves us scrambling to find more adjuncts to fill his classes. Maintenance of his area of the
program will probably diminish due to staffing limitations. Another opportunity in this area is to develop a new MultiMedia Technician
program/certificate to better package our offerings in a manner that will draw in people from the business community. The issue here is always
how to blend our offerings with the digital media offerings that often overlap with the art department’s. Now is a good time to start a dialogue
between BUSI, CSIS and ARTG departments. One successful model can be found at
http://www.gocolumbia.edu/career_technical/multimedia.php
This semester, we will be debuting a new thin client laboratory that may help with some of our tech refreshment needs.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Goals
1. Push for tech-refreshment funds for our aging laboratories (budget) DJ
2. Retrieve materials from Columbia College’s MultiMedia Tech program and start a dialogue with BUSI, CSIS and ARTG (non budget) TR
3. Explore the possibility for including mobile technology and tablets in the classroom. JC
4. Invest in NetLab upgrade for security and forensics. DJ
5. Evaluate the effectiveness of thin clients for our different classes and determine which will benefit from the switch to this cost saving
technology. ALL
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Creative Arts Division
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Creative Arts Division

Spring 2014

4/25/14

Department/group members present
John Anderson, Sal Ferrantelli, Gary Bolen, Constance Gamier, Jamie Dagdigian, Robynn Smith, Theresa Lovering-Brown, Diane Eisenbach,
Gary Quinonez, Kevin Bransfield, Barbara Smallwood
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
ARTD 40A: Jewelry and Metal Arts I
Every student passed the course. Each student accomplished the goals for the class and demonstrated they learned the basic techniques,
skills, and projects outlined during the class. A completed final project outlining specific techniques was accomplished for each assignment. By
the end of the semester students gained the confidence required to take creative risks and problem solve situations required to accomplish their
individual projects. Each student applied basic techniques to their projects, built upon the skills required for each task while using design
principles to communicate their ideas using their personal creative forms of expression with each course assignment. In doing this, the students
followed safety procedures outlined throughout the class. Students grasped the concepts of projects assigned. Projects completed to
specifications amounted to 10 points which included creativity, techniques, skills, problem solving, safety and studio maintenance. Those
students who did not complete the projects did not receive points, those students who did poorly received lower points. As a result the
highest grade in the class was 130 points and the lowest grade was 60 points.
Sculpture
Students completed a proportion exercise and then compared and critiqued their work with the work of their peers. During this group critique,
students discussed where proportional improvements could be made. This process proofed that students could physically execute the correct
fundamental and verbally explain it as well
Graphic Arts Courses
Scores for quiz 1 were quite high (approximately 90% of the students scored above 85%). Anecdotal evidence (student comments, observation)
suggest that students found this assessment tool to be "easy."
Scores for quiz two were significantly lower this semester than usual (90% of the class scored below 80%, and nearly 20% of the students failed
the quiz altogether). Typically, the scores for quiz two are lower than those of quiz one -- as it is more difficult -- yet the typical mean score is
higher.
Observations of student participation and success in completing class exercises suggests that students seem to grasp concepts in general, but
had more difficulty with details and specifics about technique and process demonstrated in class.
Choral Performance Courses
By the use of student - involved conducting of beat patterns, a clearer sense of pulse and rhythm related to the pulse was significantly
improved. Musical "game-playing" improved the learning of pitch organization related to major and minor scales (intervals, melodies, hearing
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chords). Learning to read melodies was aided by the use of familiar songs (i.e., relating what they can already do by ear to the notes on the
page: familiar intervals and note patterns are now seen on the musical staff).
Theater Arts Courses
Students attained a greater understanding of process in regards to the expansion of "range" (non-quantifiable quality). 80%+ of the enrolled
students achieved this at an "excellent" level.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Analyze and interpret elements of human thought, achievement, and expression as they reflect and relate to the performing and visual arts, and
to communicate the results.
Display, through performance or exhibit, artistic intent.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The Division is in agreement that the SLOs discussed are working well and serving to improve student success. The Division reflected that when
shortcomings occur in the achievement of student success, either poor language skills or student personal problems are usually the cause.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
The Division will consider adding language skills advisories where appropriate, and will advocate for increased institutional resources for the
Counseling Department.
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Humanities – English Department
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

English Department

Spring 2014

1/29/14

Department/group members present
Beth Penney, David Clemens, Henry Marchand, Merry Dennehy, Jamie Gerard, Jon Osburg, Anita Johnson, Paola Gilbert, Susan Joplin, David
Joplin, Tracy Niewenhous, Irene Amster
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
English 301 sections have started to introduce basic research as part of assignments; ENGL 111 sections have started to employ the concept of
research throughout the semester rather than just at the end. Both of these changes are in response to an effort to have developmental students
better prepared for 1A, 1B, and ENGL 2 research assignments.
The department has also formed a committee to plan the move to Integrated Reading and Writing.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
From 322 and 302:
Use various reading strategies at the essay (302), paragraph (322), sentence, and word level. This SLO was selected because of its impact, for
those students who place in developmental courses, on effective academic reading skills in the transfer-level classes (1A, 1B, 2, and the
literature courses required for the AA degree).
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
At the last Program Reflections, the department agreed to use this time to discuss the IRW Committee’s progress. Paola, the committee chair,
asked all present to share what IRW meant to them. There seemed to be a general agreement that rather than just read and summarize, as is
done in the reading classes; and read and analyze in an essay, as done in the writing classes, the integrated classes would consist of read,
summarize, and analyze in an essay. Beth said she felt that this would cut down on the number of assignments. Merry said she felt that more
units were needed for this work at the 111/112 level. The committee will look into adding a unit to the new 111, and possibly adding a unit, either
in the classroom or in the lab, at the new 301 level.
Anita stated that she realizes that she, and the other transfer-level instructors, needs to focus more on teaching critical reading in 1A, 1B, and 2.
These classes tie into the reading SLO noted above with, for example, the following SLOs from ENGL 1A:
 be conscious of multiple factors affecting both verbal and written communication
 recognize the nature of persuasion in written, visual and oral argument.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
The IRW committee will continue its work on the IRW course outlines with the goal of putting them into CurricuNet by the May program review
deadline.
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Humanities – ESL Department
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

ESL Department

Spring 2014

02/01/2014

Department/group members present
John Nelson, Penny Partch, Molly May
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1. Redesigning schedule to meet student availability. Changes to the schedule (adding afternoon/evening courses in both Marina and
on the main campus) appear to be positive, as enrollments in most courses are healthy. Feedback from students and counselors
continue to indicate a trend towards more evening students. For Spring 2014, we are offering evening courses for levels 1-4, and 6 and
hope to eventually offer all levels. We hope to have continued administrative support to let classes run even with fewer students in order
to allow students to progress.
2. Managing registration of noncredit/blocked students. The department is still working with Student Services and Information
Technology to help continuing students who have been successful in noncredit courses enroll in the next level of courses. As indicated in
earlier Program Reflections, the SIS program cannot track noncredit courses, and thus students’ success in such classes are not
recorded. Student Services staff must manually unblock students, so they are able to register. Efforts made in the previous academic
year were greatly appreciated, but the current system is far from ideal.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Emphasis of discussion related to student registration issues and evaluation of new curriculum in terms of reading and writing being separated
(issue of additional classes students must take in order to reach certificates and degrees). The department plans to continue monitoring
alignment of courses this semester, thereby reviewing student attainment of SLOs.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
1. ESL Curriculum and Levels. The newly designed program includes one new level (level 5). Overall, faculty seems pleased with the new
level, as it has provided the needed time for students to transition into the academic level 6 coursework. One criticism voiced was the
frustration of separating reading from writing; there is a great deal of overlap between the two skills. Also, the program was designed with
the goal of having students enroll in both reading and writing courses during the same semester; the same textbook was often chosen for
the same levels of reading/writing. However, not all students enrolled in both classes, so using the same textbook in each course didn’t
work as smoothly as we’d hoped. Counseling has also voiced a concern about the length of time it now takes for students to move
through all the levels before reaching transfer level courses. There has been no resolution to the problem of teaching reading and writing
as two separate classes.
2. Assessment. We discussed the computerized assessment instrument, COMPASS. We have been using the program for a year now, but
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with mixed results. It is helpful to be able to separately assess reading, writing, and listening skills, but the test often produces such
skewed results that the reliability is sometimes questionable. We don’t yet know whether the problem is a result of human or computer
error; we are still in the investigation stage as part of our validation study. The problem is particularly significant when it occurs without an
ESL instructor present, since the instructor can instantly identify the error. When an ESL instructor isn’t present and such problems
occur, students may be initially misplaced. Getting the student into the correct level then requires more paperwork, challenge exams, etc.
During Fall 2013, the ESL faculty met with a representative of a competing assessment tool called Accuplacer; we will determine whether
or not to switch to Accuplacer in the coming semester.
3. Student support. We discussed student support and ways to help students more during this period of fewer resources. Not having a
physical copy of the schedule has been problematic. Lack of Student Services support, especially during the summer and January
session, has also been a problem. Similarly, not having ESL instructors present at all ESL assessment tests has been detrimental. Our
students do not receive adequate counseling and registration help. When ESL instructors and A&R representatives are present on
designated test dates, most students are counseled and registered on-site. We would like to increase this representation as it yields the
best service for our students.
In recent assessment tests, ESL faculty have been on-site. This has mitigated problems arising from inappropriate placement and also
made the registration process much smoother for students having just completed the test.
4. Enrollment. Enrollments campus wide have fallen, and although ESL numbers are healthy for the most part, we are concerned about
the decreased numbers in the intermediate range (levels 3 and 4) and level 6 (just below ENGL 1A). We brainstormed ways we could try
to outreach to the community to attract more students. We believe NPS has great potential if we could get our non-credit certificate
finalized as these students often require a certificate (as they can get from DLI’s ESL program). We also hope that having Alethea
DeSoto in the International Student Center will help recruit and generate higher numbers of international students. In recent years, with
the absence of a director, the number of international students has declined dramatically.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Continue to work with Student Services to strengthen coordination of registration of continuing students.
2. Continue to push for a contact person at A&R or the International Student Office or International Student Center who can provide a “onestop shop” service for all ESL needs, ranging from application help, registration, visa information, and email/phone inquiries. A contact
person will become especially crucial if the ESL intensive institute or takes off. Note since Fall 2013: The enrollment in Level 3 and
particulary in Level 4 has increased. Last semester saw a slight increase in NPS dependents attending MPC. If we could find a way to
market our program to this audience, especially the certificate becoming available, enrollment could rise significantly.
3. Continue to follow-up with A&R with changes in SIS that would allow non-credit students to be tracked. To date, A&R has not figured out
a way to do this.
4. Continue to follow-up with A&R about creating the process for the two newly approved non-credit certificates. The Chancellor’s Office
has approved the certificates, but A&R needs to create the actual certificate and the form for eligible students in order to receive their
certificate. To date, A&R has lacked time and resources to act on this.
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Humanities – ESSC
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

English and Study Skills Center

Spring 2014

1/31/14

Department/group members present
Adria Gerard, Nicholas Garrison, Katrina Jensen, Carolyn Lake, Sunny LeMoine, Arnold Seibel, Deborah Sharp, Janet Tezak, and Nanda Warren
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Not Applicable to ENGL 335.
Establish an optimal configuration of the ESSC, RC, and former ESL Center, in regards to student space, staff space, technology
needs, and instructional supply needs: This is an ongoing action item for the ESSC and will become increasingly important as the English
Department discusses plans to integrate its reading and writing courses at the basic skills (and possibly 111/112) levels. IRW changes in the
English Department will require large-scale revisions to ESSC lab co-requisite policies and procedures. The director keeps in constant
communication with the English Department as planning takes place and relays info to and seeks input from a subcommittee formed in the
ESSC, which is tasked with discussing and implementing changes to our department.
The ESSC director and technician work with the ESL Department and Humanities Division technician on an ongoing basis to discuss space and
technology needs for ESL students.
Provide better support for students transitioning from the former ESL Center in the areas of tutor/instructor training, technology, and
other supporting materials. The ESSC has increased efforts to coordinate with the ESL department in order to provide training to ESSC staff
and faculty at in-service meetings. Accordingly, the ESSC is working with the ESL Department on a BSI project meant to enhance the ESL
student experience in the ESSC. ESSC staff and faculty met with ESL faculty during our most recent in-service meeting (1/31/14), at which time,
Marie Butcher, project coordinator, updated both groups on the status of the BSI project and reviewed changes taking place, primarily to the ESL
website, as a result of survey input provided by ESSC staff and faculty.
Update emergency supplies and review emergency and crisis intervention procedures with staff and faculty in ESSC. The ESSC
Technician, Brian Streetman, is a member of MPC’s Behavioral Assessment Resource Team and keeps the ESSC staff apprised of discussions
and changes taking place campus-wide. The ESSC also devotes time at each semester’s in-service meeting to review and discuss emergency
planning and preparation. We are also working on updating and augmenting our emergency processes, procedures, and contacts binders, which
will be distributed to various areas on the first floor as a resource for faculty and staff.
Work with English Department toward more cooperation, collaboration, and cohesion between English 301/321 and the lab corequisites 401/421. As mentioned above, the English Department is moving forward with discussions and planning for Integrated Reading and
Writing (IRW). The ESSC director has been heavily involved in these discussions.
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Develop own content for ENGL 401 lab using iLearn. Part of the IRW revision mentioned above will include ENGL 401, which will move away
from Pearson’s My Writing Lab and to Moodle/MPCOnline. This will allow us to create our own course content utilizing the free technology MPC
already has in place. A subcommittee in the ESSC is currently working on developing content and activities for this revision with IRW in mind.
Revise the English 400 course outline to address issues regarding methods of evaluation, repeatability, and hours requirement. The
ESSC director has been in touch with Michael Gilmartin, Dean of Instructional Planning, about any changes coming from the state regarding
repeatability and funding for non-credit courses. Changes will take place in the ESSC as legislation requires.
Revise the ENGL 421 sequence to include more authentic writing assignments, more opportunities for staff interaction, and an
improved sequence of activities/exercises. Improvements have been made to the sequence of activities and the mid-term and final
evaluations.
Work with Admissions and Records to revise our ENGL 400 add process. We are in the process of developing a plan for the ESSC that
minimizes the impact on Admissions and Records, ESSC faculty and staff, and MPC students. We should be implementing a revised plan toward
the start of Spring 2014.
Improve coordination and communication with other MPC programs and services across campus. This action item was added as a result
of last semester’s (Fall 2013) Program Review analysis. As yet, no progress has been made in this area.
Revise ENGL 325 to encourage more staff interaction (especially at the beginning of the term regarding course content, requirements,
time management, and study skills) and to incorporate more opportunities for authentic writing assignments. This action item was
added as a result of last semester’s (Fall 2013) instructor and program review process. As yet, no progress has been made in this area;
admittedly, with large-scale changes taking place in the English Department and ESSC/Reading Center, this item is currently considered lowpriority.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
ENGL 335: Building a Better Vocabulary
 Identify learned word parts and their meanings
 Correctly identify learned vocabulary at the sentence level
 Utilize context clues to determine vocabulary definitions
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Assessment Methods for the SLO(s)
 Students individually work through activities and practice assessments for each chapter in the text World of Words.
 After studying and asking questions of the staff at that ESSC desk as needed, students take a written test consisting of the following:
multiple choice questions, writing definitions of the chapter’s vocabulary words, and using those vocabulary words in novel sentences.
Each test is worth 100 points; there are 12 chapter tests.
 The multiple choice sections of the test require students to demonstrate knowledge of context clues and words parts and meanings (40
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points). The definition and sentence creation portions of the test assess whether students are able to utilize new words at the sentence
level (60 points).
Brief summary of assessment results (please quantify when possible)
 All students (100%), if studying sufficiently and making use of staff at the ESSC desk, pass the written tests at 70% or better by the second
or third attempt. Those students who do not pass the first time are given more time to study and ask questions, and are then given another
attempt at a different version of the written test.
 Regarding the second portion of the assessment (in which the students must provide definitions of vocabulary words), students often give
terse but generally accurate definitions. (All English words are multi-meaning, and accurate definitions require richer vocabulary than we
are trying to teach; few words that come close to the root of the target word are better than a rote definition from the book.)
 Regarding the second portion of the assessment (in which students are required to write their own sentences using the target word),
sentences often suffer from one of two common errors:
o target word used as a different part of speech (“The student was promotion to the next grade level.”) Common for non-native
speakers whose languages don’t require changes in a root word to produce different parts of speech.
o target word used with a different meaning of one of the words that the book used to define the target word (for example: The man
had a foreign look on his face”—where ‘foreign’ was used to define ‘strange.’
o
 In the last three semesters (Fall 2012, Spring 2013 and Fall 2013), 8 students have signed up for the course, 4 students have received a
Pass, and 4 students have received a No Pass. Of those students receiving NPs, 100% failed to complete any more than 25% of the work
required for the course, reinforcing the findings/observations below.
 Very often, student success in this course is not tied to assessments, but to the overall purpose and motivation for taking (and completing)
the course to begin with. Since the course is “by arrangement,” students have the option of completing work at any time the ESSC is open,
including evening and Sunday hours, thereby providing ample time to accommodate varying student schedules. Those students who do
not pass the course simply do not allot enough time to study or complete the requirements for the course. Unfortunately, we also find that
students sign up for ESSC courses in order to fill out schedule requirements for financial aid or athletics or to pick up units when other
courses have been dropped mid-semester; as such, there are students enrolling in ENGL 335 for whom motivation to complete required
coursework is very low. No improvements to assessment or course curriculum will sufficiently counter a student’s lack of motivation.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
As a part of the most recent course and curricular revisions for ENGL 335 (completed circa 2010, prior to the current director’s arrival), portions of
the test were revised to include the need for students to write their own definitions of the vocabulary words and to use the vocabulary words in
unique or novel sentences. The definitions and unique sentences are the most telling in determining whether the student has truly learned and
mastered the word and its appropriate usage, and this, along with the other portions of the assessments, allows us to positively affirm that the
student is meeting the SLOs upon completion of the course. When students err, in areas, for example, mentioned above, the process in place
allows for dialog with staff/faculty as to the nature and correction of said error. As the assessments and supporting processes for ENGL 335
seem to be working, no revisions to the course materials or assessments are needed at this time.
That being said, students may benefit from more instructor interaction regarding course requirements, time necessary for completion of course
requirements, and time management, for this and all ESSC courses.
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This is a current action item in the ESSC’s Program Review Summary: “Revise ENGL 325 to encourage more staff interaction (especially at the
beginning of the term regarding course content, requirements, time management, and study skills) and to incorporate more opportunities for
authentic writing assignments.”
We may revise/simplify the above ENGL 325 action item to just include the addition of more authentic writing assignments and then add a similar
action item to include all ESSC courses: “Encourage more staff interaction in all ESSC courses, especially at the beginning of the term regarding
course content, requirements, time management, and study skills.”
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Humanities – Linguistics
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Linguistics

Fall 2013

January 30, 2014

Department/group members present
Richard Abend
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
LING 15 – The practice final project forum helped prepare students to write their final project, although participation on this forum was spotty.
The online lab hour in LING 10 is putting more pressure on students to keep up with class topics and students seem to be more able in analyzing
sentences.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
AREA C: Humanities – 2. Demonstrate knowledge of the variety of forms of expression and of how those forms are used to communicate social,
cultural, and personal ideas. 3. Demonstrate knowledge of the interconnectedness among history and language.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
LING/ETNC 45 “Introduction to Language and Society” was offered for the first time in Fall 2013. Students showed a great deal of interest in the
class and demonstrated much introspectiveness about their own and others’ language varieties by the end of the semester. Discussions often
involved the interrelatedness of how language varieties tie us to language communities, which have their own particular social and status
stereotypes. Students were quick to realize that language varieties and the communities we belong to through those language varieties are quite
fluid. By the end of the semester students understood that they have a great deal more choice switching their language varieties and group
memberships than they knew before the class began. Students learned to not be judgmental or prejudiced by language varieties. Students also
learned how language and ethnic background result in language varieties that affect a person’s treatment in society.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
I would like to offer LING 45 more often, not just once per academic year.
In unsolicited general feedback from students, I can confidently say that linguistics classes are well received and students report a great deal of
learning and satisfaction with the curriculum and the offerings.
However, enrollments for Spring 2014 took an interesting turn. Three different LING classes were offered:
1. Two sections of LING 15 filled quickly, leaving the third section reaching 15 students on Monday January 27 and increasing to 22
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students enrolled by Wednesday afternoon January 29. On February 3, this third section was filled.
2. The LING/WOMN 25 class filled by the first week in January.
3. This semester two sections of LING 10 were offered, one online and the other face-to-face. The online section filled and closed by midJanuary. The face-to-face section was cancelled on Jan 28 with just six students enrolled. As of February 3, three of those students
have enrolled in the online section.
I’d like to suggest an alternative approach toward offering online Linguistics classes: Enrollments may increase by offering all the approved MPC
linguistics classes (six total) yet still accommodating all possible student needs. In Fall 2014, perhaps Linguistics classes could be offered in a
different manner. Imagine offering six different LING and LING/cross listed classes online. There will be no class minimums or limits on any of
these classes. Once the semester begins, the total number of students enrolled in LING classes will be counted and that number will be divided
by an agreed upon class size, which will determine the number of classes being taught in Fall 2014. For example, six linguistics classes are
offered and a total number of 150 students have enrolled in those classes. Let’s very conservatively say
LING 10 25 students
LING 15 80 students
LIING 25 10 students
LING 30 10 students
LING 45 20 students
LING 46 5 students
Total

150 students / 30 students/class = 5 classes

In this approach, both high and low enrolled classes are taught with no class cancellations or loss of students. I believe that this could be a very
practical way to deal with temporarily declining enrollments.
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Humanities – Philosophy and Speech Communication
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Philosophy, Speech Communication

Spring 2014

1/29/2014

Department/group members present
Dr. Dan Fox, Dr. Todd Weber, Diane Boynton
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1. Dan plans to add more accountability into SPCH 2. Dan fulfilled this plan by increasing the amount of individual writing students are to
do as they reflect on group activities and processes.
2. Todd plans to provide more opportunities for students to integrate philosophical theories, helping them to compare and
contrast different perspectives (e.g. Plato and Hume). Todd completed his plan, but the outcome was less successful than he wished;
students were no more successful in completing the course nor more successful in passing PHIL 2 because of his efforts.
3. Diane will review scheduling trends and will work with Dan to determine how best to integrate new courses during our
uncertain times. Diane and Dan discussed scheduling of both new courses and COMM 5. Creating an annual schedule will help Speech
Communication majors plan to complete the newly designed courses, as well as the courses that meet specific requirements.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
1. Understand, analyze and evaluate complex issues or problems, draw reasoned conclusions and/or generate solutions, and effectively
communicate their results.
2. Demonstrate knowledge of interpersonal communication principles by applying theory to a variety of interpersonal situations.
3. Assess their own participation, listening, language, nonverbal communication, and conflict management skills when working in groups.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
We discussed issues related to SB 1440: ensuring courses meet GE requirements, helping students plan to complete majors, etc. We also
discussed changes being made to specific courses. Todd plans to rename PHIL 6, Symbolic Logic; the course will soon be referred to as
Introduction to Logic. Dan would like courses under the COMM designation to be referenced in the English budget, since the Speech Department
is not responsible for scheduling such courses nor for the oversight of evaluation. Dan also referenced SPCH 6, a course we plan to add back to
the course offerings to support the college’s efforts to offer a program related to law. We also discussed elements of specific courses: Dan plans
to make changes to SPCH 2 writing prompts, and Diane plans to create chapter worksheets to provide clearer study guidelines than review
questions.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Closely follow courses developed through Curricunet and GE application process.
Create annual schedule that helps department majors plan for and complete such majors in a timely manner.
Tweak writing prompts for SPCH 2 to encourage students to more deeply reflect on learning. (Dan)
Create SPCH 3 worksheets designed to guide students’ learning in preparation for exams. (Diane)
Revise PHIL 6 as needed. (Todd)
Continue to reflect/tweak PHIL 2 to encourage more students to successfully complete the course. (Todd)
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Humanities – Reading Center
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Reading Center

Spring 2014

2/7/14

Department/group members present
Paula Norton, Linda Bergen, Pat Esterline, Gaely Jablonski, Kristen Lansdale, Susan Stillinger, Shane Whitman
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Not applicable to ENGL 352.
Expand ENGL 402 and 422 lab offerings for reading class students: Incorporate Visualizing and Verbalizing® program as a new lab
module for reading class students in 402/422 who will be better helped by this module over current Reading Strategies or Reading Café
modules:
A “new” and/or separate lab module has not been created. Through assessment, however, both at the start of the semester and in an ongoing
manner throughout the semester, Paula Norton and Reading Center staff work to identify those students who might benefit from Visualizing and
Verbalizing®, grouping students with these similar needs together, and developing and improving upon more individualized instructional methods
for these students. Reading Center staff will discuss at weekly meetings, how to evaluate the need for V/V, both by the use of our assessments
as well as through clinical observation. The goal will be for the staff to begin implementing V/V earlier in the semester so they can help the
students understand how to apply those concepts in their 302 class.
Work with English Department toward more cooperation, collaboration, and cohesion between English 302/322 and the lab corequisites 402/422:
The Reading Center director has been participating in a student success subcommittee within the English Department and has been engaging
with ENGL 302 and 322 classroom faculty in discussions of, among others things, ongoing improvement of the lab sequences for both ENGL 402
and 422 and future integration of reading and writing courses.
In addition, faculty members in the Reading Center have been in continuous contact with ENGL 302 and 322 classroom instructors to ensure that
Reading Café lab content is cohesive with classroom content. For example, as part of the Reading Café portion of the lab several additions have
been made with the input of classroom instructors: Skill Sheet handouts for specific course content have been created (i.e. annotating, context
clues, topic and main Idea, paraphrasing, patterns of organization, etc.) Likewise several online lessons and exercises have been created and/or
updated to duplicate skills covered in the classroom, providing practice, reinforcement, and feedback (through quizzes) of these various reading
skills. Feedback from classroom instructors as to students needs has allowed the reading lab instructors to tailor existing lessons and create new
lessons that have not been previously addressed. Some new lessons brought by this dialogue have been: “How to Read a Syllabus” and “How to
Take a Test.”
Finally, Reading Strategies lab tutors work to keep current with and incorporate ENGL 302 and 322 classroom content and homework
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assignments into tutoring lessons. Syllabi for the 302 and 322 classes are kept in the Reading Center office, as are the text for each class, so the
staff can review assignments ahead of time. In addition, skills developed in the Reading Strategies Lab (phonemic awareness, visual memory,
vocabulary development, spelling, and comprehension), though sometimes not directly connected to course assignments, indirectly but positively
impact student success on classroom assignments.
Most noteworthy, the English Department plans to integrate its reading and writing courses at the basic skills (and possibly 111/112) levels. IRW
changes in the English Department will require large-scale revisions to Reading Center lab co-requisite policies and procedures. The director
keeps in constant communication with the English Department as planning takes place and relays info to and seeks input from a subcommittee
formed in the Reading Center, which is tasked with discussing and implementing changes to our department.
Revise the Reading Strategies student intro questionnaire to include clearer and more comprehensive goal-setting language:
Paula Norton and Reading Strategies tutors have completed this action item. In addition to the revisions in the questionnaire, tutors have also
increased the frequency throughout the term with which they refer back to students’ self-selected goals. The revisions and subsequent referrals
back to this questionnaire have helped to give students more ownership of tutoring session content, to make explicit how lessons apply to their
goals, and to demonstrate clear progress towards those goals.
Establish an optimal configuration of the ESSC, RC, and former ESL Center, in regards to student space, staff space, technology
needs, and instructional supply needs. This is an ongoing action item for the Reading Center and will become increasingly important as the
English Department discusses plans to integrate its reading and writing courses at the basic skills (and possibly 111/112) levels. IRW changes in
the English Department will require large-scale revisions to Reading Center lab co-requisite policies and procedures. The director keeps in
constant communication with the English Department as planning takes place and relays info to and seeks input from a subcommittee formed in
the Reading Center, which is tasked with discussing and implementing changes to the department.
House books and other materials to enrich students’ experience in the Reading Center. The Reading Center purchases 1-2 copies of the
textbooks required for each of the reading courses taught at the basic skills levels in the English Department. This library of textbooks allows
students to utilize textbooks that they may not be able to afford, and provides an opportunity for staff and faculty to consult these textbooks as
needed to aid students.
Update emergency supplies and review emergency and crisis intervention procedures with staff and faculty in RC. The ESSC
Technician, Brian Streetman, is also a member of MPC’s Behavioral Assessment Resource Team (BART) and keeps the ESSC and Reading
Center staff apprised of discussions and changes taking place campus-wide. The Reading Center also devotes time at weekly staff meetings as
needed to review and discuss emergency planning and preparation. Certainly, though, more coordination is needed in the Reading Center to
ensure communication between the director, Brian, RC faculty, the RC Coordinator, and RC staff. We are also working on updating and
augmenting our emergency processes, procedures, contacts binders, and supplies, which will be distributed to various areas on the first floor as
a resource for faculty and staff.
Purchase Read Naturally CDs to augment the levels available for student use and expand their use as appropriate to build students’
reading fluency. New Read Naturally software purchased Spring 2013.
Develop own content for ENGL 320 and 330. A tentative outline/scope of topics and activities has been developed for ENGL 320. Further
development of course content, activities, and assessments will take place as Reading Center faculty and director have time. Inga Gonzalez has
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requested an MPCOnline course shell for ENGL 320 and plans to develop the first unit as she has time this term (spring 2014), seeking input
from other RC faculty, the RC coordinator, and the RC director along the way.
Improve coordination and communication with other MPC programs and services across campus. This action item was added as a result
of last semester’s (Fall 2013) Program Review analysis. As yet, no progress has been made in this area.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
ENGL 352: Comprehension and Critical Thinking Skills
1. Visualize spoken and written language and trace with words a sequence of events or a chain of ideas.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Assessment Methods for the SLO(s)
Students are formally assessed through pre-tests and post-tests (at the beginning and end of the term, respectively). The testing measures
multiple areas of reading ability: visual memory, phonemic awareness, comprehension, speed, fluency, and accuracy. While students complete a
battery of assessments, the assessment used to gauge comprehension is the GORT (The Gray Oral Reading Test). The other assessments are
used to rule out other, fluency-related, reading issues that may impede comprehension.
Progress is measured informally by the tutor or instructor throughout the semester through the student’s ability to visualize spoken and written
language and trace with words a sequence of events or a chain of ideas of progressively difficult reading material. As noted by Paula Norton,
Reading Center Coordinator, “As we read progressively longer passages with students, we have them describe the images the words make in
their minds. We ask them questions about the passages that help them develop critical thinking skills, i.e., main idea, inference, etc., and if the
student has difficulty answering, we encourage them to refer to the images to find the answers. We assess by monitoring the success rate of
answering these questions with progressively longer and/or more complicated text.”
In addition to formal and informal assessment, students complete an evaluation at the end of the course, which asks them what aspects of the
course were helpful and what improvements might be made. In this type of learning environment (one-to-one and small-group, hands-on tutoring
sessions), student qualitative input is as valuable as quantitative assessment data.
Brief summary of assessment results (please quantify when possible)
Included below are reflections from a tutor working with students in ENGL 352 (Shane Whitman), from Paula Norton, and from student end-ofterm evaluations:
Shane Whitman, long-time Instructional Specialist in the Reading Center, notes, “The Gray Oral Reading Tests (GORT) is a particularly helpful
test for English 352 students. It consists of a series of tests that measure reading speed, accuracy and comprehension. It is common for English
352 students to have a higher score in reading speed and accuracy and have a lower score in reading comprehension. Visualizing and
Verbalizing [the methodology used in ENGL 352] is a program that will help strengthen reading comprehension. The assessment results give us
an appropriate starting place for students. They help identify if a student is missing important information in a paragraph. The missing pieces are
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typically a result of not picturing enough information or picturing information that is not relevant to what was read. Lesson plans can then be
tailored to the needs of the students.”
Paula Norton reports that once students are assessed and appropriate lesson plans implemented, students make progress in their reading skills:
“Students were able to verbally describe a visualized picture based on the words they read in a paragraph, and then a page. Students were able
to answer questions about a short story they read. Students comprehension scores in reading comprehension improved from pre to post testing.”
Student self reporting, as evidenced through the end-of-term evaluations, shows that the course often provides students with greater confidence
and transferable skills. One student noted in his evaluation, “I appreciate all of it because I am able to use a little of everything in every situation.”
Another student had this to say: “When I graduated from high school I thought college was going to be really hard, but I was afraid because I had
no clue how to read or write. But now that I have taken this reading class, everything has become much easier.”
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
In order to identify whether the program needs revising, it’s important to understand some of the methodology used in ENGL 352. The premise
behind the methodology is that visualization is directly related to language comprehension, language expression, and critical thinking.
Nanci Bell, author of Visualizing and Verbalizing for Language Comprehension and Thinking, mentions the link between the ability to visualize as
one reads and the ability to comprehend, and, therefore, think critically about a text: “…the gestalt [Gestalt is defined as a complex organized unit
or whole that is more than the sum of its parts] is a prerequisite to interpretation and reasoning. For example, the main idea cannot be discerned
if only a few ‘parts’ have been grasped. An adequate inference cannot be determined or an accurate conclusion drawn from ‘parts.’ The gestalt is
the entity from which the interpretive skills of identifying the main idea, inferring, concluding, predicting, extending, and evaluation can be
processed. It enables the reader or listener to bring meaning to what is read or heard. It is an integral part of cognition. If so critical, how does
one create gestalt? An answer: imagery.”
ENGL 352 seems, by all accounts (assessment data, tutor observation, and the students reflection), to be meeting its SLOs. If any change needs
to occur, it is to attempt to secure more permanent funding so that more students may take advantage of the service. Currently, students in
ENGL 322 and 302 labs receive priority placement in the Reading Center. Any remaining space is then assigned to students in both ENGL 351
and 352. Due to the graciousness of the Ralph Knox Foundation, we’ve been able to secure grants over the last several years, which have
allowed us to augment tutoring hours and accommodate more 351 and 352 students; however, we cannot rely on this funding on a permanent
basis. Currently, our action plan seeks to add an additional Instructional Specialist position to the Reading Center. Because the budget climate at
MPC has been so dire the last several years, we’ve not been able regain this position that was lost. We will seek to do so if/when the budget
situation improves.
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Humanities – World Languages
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

World Languages

Spring 2014

1/29/2014

Department/group members present
Kelly Stack, Lisa D. Gonzales, Sonia Lizano, Lola Jerez Moya
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
a. Instructional Approaches
●

In response to receiving inappropriately worded e-mails from students, Lisa sent two “etiquette e-mails” back to students, containing the
appropriate way to address a teacher or an employer. One student wrote a subsequent e-mail that was appropriately worded; the other
never wrote again.

●

The new Spanish textbook is good, and integrates well with the on-line, “Supersite” component. Some students complained about more
homework. The new, third edition of the current French textbook is available in fall 2014 and will be examined for adoption.

g. Availability of course offerings
●

Three new ASL courses have been approved: Structure & Culture of ASL (3 units); Sign Language Myths and Realities (1 unit); and
SIGN 1AL Lab (.5 unit). Structure & Culture is on the schedule for spring 2014 (online). SIGN 15 and SIGN 1AL are on the schedule for
fall 2014.

●

French Conversation 225A is on the schedule for spring 2014 and appears to have made minimum enrollment.

●

This spring 2014, Spanish 2A is being offered both in the day and in the evening.

●

In fall 2014, Spanish 2A will only be offered in the evening for lack of an instructor.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Italian 1A
Demonstrate knowledge of first semester foreign language in small groups and then to a wider communicative context of a classroom by applying
basic theoretical grammar structures, vocabulary, and idioms.
French 1A
Demonstrate knowledge and ability to communicate through basic grammar structures in French verbal and written communication.
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German 1A & SIGN 1A
Use vocabulary and idioms in basic life situations using the necessary rules of pronunciation, grammar and syntax of a first semester level.
German 1B
Demonstrate the ability to understand basic spoken German at a second semester level, and respond to it at the mid-intermediate level, as
established by the ACTFL proficiency guidelines.
French 2A
Interact with others by asking questions to negotiate meaning and elicit additional, important information.
Negotiate successfully meaning and comprehension in survival situations with minor complications.
Spanish 2A and 2B
Use Spanish vocabulary and idioms in real life situations using the necessary rules of pronunciation, grammar, and syntax of a third/fourth
semester level.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The MPC World Languages Department uses the Communicative Approach to Language Teaching, which is an immersive method requiring that
90-95% of teaching take place in the target language. The Communicative Approach encourages learners to engage in meaningful and taskbased communication, and supports student attainment of all the SLOs listed above.
A big challenge to the Communicative Approach is that students don’t necessarily know enough grammar in their first language to be able to
absorb lessons about grammar in the target language.
Enforcing the no speech policy in SIGN 1A was moderately successful except that students tended to look at their cell phones instead of
engaging in communication with each other, so this semester, no cell phone use will be allowed in the classroom even before, after, and during
breaks.
Beginning spring 2014, all French courses taught by Lisa require that the classroom be a “French-only zone”, where English is only spoken
outside of the classroom, even during breaks.
To encourage students to speak more in class, and to foster accountability for learning new material, French 2A students in spring 2014 have
been given more power to create and control communicative activities and then “team-teach” the entire class. Students are held responsible not
only for understanding the material, but also explaining it, and will hopefully feel more confident speaking to their peers as the class progresses
this semester.
We agreed that the “theater approach”, used by Sigrid Daffner in her German classes, would be hard for some of us to adopt for two reasons.
First, we question whether it would work for all learners. Some of us feel that it is important to stress grammar and that visual learning related to
orthography is key for many language learners. Second, we are not confident in executing this approach as instructors, as it requires a certain
personality and style. Nonetheless, we all think that this learning approach is effective, overall.
To reward students for active participation, Kelly uses animals to award students daily points. Lisa will adopt this point system by using “bravo”
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stars handed out in class.
We all agree that periodic oral/signing assessment is helpful for students, as it provides them with valuable feedback on their language learning
experience.
Sonia noted that students do not necessarily take the class in order to earn a grade. Some students may only be interested in learning a
language so they can use it (travel and living abroad, for example), and they may actively want to fail the class so they can take it a second time.
There is a small but very present minority whose idea of success does not align with “success” as defined by the SLOs; military spouses and
mature, adult learners fall into this category. The other side of “success” is that some students who aren’t really competent in the target language
are able to pass the class and move forward.
As Sonia said, “In order to support, enhance and achieve student learning and success, it is necessary to communicate better with my students,
especially at the beginning of the semester. I need to develop effective forms to gather information on how each student defines and plans to
achieve his or her own success.”
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Every instructor who submitted instructor reflections focused on advancing student learning. As a department, our top priority is to support our
students and we will continue to take steps (as mentioned above) to do so. We recognize that as a department we need to be more
collaborative. In the past, our attempts to provide venues for adjuncts and us to interact have often been unsuccessful due to conflicting
schedules and personal lives. As discouraging as past efforts have been to connect, the department feels that it is important to meet, and has
agreed to reinstitute departmental meetings on a regular basis, to follow the Humanities Division Meeting each month. The first World
Languages Department faculty get-together is scheduled for February 21 at El Palomar restaurant in Monterey.
Lola’s retirement at the end of spring 2014 will impact student success as we must cut current and planned course offerings normally taught by a
full-time instructor: No Spanish 1B in Marina, no Spanish 35A for Spanish speakers, and no Spanish 50 Intermediate Spanish conversation.
Adjuncts are generally not available to teach during the day, which necessarily limits daytime offerings. The department plans to hire a daytime
Spanish teacher in fall 2014; however as Lola will be available to teach again in spring 2015; that new hire may not be offered a class that
semester.
The elimination of the Academic Support (tutoring) Center will impact the department because many students really need language tutors. We
may be able to fill the gap with COOP (Cooperative
Work Experience) student interns, but coordination and supervision of interns will require more time from us at a time when the department has
lost one full-time faculty member with no replacement.
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Library
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Library

Spring 2014

1/29/2014

Department/group members present
Deborah Ruiz, Catherine Webb, Bill Easton, Erik McDonald, Phuc Le-Absent, Durell Stouffer, Amy Converse, Charlene Wells, Kevin Haskin
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.













Increased capacity of Wi-Fi in library
In Progress - Have done campus wide Wi-Fi heat mapping survey.
Significant staff time devoted to development of Libguides, training continued for part time librarians
Staff participated on campus technology committee
Statistical categories added to statistical tracking tools to collect information about tech issues
Improved signage for instruction sessions
Staff attendance at workshops related to tech, new ILS, reference, distance ed, basic skills, instruction
Both an accelerated and late Start LIBR 50 offered and implemented Fall 2013 and Spring 2014.
New seating configuration has made the main floor study quieter and better used by students. Changing of seating created different
spaces for collaboration. Chairs migrating throughout the main floor show how students are working together.
Completed staff First Aid Training with participants from the entire building.
Building has been thoroughly cleaned; the environment no longer feels toxic.
Lynda.com (a learning/training site) was provided by IT and now managed by a part time Librarian. This allows 5 simultaneous users to
learn and increase their knowledge in a variety of an e-learning experience in over 1,000 courses such as software development to
google docs.
Learning Express purchased for a 1 year trial through a Grant from Basic Skills to provide tutorials in content area like math, English,
spelling, citizenship, grammar, with online practice exams like TOEFL and civil service jobs.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Learning Outcome 1:
Users will be able to access and use information resources in a variety of formats.
Learning Outcome 2:
Users will be able to use a variety of computer programs.
Learning Outcome 3:
Users will have access to information and instruction services.
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Learning Outcome 4:
Users will be able to study individually or collaboratively in a variety of areas within a welcoming and supportive environment.
Learning Outcome 5:
Users should expect to study and explore ideas in an environment that is welcoming, healthy and safe.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Meeting began with a review of why we do reflections and what happens to the ideas.





Identification of needs through discussion and program review annual updates
Annual Action Plan identifies costs
Planning / Resource Allocation follow
Becomes part of the accreditation process

There was consensus that our challenges remain in four areas: technology, physical facility, budget/funding and staff. Note SLOs shown above,
all included in discussion.

1. Technology: this challenge looms larger each year ( Backbone of Learning Outcome #1 and #4)
o

Physical Equipment:
 Our lab PC’s were 6 years old this past summer, and there is no plan for replacement. It was reported that there is a Tech
Committee campus plan to refresh computer components as needed. The plan is not complete, but will be part of the Tech
Plan for the Campus. With the implementation of the Tech Plan, 10 hard-drives are requested as backup components for
the most heavily used computers


2 hard-drives will be kept on site and a supply will be at in the IT Dept. to serve as back-ups for the most heavily used
computers.



The original intent was to rotate student computers to replace outdated staff computers as new student computers were
purchased. This has not been the case, since no new student use computers have been purchased.



The Uninterrupted Power Supply and Line Conditioner, or UPS, is reaching the end of its service life. The batteries have not
been replaced, and we have been told the battery venting gasses now presents a fire hazard. IT and Admin have been
informed of the details, and to date have not advised us how to proceed. One potential solution for the failing UPS that was
raised was virtualizing the servers. Staff discussed the pros and cons of this possibility. While it would mitigate the cost of
replacing the batteries, concerns were expressed about how this would affect other areas (i.e., ongoing server maintenance,
etc.). Staff agreed to continue exploring ramifications of this idea to see if it could be an appropriate solution. We are still
exploring ramifications of replacing the UPS system.



The Security Camera System needs to be updated and/or replaced to be coordinated with Campus Security. There is no
budget for replacement in the library budget and this has to be discussed with the Dean and the Vice President of Instruction,
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hopefully a financial solution will be found. The Campus Security Unit supports the update/replacement of the Security
Camera System. Security Camera System’s network interface repeatedly required a “hard boot” and it is putting the security
of the Library in jeopardy.
o

Website:
 3 aspects: library site , MPC Online site and general campus site
 The general College website is a significant barrier for students
o The search function does not yield accurate results, is the website indexed.
o Searching for people is not easy or direct.
Tech committee is exploring options for redesign for the campus website which will affect the Library
Website and any additional design work we will do.
New website planned to be completed by Fall 2014, and is estimated to take 6 months.
 The Tech committee has sent out a proposal to have the campus website redesigned.
 The Library website has been worked on by one of the part time Librarians, when completed will be reviewed by library
staff. Library staff will feed into campus website to make sure the Library page works as a directional site to library
services. Will need continued usability testing.

o

Technology Planning:
 The Tech Committee is going to be creating a comprehensive plan for all campus needs. We may have to look for restricted
grants for technology.


The Initial Plan was shown internally over the summer to get recommendations so when it is completed, there will be no
surprises.

2. Physical Facility (Learning Outcome #5)
o

We serve our public in the Monterey facility when they are physically present, but we also discussed the need to remain aware of
how we can extend library services to students who cannot get to the library when it is open through our digital resources and
online services. Based on our usage data for our online collections, we believe that students are using the digital content we
have purchased or licensed with increasing frequency. For example, library staff compared two semesters (SPR 12 and SPR 13)
of usage for our primary eBook database, EBSCO eBook Collection. Usage data indicates that the number of successful eBook
access attempts in that database grew from 1106 in SPR 12 to 1802 in SPR 13, an increase of 63%.

o

In the future we will need to shift resources (purchase more digital resources which are more costly than print) to meet needs of
all students. This creates a shrinking footprint for book stacks and periodical stacks but we will be able to provide more seating
($$$) clusters to accommodate student needs for group work areas.


Enrollment is up in Marina and Distance Education classes also show stronger enrollment which also justify digital
purchases.



Cleaning keyboards and tables need to be a continual process. Analogy of the broken window replacement concept,
that if the facility is clean, users will take more pride and care with what they find and use here.
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Keyboards will continue to be cleaned twice monthly, with the keyboards in poor shape being replaced as
needed.



Will look at scheduling staff to come to clean student computers on a regular basis.

o

Vibration problem outside of LTC 317 in the ceiling which has been reported, but unable to determine a cause.

o

There are still 6 chairs on the 3 floor that need reupholstering.

o

The roof on 3 floor is leaking over several book areas. Need a more permanent solution that tarps and garbage cans.

o

Must address changes in the reference stacks and changing the seating areas and developing more areas for different kinds of
student group work and collaboration.

rd

rd

3. Reference & Instruction (Learning Outcome #3)


We need to be more accessible to everyone, working to increase services to our Students at the Marina Campus, perhaps next spring
we can talk about having reference hours at Marina.



Will look into supplying hours for Librarian Staffing in Marina for the busiest times of the semester.



We should conduct a needs survey at Marina to find out what kinds of library services those students/faculty need.



Signage on print materials could be done to show availability in digital formats. (depending on staff time)



Need to promote Gale Virtual Reference Library and update the current dated sources with new materials. Student success cannot occur
with dated materials.



Need a plan to weed reference collection, replace with digital sources, condense footprint and begin to develop new user areas on the
nd
2 floor.

4. Budget and Funding (Learning Outcome #1, 2, 3, 4 & 5)
nd

o

We had a line item for library materials (for just the 2 year in a row). Budget clarification will need to be done with the
Instructional Technology Funds of $68k possibly being reduced as stated during Steve Ma’s College Council presentation.
Database costs continue to rise, do not have the same buying power for databases or print materials.

o

Foundation funds are almost gone.

o

We will work with foundation to raise funds as we can. Part Time Librarian hired to develop a Friends Group for the Library.

o

Training continues to be a huge unfunded need. Everyone on the staff is using technology and teaching technology and Library
staff is not funded to receive any training. We have had new updates of library software and students are asking more
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challenging questions about technology. Foundation funds will be explored to pay for these additional needs. Recent requests
from the Foundation have been only partially funded.
o

Hours recently reduced and the Instructional Technology part time position and Library Specialist-Circulation position were not
filled. We agreed to the reduction for 1 year only.

o

Library reduced hours of service by 4 hours weekly and closes now at 7pm. If hours are again funded, will try and align open
hours with other building services.

5. Staff (Learning Outcome #5)
o

Digital Services Librarian position was not filled, but backfill money was given to hire additional librarians to do some of the work
of this position.

o

Recommended IT/Circ position was denied. Straight separate replacements have been submitted. These positions were taken
off the table for 1 year as a budget concession.

o

New Division Chair in position. Technical Services Librarian given release time to become Faculty Coordinator for Accreditation.
Backfill of Division Chair and Technical Services Librarian hours + $56,000 which was given for librarians (Digital Services
Librarian not hired) are funding part time librarians who are working on the website, reference, libguides, open source electronic
management system, collection development and archives.

o

Recommend combined IT/Library Specialist-Circulation was not supported by the classified union.

o

Looking at time to replace reduced library hours to more closely align with other departments of the Library building.

o

Circulation Coordinator position is vacant and is in progress for replacement. Recently learned that we will only be allowed 2
subs and will have to advertise in-house for possible candidate.

o

Need more staff at the beginning of the semester in circulation and in IT to take care of the number of student problems with
registration, email accounts and reserve items. This Spring 14, over 500 books had to be processed in just 3 days for the early
childhood education and First Five Program.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).







Statistics on usage of LibGuides used in instructional sessions will continue to be gathered.
Library workload data and other statistics will be analyzed to track changes in students’ use of library resources and the issues that most
commonly affect student learning. (continuous)
 Number of active library users who are not students will be assessed, with review of implications of fees for use of library by non-students
–Revisit
 We had a conversation about our community users accessing library services.
 We have discussed ways we might separate the evaluation of SLO attainment from our overall library user satisfaction (given that we are
open to the public). -Revisit
 Program Review Annual Update will include overview of facilities issues
 Systems Technology Coordinator will report back after each Technology Committee meeting, as well as weekly tech updates following
meeting with other classified tech staff.
To promote Library Services, Librarians and staff to visit not only division but other general office and service areas. Considering having
Roaming Reference Librarians at the Student Center to inform Students of Library Services. Continue with roving Reference to engage
st
students wherever they may be. We need double coverage of reference, circulation and IT for the 1 3 weeks of class as well as having
some Reference at Marina
 Staff will be given release time to attend training opportunities offered by regional library consortium
We are reviewing IT usage statistics monthly, and overall, the trend is down. Review of stats show a decline in tech issues, trending with few
notable exceptions
 $50k was added to campus marketing budget for the 2013-14 budget, will this be used to print the schedule again? The decision to
cease printing the schedule arbitrarily negatively affected the college. Spring 14 Schedules were printed, however there were problems in
campus distribution; the library did not get copies in time for spring enrollment.
 Statistics have enabled us to make decisions about better serving patrons, changing staffing patterns, identifying needs for technology in
group rooms, interest in laptop circulation, etc.
 Library staff will report to staff at monthly library staff meetings on activities at college meetings they attend, including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

AAAG (Academic Affairs Advisory Group)
Academic Senate
ASAG (Administrative Services Advisory Group)
SSAG (Student Services Advisory Group)
BART (Behavioral Assessment Resource Team)
College Council
Institutional Research Advisory Committee
Curriculum Advisory Committee
ICDE (Institutional Committee on Distance Education)
MOBAC (Monterey Bay Area Consortium) Reference Committee
MOBAC Administrative Council
MOBAC Interlibrary Loan Committee
Health & Welfare Cost Containment
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o







DOM Meeting

Catherine Webb: How areas of non-direct FTES contribute indirectly affect FTES retention. With the crisis in enrollment of fulltime and
possible decline of services, we must make the library a part of all campus discussions.
o What kind of “Loss Leader” can be created to bring students in?
o Continue with Statistical Reports to quantify the services offered at the Library.
Students using the group rooms need laptops to use in collaborative education.
Library promotional items needed for programs, events, and instruction.
Binding service needs supplies.
No access to archival materials which are being organized. More staff time is needed to work on the archives project as well as
conservatorship materials are needed to preserve parts of the collection.
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Life Sciences – Automotive Technology
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Automotive Technology

Spring 2014

01/30/14

Department/group members present
Charles “Robert” Omstead, James Lawrence, Marcus Evans, Ian Sanchez
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
-

Created videos to help students learn basic shop procedures
Modified AUTO 100 final to better reflect industry practices
Standardized vehicles to make AUTO 100 final more efficient and accurate
Created strategy to increase student success rates on AUTO 100 final

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.


Most AUTO classes have an SLO devoted to passing a related certification exam. More specifically, the one from AUTO 106 is
“Identify ASE certification requirements and prepare for certification in A5 area.”

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
- Certifications are something students want and it looks good on a resume
- Many students don’t take the certification exams because they are too costly and require two years work experience to become certified.
- The need to award a certificate to the student upon completing a course has been previously identified by several individuals including the
member of our NATEF accrediting team.
- A good solution to the certification issue is to help the students pursue “Student ASE Certification” instead of “Professional ASE Certification”.
- Student who pass the exams (which are administered at the school instead of elsewhere) get a certificate and a patch which outlines their area
of expertise.
- Certificates and patches could be awarded at the end of semester “Car-B-Q”
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Goals for Semester
- Set-up student testing and certification with ASE early in the semester (may require small amount of money to get set-up)
- Encourage students to sign-up in all classes (Non-budget)
- Order patches for students (could be paid for with money from the Auto Lab Trust Account)
- Rather than having several small “Car-B-Qs”, plan one larger one for all classes. (Non-budget)
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Life Sciences – Biology and Anatomy
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Life Science – Anatomy/Biology

Spring 2014

January 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Heather Faust, Andres Durstenfeld, Kevin Raskoff, Abeje Ambaw, Julie Himes, Dan Van Hess, Heather Craig
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Technology committee met and established that all computers in life sciences are functional.
5 more people from division took On Course active learning course.
Use of concept maps has been successful in marine biology course in place of less guided visual assignment
Concept maps were used in ANAT5 also and were an informative exercise but both students and instructor need more practice.
Course instructors in ANAT2 and ANAT5 have both had meetings to discuss instructor reflections and adjuncts will be completing instructor
reflections for last semester: either jointly or independently of other instructors.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Due to budget cuts, we have now lost all tutoring services that were previously offered by the academic support center. This cut effects
all of our SLOs.. We discuss compensating for this loss.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Strategies for replacing our tutoring support were discussed.
Heather Faust is planning on moving office hours to the lecture forum to accommodate more students.
Open labs in physiology and biology labs have been very successful thus far. Andres suggested that we should aim to create a culture where
more senior students informally and willingly participate in tutoring junior students during open lab sessions. Kevin suggested that this could be a
more formal as perhaps an independent study class or “official” volunteer tutors who are rewarded by being able to put it on their resume.
It was agreed that there should be official open lab/study hours scheduled with a sign in sheet for students and a scheduled instructor in the lab
available for all students. Sign in sheet should aid in data gathering for establishing success of students. Sign in will also hopefully help with
concerns of thievery.
Environmental course students showing signs of being despondent when considering enormous environmental problems discussed in course.
Kevin will open course with discussion of all the scientists and administrators who currently work in the field of environmental biology to address
these problems.
A recommendation was made that life sciences have a bulletin board of MPC life science alumni success stories.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Hours and format for open lab/study sessions were established and instructors have scheduled their time accordingly.
Instructors were encouraged to accumulate student success stories for bulletin board.
Continued use of concept maps planned.
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Life Sciences – Dental Assisting
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Spring 2014

Dental Assisting

1/29/14

Department/group members present
Karoline Grasmuck, Margarette Foster, Maia Carpenetti
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Students able to take, record and understand the process for performing vital signs on all patients. Students required to practice more on each
other during lab classes before charting, taking x-ray, performing coronal polish and sealants.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Demonstrate the ability to perform Coronal Polish on 3 live patients
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
All patient paperwork, health history, consent and calculus free form due prior to course start
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Instructor evaluations for all students, operator and assistant
2. Patient evaluations for all students, operator and assistant
3. Will emphasize the importance of professionalism during internship and for future employment opportunities
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Life Sciences – Medical Assisting
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

MEDICAL ASSISTING

Spring 2014

1/29/14

Department/group members present
Monika Bell
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.






As stated in the previous program reflection, a complete MEDA program review was done in the summer of 2013. Sweeping changes were
submitted for review and most have so far been approved by the Curriculum Advisory Committee. Implementation will commence in fall of
2014. Communication with students, counselors and instructors will be highly important to avoid confusion; for this purpose, a grid of courses
by semester will be distributed outlining a requisite-enforced, logical sequence. The goal is increased efficiency in all courses with less
duplication and more opportunities to cover topics in adequate depth and detail as well as more time for hands-on practice in the clinical
courses. The program review was also a step towards preparation for eventual programmatic accreditation through the American Association
of Medical Assistants.
Student evaluation in MEDA clinical courses (including 120, 121 and the recently added 122) has been changed as of fall 2013 in that each
student must complete a detailed skills list throughout each semester. Upon list completion AND satisfactory demonstration of each skill to
the instructor, students earn 30% of the total possible course score. An incomplete list results in 0 points (effectively a non-passing score for
the course). This evaluation method is aimed to encourage students to practice and perfect ALL of their competencies throughout each
course (and carried through the entire 3-course sequence) instead of checking off one skill at a time and moving on without retaining what
was previously learned. Hopefully, the result will be improved job readiness, confidence and maturity upon graduation. Self-motivation and
independent study skills are important for successful medical assistants and will need to be further developed in coming semesters to
improve outcomes as several MEDA 120 students failed to pass their skills checks in fall 2013 even after repeated invitations and reminders
to practice and ask questions from instructor and peers. Many students, on the other hand, showed great enthusiasm and seemed motivated
by the challenge to complete their skills lists in time. The repetitive practice paid off and the instructor was impressed by the level of
competence shown during the final skills tests.
We have been able to offer CPR courses through Continuing Education, which has been a great relief. Our students are grateful for the
opportunity to obtain this training at MPC. We hope to offer regular CPR classes to students from other health programs as well and consider
the possibility of establishing an AHA Training Center at the Seaside PTSC facility.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
SLO (MEDA 105 – Medical Terminology) Upon completion of this course, the student will have demonstrated a working knowledge of medical
terminology relating to human body systems (structure and function), medical and surgical procedures and diseases.
SLO (MEDA 116 – Medical Transcription) Upon successful completion of this class, students will have demonstrated the ability to accurately
transcribe dictated medical records from patient physical exams, progress reports, discharge summaries, reports from surgery, x-ray and
pathology, and medical correspondence.
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SLO (MEDA 115 – Diagnosis Coding) Upon successful completion of this class, students will have demonstrated the ability to accurately assign
diagnostic codes to documented health conditions.
SLO (MEDA 122 – Clinical Techniques III) Upon satisfactory completion of the course, students will be able to accurately carry out physician
medication orders, safely obtain and process laboratory specimens and explain the roles of microbiology and immunology in disease prevention
and treatment as evidenced by successful completion of all required competencies for MEDA 122.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Two recent trends and developments in the healthcare industry underline that medical language is an increasingly critical component
in the education of our students:
1) There has been an emergence of new careers relating to health information. Traditional medical transcription is quickly evolving into voice
recognition editing while scribing is a new concept in which a healthcare worker accompanies a physician during patient visits and documents
directly into electronic medical records. These are careers which require an in-depth knowledge of medical language as applied in health
documentation.
2) Starting in October 2014, a new diagnosis coding system will be implemented nationwide that adds much more specificity to an already
complex system. Diagnosis codes classify a patient’s state of health, disease, conditions and symptoms in a standardized fashion. Assignment of
appropriate diagnosis codes is based on clinical documentation and involves all participants in a patient’s care, including medical assistants and
administrative medical office staff, not just coding specialists. Codes under the new system are much more specific and their descriptions are
more detailed than before.
These and other developments in the field of healthcare prompted many of the recent MEDA program updates. Most of the SLOs were adjusted
and lesson plans refined. Some of the changes have already been incorporated in instruction:
SLO (MEDA 105 – Medical Terminology) Upon completion of this course, the student will have demonstrated a working knowledge of
medical terminology relating to human body systems (structure and function), medical and surgical procedures and diseases:
Knowledge of medical language has always been important for students entering health careers but even more so now. MEDA 105 (Medical
Terminology) is often a student’s first exposure to medical jargon in any form and the course presents a challenge to many, especially ESL
students. When teaching this course in previous semesters, We have found that students tended to do well with memorization of terms and
diagram labeling but not so well when it came to comprehension and language application. In part, this may have been attributable to the
textbook in use at the time which presented much of the material in list form and lacking examples of usage, although some materials were
supplemented. Last semester (fall 2013), a different book was used more language was incorporated (e.g.: excerpts from medical records and
diagnostic reports) in presentations. We also added more exercises that required interpretation of terms rather than straight-forward translation.
Some lectures were shortened to make time for completion and discussion of worksheets together in class. Homework was assigned where
students had to process sentences/paragraphs from medical reports, come up with their own sentences and/or do research on a related topic to
promote deeper understanding. Although students found the assignments to be a bit time consuming and difficult, feedback was overall positive
and they appreciated the added study guidance. Initial tests scores were on the low side for the first two tests of the semester but improved as
the course went on and the pace was slightly adjusted without compromising quality. By the second half of the semester, attentive students
consistently scored 70-90% and exceptionally committed students maintained scores of 95-100%. Attention in class and attendance were overall
very good. Even students whose scores were marginal or below stayed in the course for a long time before dropping. Some, unfortunately,
stayed too long to avoid a negative grade. It is a difficult course and it is not unusual for a student to need a second try. We may be able to
reduce that occurrence by offering/encouraging review sessions and study groups outside of class and by incorporating material from MEDA 105
into other courses where medical language is applied.
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SLO (MEDA 116 – Medical Transcription) Upon successful completion of this class, students will have demonstrated the ability to
accurately transcribe dictated medical records from patient physical exams, progress reports, discharge summaries, reports from
surgery, x-ray and pathology, and medical correspondence.
SLO (MEDA 115 – Diagnosis Coding) Upon successful completion of this class, students will have demonstrated the ability to
accurately assign diagnostic codes to documented health conditions.
Medical language, to some extent, is incorporated in all MEDA courses but we should seize the opportunity to synergize its applications further to
really familiarize students with its daily use. MEDA 105 should be considered an introduction to what might seem like an entirely new language to
many. Any language can only be mastered with extensive and repeated exercise. The above-mentioned MEDA courses lend themselves
especially well to continue and expand on the exercises that were introduced in MEDA 105 so that its SLO will carry over and contribute to
attainment of related SLOs by the time a student completes any MEDA program. For ease of organization, it would make sense to schedule
topics related to body systems in the same order in those courses where medical language is applied, regardless of whether these courses are
taken sequentially or during the same semester. Following a consistent pattern through several courses may help students focus and develop an
organized study pattern. This type of curriculum mapping could also be applied to other courses that cover similar topics. We would aim to avoid
duplication while establishing connections between important concepts from different viewpoints.
SLO (MEDA 122 – Clinical Techniques III) Upon satisfactory completion of the course, students will be able to accurately carry out
physician medication orders, safely obtain and process laboratory specimens and explain the roles of microbiology and immunology
in disease prevention and treatment as evidenced by successful completion of all required competencies for MEDA 122. This new
course adds to the clinical techniques series for medical assisting students to expand curriculum and increase hands-on practice. With that
comes a need for more supplies and materials but the MEDA budget is very small at $1,200 per year.
For measurement of all SLOs and competencies, a comprehensive exit exam upon program completion would provide a statistical measure of all
program SLOs and job readiness. MPCs graduating MA students are now also eligible to take a national registration exam through the American
Medical Technologists. Students are strongly encouraged to take this opportunity to earn a professional credential (AMT will provide exam
statistics for our records) but it is not required.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Some of the following steps have been initiated:
 Establish deliberate synergy between to MEDA courses that share common subject matter. Increased use of medical language
will be the first area of focus. For example, students might talk about the urinary structures in anatomy, learn the associated urologic
terms in medical terminology, edit urologist reports in medical transcription, perform urinalysis in a clinical class and study urinary drugs
in pharmacology, so there are many opportunities to practice and apply the appropriate medical language. Using central vocabulary lists
throughout, we will increase efforts to reinforce spelling, pronunciation and usage. As it is a central MEDA course, it makes sense to use
the ANAT5 (human anatomy) course outline (provided by Dr. Craig) as a template for those MEDA courses that are structured by body
system, including Medical Terminology (MEDA 105), Medical Transcription and Linguistics (MEDA 116), Pharmacology (MEDA 118) as
well as Clinical Techniques II (MEDA 121). Medical Diagnosis Coding is taught by an adjunct who could not attend today’s meeting but
we will converse during the first week of the semester.
As part of the pursuit for greater efficiency, work is to begin in the summer of 2014 on a series of textbooks and lab manuals for use in all
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of the different MEDA courses, based on course SLOs and mandated competencies so as to forego adoption of unrelated textbooks that
vary in style, depth and clarity. Consistent and complementary classroom materials should support quality classroom instruction and
logical organization.
Implement a comprehensive exit exam for MEDA program completers to obtain metrics for overall effectiveness of instruction and to
identify areas needing improvement. This exam could also be used as a qualifier for placement in an externship to further stress the need
of keeping one’s skills and knowledge current at all times. We will consult with our advisory board, which is due to meet in early spring.
We will ask for collaboration on exam questions to delineate what employers expect from our graduates.
Request increase in budget to accommodate hands-on practice in MEDA 122. We are already stretching our materials as far as
possible. In the medical field, reuse of disposable items is generally unacceptable and such practice during labs creates bad habits. We
have obtained some donations from other sources but these cannot be relied upon for steady supplies. Discount or expired supplies
have shown some wear and loss of function (e.g.: sticky and fragile sterile gloves that are difficult to don while maintaining sterility). While
recognizing the need for frugality during these tough times, a small budget increase of $600 would provide some relief until finances
recover.
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Life Sciences – Nutrition
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Nutrition

Fall 2013

1-29-2014

Department/group members present
Sunshine Giesler, Susan Singer, Sylvia Langland, Kendra Piasecki
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.





We have hired another adjunct to meet student demand (Kendra Piasecki)
We have developed new curriculum to be offered in both face to face and online settings
We are currently working on developing three new nutrition programs—Dietary Manager; Dietetic Technician, Registered; and
Registered Dietitian transfer prep
We are currently working on a USDA grant to fund the accreditation and development needs of these programs

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.



List the basic nutrients in food, their function in the human body, and the sources of those nutrients
Use knowledge of scientific nutrition principles to improve diet and wellness

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Students really seem to desire more knowledge on nutrition than we currently are offering here at MPC. There seems to be a lot of excitement
and momentum behind the growth of this program and many job opportunities that exist for students with the proper education and certification in
this field. Using the knowledge of scientific nutrition principles to improve diet and wellness can be expanded so much further than this one class
can offer.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).







Meet the USDA grant deadline and follow the timeline that has been provided by the grant writer
Create an advisory committee to meet the requirements of the new program proposal
Create a 12 unit ‘fast-track’ certificate to put in place until the new programs are approved
Offer NUTF 3 Summer 2104
Offer NUTF 10 & 10L Fall 2014
Complete the NUTF new program proposals for Dietary Manager; Dietetic Technician, Registered; and Registered Dietitian transfer prep
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Nursing – MCCSN
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Nursing/MCCSN

Spring 2014

January 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Laura Loop (Director), Nancy Bingaman (Asst. Director, faculty),
Faculty: Patti Nervino, Samar Hage, Sue Hanna, Eileen LaMothe, Julie Bryan, Lynn Kragelund
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
NCLEX results national reports: Per November 2013 Mountain Measurement report, MPC ranks #118 out of 1844 in all nursing programs
across [state] jurisdictions. This compares favorably to #1126 out of 1805 the previous year. Most content areas have shown improvement;
th
Pharm is an area to look at this year…still above 50 percentile in performance. Basic Care and Comfort also is an area to explore for better
outcomes
Breakdown of NCLEX Percentile Ranks by Client Need:

Management of Care
Safety and Infection Control
Health Promotion and Maintenance
Psychosocial Integrity
Basic Care and Comfort
Pharmacological and Parenteral Therapies
Reduction of Risk Potential
Physiological Adaptation

Results as of November
2012
46
32
54
41
56
71
62
55
st

Results as of November
2013
60
57
65
80
53
59
80
64

nd

Restored ratio of 8:1 in the clinical setting for 1 and 2 semester continues to allow for adequate time to evaluate performance (provides
optimal time, 12-14 days with med-surg instructor). Retention after first semester was 94%.
Electronic documentation and medication bar coding hardware is still pending in the Clinical Simulation Center with 4 workstations. Scenarios
have been uploaded to the CHOMP trainmaster environment, but connectivity to the CHOMP server is only functional on 2 of the 4 work stations.
CHOMP HIT continues to work with us as their staffing permits…will seek update early in the semester.
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Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Nursing Education Program Outcomes:
SLO 1) Collaborate as providers of patient-centered care in meeting the health care needs of individuals in acute, long term and
community-based settings.
SLO 2) Coordinate the activities of the health care team, advocate on behalf of patients, teach patients and families, and direct safe nursing
care as managers of care.
SLO 3) Contribute to the profession as responsible members within the discipline of nursing.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
SLO 1:
To augment the analysis of NCLEX areas that scored the lowest according to most recent national data, faculty continue to study the ATI
comprehensive predictor results from class of 2013. Specifically, neonatal infections, risk factors for glomerular disease, skin infestations were
new (2013) areas that fell out in item analysis. Faculty participated in a 1 ½ day workshop in December during which the following areas were
discussed with a national consultant:
 Areas of perceived overlap and redundancy in NCLEX 2013 blueprint
o e.g Evidence Based Practice (QSEN): “Explain the role of evidence in determining the best clinical practice” seems included in
“Base individualized care plans on patient values, clinical expertise and evidence.”
o NCLEX: Reduction of risk Potential, Potential Alteration in body systems: “Identify client potential for skin breakdown (e.g.,
immobility, nutritional status, incontinence)” versus
Basic Care and Comfort, Mobility/Immobility: “Perform skin assessment and implement measures to maintain skin integrity and
prevent skin breakdown (e.g., turning, repositioning, pressure-relieving support surfaces)”
 Statements that are “ubiquitous”: e.g: ”Apply knowledge of client pathophysiology when measuring vital signs” ; any statement related to
medications
 Areas where we struggle: (See QSEN matrix, lined out items!...QI is especially problematic for us)
 “Nebulous areas” e.g. QSEN Informatics: “Contrast benefits and limitations of different communication technologies and their impact on
safety and quality” need some clarity or an example of a “communication technology”…POC devices, EHRs, cell phones, voice
broadcast systems…?
Follow-up activities with the consultant will assist us in better ”informing” our class content outlines and clinical guides with the specific NCLEX
emphases. A matrix is under development for leveling across the curriculum.
In response to a faculty-identified need to enhance and update expertise in teaching methodologies that better meet the needs of non-traditional
and special populations, 3 faculty attended a workshop in January 2014 sponsored by HWI (”Effective Teaching Strategies to Improve Student
Success.” ) The workshop included flipped classroom techniques, manipulatives, etc. However, faculty reported that most techniques were not
new to them.
Need to focus on exam item writing in the near future that better reflects the 2013 blueprint. Also, students with limited English proficiency and/or
learning disabilities will benefit from well-constructed exam items that reflect the level of difficulty they will be expected to demonstrate on
standardized exams. Discussed at length the issues surrounding testing accommodations, including student responsibilities with regard to
promptly reporting if they did not receive their prescribed accommodation(s)…new procedures are pending this semester with Support Services.
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Second semester students will not be permitted to out-rotate to the main OR at CHOMP this year due to staffing concerns and complexity of
cases. Communication with the main OR director has been difficult. Will continue to pursue student out-rotations to main OR in the future, and
wil use outpatient setting this semester.
SLO 2: Clinical out rotation time utilized to measure the 6 QSEN (Quality and Safety in Nursing Education) competencies: Simulation
th
experiences in the 4 semester added the role of the charge nurse in a scenario with 4-paitents (2 adults, 1 child and 1 infant involved in a car
crash).
SLO 3: Job placement continues to be a concern, especially as more employers statewide are giving preference to BSN grads due to the IOM
recommendations. Discussed regional efforts for BSN completion (CSUMB collaborative), as well as legislation that may be introduced in the
state senate and/or assembly concerning Title 5 changes authorizing practice baccalaureate degrees at community colleges.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).











Implement the Increased passing score on ATI Predictor exam ( 70%), which correlates more closely with those who pass NCLEX in
our student cohorts (first time takers). Non-budget dependent
Keep clinical assignment in NURS 52C for a journal reflection shared with instructor on MPC Online, to target specific QSEN
competencies (e.g. Teamwork and Collaboration, which addresses employers’ satisfaction with “collaborate effectively as a healthcare
team member”). Add to NURS 52D as well in an effort to address “writing deficiencies” of recent graduates, reported by some employers
at the November 2013 MCCSN Advisory Committee meeting. Non-budget dependent
Continue faculty-led study groups for third and fourth semesters, assigned by content area and placed on schedule for NURS 204-207.
Budget-dependent…Perkins grant will support for 2013-2014
Future effort to move toward computerized testing (using Moodle) for efficient mapping of items to Bloom and Krathwohl taxonomies,
NCLEX 2013 blueprint and SLOs. Budget dependent
Complete work with national curriculum consultant to update/enhance curriculum with regard to complete QSEN infusion, NCLEX
blueprint, learning strategies designed to target special and non-traditional populations. Budget-dependent –Perkins funds approved
Mṻse software is up to date on simulator manikins; use remaining Perkins supply funds to replace very worn IV practice arm Budgetdependent –Perkins funds approved
Continue to conduct mock interview workshops to give prospective graduates an opportunity to articulate their mastery of key industry
standards as they would for a potential employer. This workshop is especially valuable for nontraditional students and for those with
limited health care exposure or whose first language is not English Budget-dependent; NURS 204-207 and Perkins funds
Work with state ADN director’s association to finalize model curriculum and begin implementation. Budget implications unknown at this
time
Work with Natividad Medical Center to implement nurse residency pilot to allow MPC graduates the opportunity to participate in the
clinical immersion experiences that are resulting in entry level positions. Budget-dependent (new course NURS 53; pursue possible
service agreement with NMC to defray cost).
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Physical Education Division
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Physical Education Division

Spring 2014

2-20-2014

Department/group members present
Blake Spiering, Wendy Bates, Daniel Phillips, Lyndon Schutzler, Arturo Cairel, Paula Haro, Rebecca Lee, Erin O’Hare, Valentina Valdez, Marcus
Carroll, Mark Clements, Alexandra Daniels, Kit Moore, Vi Tran
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Past discussions have centered on imparting fitness component information to various courses particularly the open lab fitness center where
consistent instructor/student contact is an issue. In the fitness center, more online information is available and the quizzes for each section are
available online. Students are required to visit the site and access information. Many classes are requiring fitness assessments in their courses
which specifically address the components of fitness and provide information regarding each student’s fitness levels in each component.
Completed assessment numbers continue to grow. This topic will continue to be discussed.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Knowledge of cooperative teamwork was the SLO discussed in this session. Although not specifically an SLO for every course, it is applicable to
activity courses in general as students are often required to work in groups.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The topic was highly interesting to the group. Instructors shared various techniques they have used to enhance group work or class interaction.
One instructor utilizes a “whip”. A statement all students are asked to respond to at the start of the class session. In a dance course, students
work collaboratively to develop dance phrases of various counts. For athletic teams, group activities are often used to foster cohesiveness.
A secondary topic became student leadership in a group setting and how important student leaders are to the flow of a class session. Instructors
agreed there was a wide variety of leadership skills and willingness to assume a leadership role. Small group activities were most often
mentioned as a means to develop leadership skills. Partnering activities enhance leadership opportunities.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Because most Physical Education Division courses have a non-traditional setting, i.e. a room with desks and chairs. The SLO highlighted this
term did not lend itself to Action Plan items. It does lend itself to the goal of having students work cooperatively and develop teamwork which we
feel contributes greatly to student success. The goal is to continue to strive to enhance student interaction and therefore, the course experience.
Action Plans tend to focus on the equipment needs which enhance other aspects of student learning.
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Physical Sciences – Division Office
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Physical Science Division Office

Spring 2014

January 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Elizabeth Bishop and Linda Logsdon
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
We are fully moved back into our remodeled Physical Science Building. We have worked hard, unpacked and set-up nearly everything in our
classrooms, science laboratories/prep areas/stockrooms, and our offices and workrooms so that we may support, provide access and
opportunities for student learning and increased student success. We believe that these updated facilities and equipment are helping to increase
student retention and improving our ability to offer an extremely high-quality educational experience to all of our students.
We are putting to good use our updated laboratory and audio-visual equipment, along with upgraded technology. We are very thankful to have it
and know that it greatly enhances the overall quality of learning opportunities for our students. The bond has also provided us with new
furnishings in many classrooms, labs, offices, and workrooms, which were sorely needed and for which we are very grateful. We continue to
receive many compliments and positive feedback from our students and colleagues regarding our remodeled facility.
Throughout the fall semester, there has been assorted activity by the subcontractors involved in remodeling and outfitting our building. All fulltime staff have been fitted for and received suitable ergonomic task chairs. At the moment, workers are in four of our classrooms installing muchneeded additional lighting so that our students can see the whiteboards and also their own work better. A painter is scheduled to come thru to
touch-up any areas marred by the flurry of subcontractor activity. Malfunctioning paper towel dispensers have been replaced.
Individual departments are finally getting a chance to set-up their display cases in our hallways. These give students and passers-by something
interesting and thought-provoking to look at, and may even inspire them to take another class or two.
Because most of the members of the Physical Science Division are now housed under one roof again, we are able to meet, communicate and
operate in a more efficient manner. This brings many great benefits to our students and our division; not the least being that instructors and staff
are readily available and easier to find when students need assistance with Physical Science-related and other issues. Communication within
our division has improved now that we are back together mainly in one building.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Provide direct support to students, faculty and staff in order to facilitate the delivery of quality instruction, fully-functional technology, and the most
efficient use of our facilities.
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
It is our responsibility to encourage and support student learning and do our best to increase access for all. Now that we are past most of the
recent distractions and disruptions which the planning, moving, and execution of a complete building remodel entails, we will be able to devote
more of our time, energy, and resources to more directly support student learning.
We have accomplished a lot and come a long way over the last few years. The improved facilities are adding many positive things to the overall
educational experience for all parties involved.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
We are continually working to get our classrooms, laboratories, prep/storage/workrooms, offices, technology and equipment set-up and
configured in the best possible way to allow access to all and support student learning. Some facility issues still remain. The HVAC system is
still being adjusted. We have windows which are nearly impossible to open and close. We will remain vigilant in reporting these issues and
tracking their progress.
It is an ongoing goal to overcome the difficulties caused by the lack of timely, informative reports and the lack of immediate feedback from our
new scheduling processes, and strive to build coherent, accurate schedules, while meeting all deadlines and most importantly, the needs of our
students. Our new Scheduling Technician is now fully-trained, and hopefully more efficient and user-friendly scheduling procedures and reports
will be developed in order to improve the schedule-building process for all of us. We hope that a new campus-wide software can be obtained
soon, to replace the current Student Information System which is inadequate for our needs.
We will continue to request that our Division Office Instructional Supply budget be brought back up to its former 2002 level. It is currently 40%
less than the amount it was eleven years ago, making it an ongoing challenge to assist all of our departments and programs in their quest to
support student learning and success with all of the necessary materials.
There has been a recent campus-wide reorganization of the custodians’ schedules. Apparently this is working well for many divisions. It is not
working particularly well for ours. Our entire building is accessible only thru interior hallways and the custodian must wheel a large cart thru these
halls, and also vacuum cleaners, floor buffers, etc. We have classes beginning at 7:45 am and there is a lot of traffic throughout
the day. With students in the hallways during these hours, it is extremely hard for our custodian to get her work completed. She has a couple of
hours first thing in the morning before everyone arrives, and then needs to try to work around a building full of people the rest of the day. She is
extremely hard-working and we hope she remains assigned to our building. She would be better able to do her job if her schedule was switched
back to similar night hours to how things used to be, so that she could perform her work in this very busy building when it has the least amount of
occupants.
A beautiful new lawn has been installed outside of our building. It looks great. Unfortunately, a few people are “cutting the corner” in their cars
and carts at two areas on the lawn. Some sort of barrier needs to be installed at these two areas to make it impossible for this corner-cutting to
continue, as it will ruin the lawn. There were a couple of bare-dirt areas on the old lawn where grass could not grow due to this same activity.
This needs to be done immediately before the damage is done.
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Physical Sciences – Astronomy, Physics and Engineering
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Astronomy/Physics/Engineering

Spring 2014

Jan 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Homer Bosserman, Murat Bulut, Robert Otter, Tom Rebold
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
In our Fall 2013 Reflections we stated that we planned to open a STEM Study Skill Class. This has been done and has been very successful for
those who actually participated. The enrollments were marginal however, so this spring we plan on working to increase enrollments to a
sustainable level.
We have very successfully incorporated our new GPS telescopes into out astronomy labs and field trips. Just as we expected, students actually
found these much easier to use than the old analog-controlled scoped simply because their operation uses finger controls similar to texting.
The Engineering Statics class showed a significant improvement in learning outcomes (greater success on qualitatively more challenging
problems) due to the STEM Study skills and greater interactivity on homework sets with a mobile app that allows students to check their answers
before turning in their homework.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
A. PHYSICS 10: 1. You should be able to reason logically and conceptually about physical phenomena and claims of new discoveries, using
established scientific models.
B. ASTRONOMY 10L: I. If you are given the name of an astronomical object, you should be able to determine its type, coordinates, constellation
and rising/setting times on any given date
C. PHYSICS 3A: Reason qualitatively and logically about physical phenomena using scientific models.
D. MATH 20A: Analyze limits, derivatives, definite and indefinite integrals graphically, algebraically, and using the formal definitions.
E. ENGR8: Apply concepts of force, equilibrium and virtual work to the analysis of structures and machines.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
A.

Having two labs for our courses has made our scheduling much more flexible and has largely solved our acute turn-around problem, where,
for example, an astronomy lab is immediately followed by a physics lab using totally different equipment and placement of our flexible lab
tables. Also, having two labs means we don’t have to kick our students who wish to stay behind to enhance their learning. Having the two
labs will also us better incorporate our engineering and mechatronics programs into our existing curriculum.

B.

We are concerned that by using the internet, some of our physics students can obtain solutions of homework assignments without actually
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doing them. We are working on addressing this problem and making the students actually learn from their homework.
C.

We have an on-going program to rewrite many of our obsolete or obscure lab procedures.

D.

We have thoroughly culled our lab equipment, getting rid of obsolete, long-unused items which cluttered our stockroom and made it
sometimes impossible to find the stuff we actually need.

E.

Engineering has been offering online sections of selected classes to provide greater access to students, which also helps improve options
for those in face-to-face modes.

F. With Lijuan on temporary leave this semester, we are down another full time faculty in Physics. We are now down two full time instructors
since David Michaels resigned. Our very intensive classes taught by adjunct instructors who don’t get paid office hours limits student access
to the help they need in Physics.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
We will continue to assimilate our new equipment into our teaching. In the case of astronomy, we have rewritten most of our labs, but they still
need to be polished and refined.
We have recently hired two ENGR adjuncts to provide more help in the classroom for the STEM class. To extend the improvements obtained
from using online approaches for distribution, Engineering will be introducing an online option for Circuit Labs this semester, with a totally
revamped curriculum emphasizing virtual simulators, analytical tools, and hands on applications, and an individually chosen final project.
Finding funds for software refreshment is a continuing concern. We are nearing the usable lifetime limits for MATLAB (purchased in 2007). We
also need to update SolidWorks periodically as well. AutoCAD is being handled by the Life Sciences division for the Drafting program. Other
software needs involve finding a replacement for many DOS programs used by Physics and Astronomy, and a replacement for MathCAD for
Physics.
As far as staffing in Physics goes, we remain convinced that we could serve a greater number of students – by, for instance, offering Physics 3B
and 3C every semester – if our department was restored to three full-time instructors. Such a restoration would also serve to rejuvenate the
department with new ideas and energy.
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Physical Sciences – Chemistry
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Chemistry

Spring

January 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Sarah Gerhardt, Rod Oka, Chris Woods, David Buckley
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
The previous program reflections focused on the SLO regarding students performing basic procedures in the laboratory. One of our concerns is
that these procedures must be done in a safe and environmentally sound manner. Another concern is to introduce the students to as many
techniques and apparatus that they may see in transferring to upper division classes and in the workforce. Every semester our goals are
reviewed and new ideas are implemented.
With regards to last semester’s reflection and improvements resulting from it, the laboratories received a great boost in new equipment and some
policy changes. For example, a new IR (Infrared spectroscope), a new (and first ever) GC (gas chromatograph), new Melt Temps, new balances,
were used in the labs.
With regards to safety, equipment with frayed electrical lines and faulty parts or hazardous chemicals, such as thermo wells, vacuum pumps,
centrifuges, and new non-mercury high temperature thermometers were replaced. A new environmental policy of “water only down the drain” will
be implemented this semester as well. The changes resulted in improved student learning and experience in the labs. Also, a visible pride in our
facilities was expressed in student faces!
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
One focus of our discussion was on the cross course SLO: students can perform chemical calculations and solve chemistry related word
problems.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
All in the department agreed that the ability to understand and perform chemical calculations is a contributing factor to student success in all
Chemistry classes offered at MPC and beyond. We also agreed that this is a challenging area of Chemistry for students.
We discussed needs, from both instructor and student, perspective that that we can address this semester to improve student learning and
understanding of chemical calculations.
First, we need to identify particular areas in the chemistry problem in which students individually struggling. This must be done in order to
target the help given.
Second, we need to reward patterns, such as showing units in problem, which reinforce a positive outcome for students.
Third, we need to encourage the formation of study groups.
And finally, we need to refer students to tutoring/Learning Centers (after they have exhausted our office hours) where they can get extra help.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
As a result of our discussion, we have generated ways to meet student needs in calculations and problem solving. In order to identify particular
areas of challenge for individuals, we can ask more directed questions in lecture and lab and make a concerted effort to connect with individuals
as they work through problems (this can be challenging for large class sizes, but may be doable using various techniques).
We can reward students who are thorough in their problem set up and solution by giving partial credit for quiz and exam problems with multiple
steps.
We can encourage the formation of study groups by posting sign ups on the boards in our classrooms and having students exchange numbers.
And we can hold students accountable to studying by asking for their help In checking in on each other and working with groups that we set up in
class. Finally we can refer our students to the incredible ACCESS Supplemental Instructor (SI) tutoring available on campus. We can walk
students to the room in which the tutoring takes place. We can make mention of it every class. We can also refer students to the Math Learning
Center when the basic algebra skills need strengthening.
And, we can work to create a Science Learning Center on campus.
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Physical Sciences – Earth Sciences
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Earth Sciences

Fall 2013

January 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Fred Hochstaedter, Leslie Turrini-Smith, Ana Garcia-Garcia, Tom Clifton
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Last semester the plan was to all report the results of our embedded SLO Scientific Method questions on our final exams in the same manner.
This semester, we did in fact all report the results in the same manner and those results are attached here on following pages.
The improvement is that we can now look at SLO assessment results in a consistent and comparable manner.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Geology:
Use the scientific method to investigate phenomena in the natural world and use concepts, theories and technology to explain them. (GEO)
Use observations of outcrops and/or landscape morphology to interpret basic geologic history and processes.
Explain Earth features in terms of surficial processes, tectonics, and human influence.
Oceanography:
Recognize major seafloor features based on their shape and interpret their origin using plate tectonic theory.
Use the scientific method to investigate phenomena in the natural world and use concepts, theories and technology to explain them. (GEO)
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
There were two major topics of conversation. The first was the results of the embedded questions on all Earth Science final exams, the results of
which are shown on the following page. Note that all of these questions were short answer questions where students were awarded a range of
points. For these graphs, the points were normalized to ten points. Overall, results were good and as expected for most of the questions. In
geology, the question that required the most thorough understanding was the Hawaii/Tectonics question. This question asked how the Hawaiian
island chain was a test for the theory of plate tectonics. This required that students really understood three things: how plate tectonics works, the
things we can observe at oceanic island chains, *and* how the scientific method works. Because this is a more advanced question that probes
both deep understanding *and* critical analytical thinking, it is not surprising that average scores were lower for this question.
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The second major topic of conversation was for our geology classes and involved student attainment of the SLO that reads, “Use observations of
outcrops and/or landscape morphology to interpret basic geologic history and processes.” To attain this SLO, students must be able to identify
rocks and minerals at a basic level. At the same time, the class limits for our labs has risen from 24 to 30. This increase of students in our classes
requires adjusted plans on how to provide them with examples of rocks and minerals, practice rocks and minerals, and test rocks and minerals
from which to learn. Much of our discussion involved planning efforts to enable all students in the lab to adequately view samples of rocks and
minerals. A complicating factor is that the Physical Science labs were recently renovated, and our sample collection was somewhat disarrayed.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
The main plans resulting from the Program Reflections were methods and priorities to organize the Earth Sciences rock and mineral collection.
Something we should have had a long time ago is a rock and mineral collections where hand samples of all minerals and rock types are grouped
together for easy retrieval. Lab manager Tom Clifton is working on this task. We also discussed ways to ensure that the Marina classroom has all
of the rocks and mineral sample that they need. All of these efforts will support all of our Geology SLOs. In particular, they will help student
identify rocks in outcrops so that they may use the outcrops to interpret geologic history. They will help students employ the scientific method by
testing hypotheses looking at the kinds of rocks present and the relationships between them.
Other conversations included ways to reconfigure our field trips to accommodate more students. One consequence of increasing the class size of
our labs from 24 to 30+ is that the weekend field trips now have too many students to run in the same manner. In the effort to improve efficiency,
the way that students receive the lessons in order to learn will change. We’re trying to enact that change without decreasing the value of the
learning experiences.

Continue with Graphs on next page
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Physical Sciences – Mathematics
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Mathematics

Spring 2014

January 30, 2014

Department/group members present
Elizabeth Bishop, Tracie Catania, John Cristobal, Lynn Iwamoto, Tuyen Nguyen, Don Philley, Hazel Ross, Luke Spence, Andy Washburn
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
For ease, the outline summarizing the 2013 fall departmental action plan to help the students achieve the Math 261 learning outcomes is
recopied below. Updates are in italicized Times New Roman font.

I.

CREATING STUDY SKILLS
A. Create motivation to attend the MLC through discussion/extra credit.
More teachers experimented with granting extra credit for using the MLC. If the instructor has time in the MLC, students have a chance
to get one-on-one time with the instructor outside the class and office. Students start to feel more comfortable asking for assistance from
their instructor in a positive environment. It helps certain students who are intimidated or uncomfortable going to office hours feel more
empowered to do so.
B. Have students keep a notebook for notes, handouts, quizzes, and tests. Have students explain how they organized the materials and
why.
Tracie Catania did this with her students in the intensive algebra class—8 weeks of beginning algebra and 8 weeks of intermediate
algebra—during the 2013 spring semester. She did not teach the class during the 2013 fall semester. However, she is planning to do
this again during this upcoming semester’s intensive algebra class.

II. FACULTY COORDINATION
A. Create a textbook committee to pare down the number of books used for this course from 4 to 2 without hindering academic freedom.
One text would be ideal.
We were able to get number of texts for Math 263 down to one and for Math 261 down to two.
B. Revisit and possibly revamp the list of core topics taught in this course.
The department still needs to work on this.
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C. Discuss the pacing of topics in the course.
This discussion is dependent on II. B.
D. Possibly consider having all or a subset of the final exam questions the same in all classes. To control grading variability, a faculty
members will grade an agreed upon final exam problem for every section.
The department was able to consider the concept; however, we ran out of time during the fall semester.
E. With the faculty more or less on the “same page,” we can better discuss what worked and what needs work.
Again, this is dependent on the previous recommendations.

III. OUTSIDE DATA COLLECTION (Requires help from Rosaleen Ryan)
A. Out of curiosity, we should investigate the demographics of the class. Hazel felt that the average age of the students has been dropping.
In other words, there are less mature re-entry students to balance the immature attitudes. The positive attitudes and examples provided
by fellow students are powerful.
B. Possibly consider the having all or a subset of the final exam questions the same in all MATH 261 sections. To control grading
variability, the agreed upon problems will be shared among the faculty. For example, one faculty member will grade an assigned
problem(s) in all of the finals.
C. We need to see what percentage of the MATH 261 students are coming from MATH 351 in the last few years. Therefore, we need to
collect when they took their last math class, what that math class was, where they took it, and what they earned in that class.
D. We need to investigate the English placement of the MATH 261 students. Their English level may be a better predictor for success in
MATH 261.
The department still needs to do this.

IV. OUTSTANDING ITEMS FROM THE SPRING 2013 REFLECTIONS
A. Math Learning Center Coordinator—The MLC coordinator (Brett Enge) left unexpectedly at the end of 2011-2012. He is now teaching
math at Oxnard Community College. The position was offered last semester to a person who accepted it and later turned it down for a
tenure-track math position. We desperately need a person to do the administrative work and supervising of the MLC. The data
substantiates the success of students who use the MLC. Moreover, we need the MLC coordinator to create new ways to help students.
An example would be creating math modules to address the predictable difficulties students have. This module can be course
independent.
The math department has offered the position to a person who is going to start during the 2014 fall semester. This is an excerpt from the
December 11, 2013 Board of Trustees agenda: “C. Faculty Personnel 1) That the Governing Board approves the following item(s): …
c) Employment of Mathematics Learning Center Coordinator, _________ under faculty service area MathBA and MathDEV. Step and
Column placement pending verification, effective _____________.” Unfortunately, the minutes for the meeting was not yet posted on the
MPC website at the time of this meeting or at the time this was typed.
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Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
MATH 13 Pre-Calculus
1.

Recognize, analyze, and graph a variety of algebraic and transcendental functions (polynomial, absolute value, rational, radical, exponential,
logarithmic, trigonometric and inverse trigonometric).

2.

Model real world applications and solve equations using the functions listed above.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The questions from the cover sheet for “Program Reflections on Student Learning” discussed at length is in bold type below.
What did you talk about last time in your Program Reflections?
This was presented above.
Were any changes made?
This was also presented above.
Did you notice any changes in student learning that might have been caused by those changes?
The department feels it is too early to see if any of the changes has made a significant long-term impact on student learning. We have more
work to do.
What challenges do we face that impact our ability to support student learning, provide access to student learning, and/or provide
opportunities for student learning?
The shortened hours of the LTC (Library Technology Center) and other areas where students can go to study is a barrier to students who do not
have personal situations that promote studying. Some of these students do not have transportation to go to other locations to study.
The closing of the Academic Support Center at the end of this semester will have a negative impact on student success and retention. It will
pose a significant hardship on students who do better with one-on-one tutoring, such as students with special needs.

What can we do to overcome these challenges to advance student learning at MPC?
This is an opportunity for the Math Learning Center to be open more hours and to creatively serve the students who need a quieter setting and
special attention. The MLC will try to accommodate as many students and learning styles as possible. The data showed that the success rates
of Math 261 students who spent over 8 hours in the MLC did significantly better in their class than the ones who did not. It is also well known
that the common weakness of students in subsequent classes is their ability to do algebra. We can see that space will become an issue during
peak use times.
Tom Rebold designed four STEM Study Skills classes—ENGR 71, 72, 73, and 74—to help students who are not served by the Math Learning
Center. The basic skills funding for the MLC covers tutoring from arithmetic to statistics and precalculus. STEM is to help students in science;
technology, engineering and math achieve their goals. They are held in the late afternoon or in the evening. It also helps provide a space for
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studying after the LTC closes at 7 PM.
Pre-calculus
It was agreed that precalculus has an intense list of topics to teach, which creates a pace that may be too fast for many students.
A common weakness is lack of algebra skills. This weakness seems to follow them into calculus.
Success in the class requires students to be motivated to invest the time necessary to do homework, to study, and to be persistent in tackling
concepts. (SLO #1 and #2)
Elizabeth found that using WebAssign for precalculus removed much of the critical thinking component by providing too much guidance in
proving trigonometric identities. She also felt the homework selection lacked the depth and breadth necessary to successfully prepare them for
calculus.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. We need to get together as a department and revisit the common core of topics for each class. We need to discuss where we can cut down
unnecessary overlap and discuss how we can deal with necessary techniques/concepts students are lacking for success in subsequent
classes.
2. Pick a common question to be placed in all the Math 13 final exams. This will give us a baseline to discuss and to invoke a plan. We can
continue the process and go from there.
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Social Sciences Division
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Social Science Division

Spring 2014

January 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Tom Logan, Alan Haffa, Elias Kary, Lauren Handley, Jennifer Grohol, Scott Moller, Kendra Cabrera, Adrianne Simpson, Anthony Villarreal,
Michele Harper, Elizabeth Mullins, Steve Albert, Song Monroe
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1) We received a Foundation Grant to help fund SPSS software, which will enable us to implement research methodology classes.
2) Students have provided positive feedback about a new teaching technique, in which prime documents are used to model critical analysis.
3) Reflection journal is working for students who follow through.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
“Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to critically examine and comprehend human nature, social behavior, and/or
institutions.”
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
1) Consider modeling how to do journal reflections. Another strategy to help motivate students to do daily lesson plans is to connect to
larger course requirements, such as projects or exams.
2) One instructor shared how she assigns a group, research project. In this project they select a topic of their own, find a work of secondary
research on it, and then they present it to the class.
3) One instructor had assigned student research project where students had to find a work of secondary criticism and do a summary for the
class. This met with some success but there were problems including the lack of good secondary materials in MPC’s data base.
4) One strategy to motivate students in online classes is to allow them to take the quiz twice. That way if they don’t do well the first time,
they may study again, and retake it. The goal is to motivate them to work and succeed.
5) Professor who taught course backwards in chronology did again for a second time. Students with disabilities found this approach chaotic
although other students liked it. She is reconsidering this approach and may go back to chronological approach.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1) We continue to have an interest in finding new ways to deliver classes, including the use of a model where students would attend a large
lecture to receive content but would then take a smaller section for discussion. The goal of this would be to enable students to better
succeed at the critical thinking component of our GEO. We have developed two models for this and have presented it to the
administration for consideration.
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Academic Affairs Office Reflections on Student Learning

Spring 2014 Dialog/Assessment Reports
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Academic Affairs Office
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Academic Affairs Office

Spring 2014

1/29/14

Department/group members present
Ruth Killens, Amy Cavender, Michael Gilmartin, Leslie Procive, Ayzza Camacho, He Seon Ihn, Kathy Kress, Laura Franklin, Jon Knolle, Laura
Mock, Maggie Caballero, Celine Pinet, Susan Muszala, Joel Pickering, Elsa Camarena
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The discussion focused on what is it that we do in AAO that provides support to the students? Ask yourself “What do I do that affects the
outcome for the student?” Think about the two-steps away examples from this morning’s accreditation discussion and how do we impact the
students?
Ruth: Sets up student club events and is also responsible for the LOTBAs. LOTBAs are classes that do not have room assignments. Her desk is
located in the front of the office, so she helps the students with answering questions and giving directions when there is no-one at the Information
Desk. She collects course syllabi and has to check to make sure the SLO is on the syllabus.
Amy: Her desk is also located at the front of the office, and she provides information and directions to students as needed. She works with
instructional contracts to make sure courses are scheduled, for example the fire academy and dance kids, and then sends the information to A&R
to get the students enrolled. She assists with covering the Marina Ed Center as needed, and in those cases, has direct contact with assisting
students.
Michael: Has to deal with student issues that are not resolved at the division level. He is in charge of the One-Stop career program and Perkins.
He is also in charge of generating the schedule based on information received from the divisions, and is responsible for the curriculum
development through CurricUNET, both of which impacts student learning.
Leslie: Provides the support to the AAO, Division Chairs, DOMs and faculty that provides the two-step abilities to the next person. Most
everything in the job is behind the scenes involvement, ensuring timelines are met, updated forms are used, and sending out reminders as well
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as supporting AAAG’s process of instructional equipment requests.
Ayzza: Works on distance education, providing support on the website, and works with students with online questions/issues, such as logging in.
She updates the California Virtual Campus (CVC) website, so online students throughout California will take courses from MPC. She also
generates and processes the faculty evaluation student surveys each semester.
He Seon: Commented that she was not aware that Ayzza was uploading online courses to the CVC website. She needs to work with Ayzza to
see what to enter into the CVC field in the SIS curriculum. He Seon updates the information that goes into SIS, which posts instantly to the
website, and includes a radio button that provides detail information for the student to reference when making decisions about classes to take.
She is responsible for producing the college catalog on an annual basis that directly impacts the students. Currently, she is also helping with
scheduling as Yen is out of the office. The schedule goes directly onto the MPC website, and needs to be maintained daily otherwise the student
is affected. There is a new feature being implemented called Program of Study, which will allow students to see the majors being offered by
MPC and what courses the student needs to take to be able to receive a certificate, degree or transfer to a UC or CSU. The database is being
built as part of SIS using the data from the college catalog. Access will be similar to the web schedule, and will also help the Counseling
department.
Kathy: Has direct contact with students on a daily basis through the Older Adult program and Continuing Ed program. She provides information
on classes and assists students with registration. She also works with faculty and business partners to help set-up the continuing ed classes.
Laura F.: Similar to Michael, she deals with student issues not resolved at the division level. Her role fluctuates in everything she does, for
example: administrator on faculty hiring committees in spring semester, and supporting faculty on the Basic Skills Committee, focusing on
student success. With Continuing Education, she works on the infrastructure to help others support. When she is at the Marina Ed Center, she
is in direct contact with students, helping to answer questions and assist in registering for classes.
Jon: Provides distance education support to make sure faculty have the tools available to teach online courses, and that students have the tools
and resources available to be successful in participating in an online class.
Susanne: As a Counselor, her time is split between both campuses, so she hears from a variety of students as to their needs, and she shares
feedback with other areas, i.e. the need for a basic skills math course being offered in Marina. The class has been offered for spring 2014 and is
already full. She said the more we can simplify things for students, the easier it is for counselors to guide the students. She noted that she
appreciates how willing people are to make things work.
Elsa: She works in the evening and still has a lot of interaction with the students. She helps students register, apply for college, and answers
questions.
Joel: The academic calendar is very helpful, and it provides him a tool to share with his students in helping to plan for tests, keeping holidays, etc.
in mind. The things that the Academic Affairs Office does help keep him organized. His one request is to implement electronic waitlists.
Laura M.: Primary function is working on CurricUNET, which is the curriculum database. She trains all faculty on CurricUNET, and everything
that she does gets inputted by He Seon to SIS. The faculty uses CurricUNET to create new courses as well as update existing courses, as well
as entering the SLO for the course. Faculty have the ability to use CurricuSearch, which provides access to other college databases that also
use CurricUNET if they are looking for information they can use in their own courses.
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Maggie: Even though she is Michael’s assistant, she does not deal directly with students. She primarily deals with a lot of paperwork, i.e. student
advisement time forms for adjunct faculty, and processing paperwork i.e. One-Stop, Perkins, CTE programs, and FTES spreadsheets. Her
interaction with students occurs when walking across campus and helping those who look lost or have a question; the majority of her interaction
is spent dealing with faculty.
Public Safety Training Center: – Laura F. added that many of the staff in the AAO also helps David Brown to ensure student success at the
PSTC: curriculum, contracts and scheduling are three examples.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Need to have better consistency in course syllabus as to the layout with the location of the SLO.
2. Make the course syllabus form a template online. Currently being created for online faculty to use. Can it be used for the faculty who
teach only face-to-face classes, so we do not have to reinvent the wheel?
3. Program of Study – currently being developed by He Seon. Projected timeline for completion is December 2014.
4. He Seon will work with Ayzza regarding the CVC site. The question that needs to be answered is: Is the online course in SIS curriculum
CVC developed if the online course is listed on the CVC Chancellor’s Office site?
5. Implement electronic waitlists. (Will need to wait until new system is implemented as the feature in SIS is complex.)
6. Scheduling of classes does not appear to be uniform: the start and end times fluctuate so it makes it difficult for students to take classes.
Michael responded and said that there is block scheduling so it offers diversity in class format (lecture vs. lab) on a M,W, F vs. T, Th
schedule.
7. A cafeteria at the Marina Ed Center would be better for the students instead of a vending machine. Many students come right after work
for evening classes and there are no restaurants/deli’s in the area to purchase a proper meal/snack.
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Student Services Reflections on Student Learning

Spring 2014 Dialog/Assessment Reports
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Academic Support Center
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Academic Support Center

Spring 2014

2/20/14

Department/group members present
Sudeshna Nand
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections





Improvement seen in time management as more students attend on time or call to be excused.
Use of resources from other departments is benefitting the students such as borrowed laptops from TRiO, books from the library.
Feedback from students has facilitated in improving services.
Laptops have replaced desk tops due to safety.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.





Improve ASC services through tutor/tutee feedback.
Assist a tutee to recognize and articulate his specific area of difficulty.
Meet with the tutee to determine the learning style in order to assist effectively.
Maintenance of ASC website.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.






The importance of student tutors in the student learning process.
The value of tutees acknowledging that student success is largely based on doing homework timely, attending classes, devoting
required study time for challenging subjects and practicing effective study habits
The need to encourage self- motivation.
The need for extra tutoring for special needs students upon request
The need to assist students beyond the registered classes.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).





To continue weekly, 2 hours of tutoring per class per tutee due to budget restrictions.
To share obstacles to student success with COMA, BSI, and student success task force.
To continue the policy where students inform the center an hour before cancelling a session.
To review and update ASC website.
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Admissions and Records
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Admissions & Records

Spring 2014

January 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Aiyumu Takada, Donna Russo, Segundo Zosa, Teresa Standfield-Lee, Nicole Dunne
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
CCCApply has been automated!! This has decreased the time it takes for a student to receive their welcome email after clicking submit on their
application from 24-72 hours down to 15-30 minutes.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Students will demonstrate technical competency by navigating the college website in order to apply and register online.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Although our processes online have improved in efficiency and access, A&R staff feel that now is the challenge to create how-to instructions for
online transcript ordering, WebReg overview, explanation of fees and to redesign the fees page and refund policy for clarity for the user
Felt it was disappointing that students are required to use Internet Explorer to complete items online; WebReg does not respond well to other
internet browsers
7/1/2012-06/30/2013 10847 applications received online
7/1/2013-01/29/2014 5538 applications received online
Fall 2013 3007 applications processed by hand for South Bay
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Would like WebReg moved to a more prominent location on the website
Redesign the refund/fee breakdown webpage and chart
Welcome emails are not being received by some email providers such as gmail/yahoo; hope IT can fix this problem for us
Need to adjust the contact page for the department; would like people who no longer work here removed to avoid confusion for the students
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Assessment Center
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Assessment

Spring 2014

3/3/14

Department/group members present
Stacey Jones, Assessment Coordinator, Alethea De Soto, Counselor/Matriculation Coordinator
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1) Full implementation of SARS appointment online
2) Offered more assessment and admission application workshops to local and Salinas high schools in preparation for the High School
Assessment Event.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
1) Continue advocating for an Assessment space – this is crucial in light of the increase in assessment due to 3SP.
2) Purchasing Electronic Assessment
3) Offer assessments more frequently (if we had our own space) to address 3SP
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Use the 3SP group to help support the allocation of space for the Assessment office.
Research cost and various assessment and determine which assessment tool to use.
Look at our past data to determine when we could add more assessments in the future.
Continue to attend meetings and trainings related to assessment and 3SP.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1) Continue to push for an Assessment space using the 3SP group – ideally this should be done before Fall 2014 when all new MPC
students will be required to assess.
2) Cost of electronic assessment will range from $18,000 to $25,000 plus the purchase of computers for the assessment lab. Use 3SP
funds to support this change.
3) Allocate time to do research regarding data and assessment calendar. Hire a part time person to support this effort. This person could
also supply data to the English & math dept. so they understand what their potential enrollment and levels for the semester.
4) Use 3SP funding to attend training for the assessment office.
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Athletics – Physical Education
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Physical Education Division – Athletics

Spring 2014

2-20-2014

Department/group members present
Blake Spiering, Wendy Bates, Daniel Phillips, Lyndon Schutzler, Arturo Cairel, Paula Haro, Rebecca Lee, Erin O’Hare, Valentina Valdez,
Marcus Carroll, Mark Clements, Alexandra Daniels, Kit Moore, Vi Tran
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Past discussions have centered on imparting fitness component information to various courses particularly the open lab fitness center where
consistent instructor/student contact is an issue. In the fitness center, more online information is available and the quizzes for each section are
available online. Students are required to visit the site and access information. Many classes are requiring fitness assessments in their courses
which specifically address the components of fitness and provide information regarding each student’s fitness levels in each component.
Completed assessment numbers continue to grow. This topic will continue to be discussed.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Knowledge of cooperative teamwork was the SLO discussed in this session. Although not specifically an SLO for every course, it is applicable
to activity courses in general as students are often required to work in groups.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The topic was highly interesting to the group. Instructors shared various techniques they have used to enhance group work or class interaction.
One instructor utilizes a “whip”. A statement all students are asked to respond to at the start of the class session. In a dance course, students
work collaboratively to develop dance phrases of various counts. For athletic teams, group activities are often used to foster cohesiveness.
A secondary topic became student leadership in a group setting and how important student leaders are to the flow of a class session.
Instructors agreed there was a wide variety of leadership skills and willingness to assume a leadership role. Small group activities were most
often mentioned as a means to develop leadership skills. Partnering activities enhance leadership opportunities.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Because most Physical Education Division courses have a non-traditional setting, i.e. a room with desks and chairs. The SLO highlighted this
term did not lend itself to Action Plan items. It does lend itself to the goal of having students work cooperatively and develop teamwork which we
feel contributes greatly to student success. The goal is to continue to strive to enhance student interaction and therefore, the course
experience.
Action Plans tend to focus on the equipment needs which enhance other aspects of student learning.
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Child Development Center and Lab School
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Child Development Center

Spring 14

February 10, 2014

Department/group members present
Cathy Nyznyk, Jeff Procive, Mary Rigmaiden, Cindy Campbell, Nancee Powell, Giovanna Badger, Angie DiRocco, Jessica Booth, and Marie
Wright.
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Student parents have been more actively engaged in the program. Cathy has been monitoring their grades and has let parents know of any
drops. Parents have been staying in classes. Cathy checks in with parents during the week. She has resources for them if they begin to
struggle. Almost every parent is on our email group list.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
CDC student parents will identify and communicate their educational/ occupational goal and major at eligibility meeting during onset to the
semester as required by Title 5 and CDE.
The student parent will demonstrate the ability to:
1) navigate the MPC website for college registration and program related information
2.) Students parents will be able to contact CDC through email.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Parents have declared their majors at registration and eligibility appointments. Parents are enrolled in at least 12 units and have an education
plan on file in counseling. Cathy remarked that parents have asked for help and guidance with homework and project ideas from their classes.
She has read and critiqued papers to help support their goals. Teachers said parents have been volunteering in the classrooms and also noted
which parents are behind. Staff commented on the helpfulness of some parents. Attendances at parent meetings have increased.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Some parents have never gone to the LTC to begin the email process. We will continue to share the process of obtaining an email. We also
talked about the trends we are experiencing. Our Hispanic population is increasing. We have purchased bilingual books to help children and
parents to learn English. We have our handbook online. We did an overview of it at our Orientation meeting. Cathy has had make up
orientation meetings for those who missed so that we inform every parent. Parents are using our email system for communication.
Action Plan: due to our current budget crisis for the CDC and not knowing how our structure will look we have decided to continue with what we
are currently doing.
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Counseling Department
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Counseling Department

Spring 2014

1/29/2014

Department/group members present
LaRon Johnson, Sal Cardinale, Mike Torres, Kim Mansfield, Amber Kerchner, Tracee Cunningham, and Lillian Gorham
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
The department has identified a measure to determine the percentage of students who have satisfied the program’s SLO. The measure is the
percentage of the number students who schedule a counseling appointment and of those students, the number who show for their meeting
time. During the past 5 years, just above 80% of the students have satisfied the SLO. Since the last program reflection, the program
determined student learning could improve by using technology to increase the percentage of students who attend their scheduled counseling
appointment.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Utilize appropriate resources to identify and develop their academic and career goals.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The department uses the SARS scheduling software program to schedule student appointments and track their attendance and needs. A
version of SARS has a “call back” function to remind students via phone that they have an appointment scheduled for the next day. Students
have the option of responding whether or not they are able to attend their counseling meeting. If they confirm they are able to attend, the
reminder will increase the chance that they will attend the meeting and discuss what’s needed to reach their academic goal. If they are not
able to attend, they are able to cancel their appointment and open the time for another student which could also increase the percentage.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis
of student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
The department will research further to see if the existing SARS software has the call back function. If the software currently has the function,
assistance from the MPC’s Instructional Technology (IT) department will be needed for implementation. If the software needs an upgrade, the
department will put in a formal request to fund this addition to SARS and later work with the IT department.
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EOPS/CARE/CalWORKS
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

EOPS/CARE/CalWORKS

Spring

12/20/13

Department/group members present
Stan Armstead, Stephanie Perkins, Christine Vincent, Eric Ogata and Kelly Fletes
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Weekly Early Outreach efforts have been established at Central Coast and Seaside High Schools. Seniors from these High Schools work with
an EOPS/CARE College Assistant. This person assists High School Seniors/Recent Graduates through the MPC College application,
assessment, orientations and course scheduling processes. They also receive financial aid application assistance i.e. FAFSA & BOGFW.
Eligible students are then “seamlessly” transitioned to the MPC EOPS/CARE programs for success and retention services for their time at MPC.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Communication: Within their first semester in the EOPS/CARE program, 100% of the program participants are provided an opportunity to
develop/establish their educational goal and major. All of these student declare their major and educational goals their first semester
participating in the program.
Technical Competence: With the implementation of the EOPS College Assistant potential program participants are being served in a manner
that is more timely than which often occurred for potential MPC EOPS students. Prior to their leaving/graduating from their respective high
schools these students are facilitated with accessing the MPC website and its subsequent functions i.e. Web Reg, E-SARS for assessments in
English and Math, On-line orientations and follow-up paper work (online) required by Student Financial Services in order for students to receive
disbursements of their Pell Grants and other types of financial aid.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
With the anticipation of full implementation of 3SP the program recognizes that program participants will not have the opportunity to transition to
College level rigor and accountability as they once did. 3SP requirements will place additional pressures for students to achieve academic
success and progress relatively early in their college experience. Program processes were discussed and analyzed, ideas were put forward on
ways to enhance our current processes to better facilitate early interventions with EOPS students in order to provide the students with services
and information vital to their success.
Addresses SLOs: Technical Competence & Self Advocacy
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Utilizing College Assistant to monitor and track matriculation elements with potential/new EOPS/CARE students. The program counselors and
staff have created an action plan to intervene with students on academic probation with in the first 4 weeks of the semester. All students on
academic probation will be contacted beginning the third week of the semester to attend a mandatory counselor intervention meeting where a
plan for academic success will be implemented. This is a budget dependent Action Item that is being supported by restoration funds from the
EOPS 13/14 categorical allocation.
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International Students Program
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

International Student Programs

Spring 2014

3/3/14

Department/group members present
Alethea De Soto, ISP Counselor, Maryam Abusaidi, ISP Coordinator
(we have met informally and have discussed the topics)
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1) ISP website is current
2) MOU signed with MIIS – this allows students who complete level 4 to enter MPC without taking the TOEFL
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
1) Move to the Student Services bldg.. summer 2014. This will allow ISP students to integrate with other services and native students.
2) Due to budget issues, address and maintain the integrity of the program.
3) Have the ISP coordinator take the lead on SEVIS and other coordination of program.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
1) The move to the Student Services building should place a positive experience for the students. Currently the ISP office is located away
from the main campus but the current space does offer more of a “gathering space” so it will be important to create this space in the
new area.
2) With no added funding to replace or hire an ISP director, it will be essential that we put in place a system that will help new and
continuing students related to immigration and other issues related to ISP students.
3) Due to budget issues and the low number of ISP students, it may be more effective to have the ISP coordinator take the lead on more
SEVIS and other clerical support issues.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1) Prepare for the move and market the change to our current students, on the webpage and via email.
2) Dialog between ISP coordinator, ISP counselor and dean to review how to make this transition smooth and to create a clear sense of
roles and its relationship to the move.
3) Training for ISP coordinator related to SEVIS and other immigration issues.
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Job Center
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Job Center

Spring 2014

2/18/2014

Department/group members present
Lien Nguyen, Larry Walker
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.


Improved pre-screening and interviewing prospective student worker before sending them to actual job interviews has proven beneficial
for both the supervisor and student worker.

Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.


More students will apply and receive Federal Work Study after reviewing Job Center Student Hand-Book.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Spring 2012

Fall 2012

Spring 2013

Fall 2013

4500 (Viewers)

5312 (Viewers)

5411 (Viewers)

4642 (Viewers)



Students can view and request jobs information anytime (24/7) online. That makes it more convincement for them.

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

201 (Jobs received)

255 (Job received)

195 (Job Received)



The number of jobs received has decreased due to the replacement of staff (Job Center Coordinator on maternity leave Fall 2013),
therefore, lack of keeping track of data.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).




Increased the number of student who view and apply job online, as a result, decreased number of student who come to the Job Center to
request job information. This step would allow staff to have more time to complete other tasks.
Update Job Center hand-book with new regulation.
Continue resourcing for resumes and interviews technique.
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Orientation
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Orientation

Spring 2014

3/3/14

Department/group members present
Alyssa Huerta (prior to leaving in Feb. we met), Alethea De Soto
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1) Increased the PERS 10 unit value from .5 to 1.0 unit so that instructors could address all orientation mandates including the exploration
of careers.
2) Name change for PERS 10 from “Orientation To College” to “ Introduction To College Success” – this will help reduce confusion when
the online orientation is implemented.
3) In the process of identifying an online orientation software to address the 3SP mandates.
4) Schedule Building Workshops will be implemented this spring 2014 to support enrollment and ed planning
5) Improved the marketing efforts by creating a poster advertising MPC and referring students to our website.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
1) Continue to create clear pathways for all graduating high school student entering MPC – new 3SP mandates
2) Address ESL Orientation
3) Develop online orientation software by August 2014
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
1) This is an ongoing effort. With the potential of a new website, creating pathways for our students to matriculate will be key.
2) We need to meet with the ESL department to address how to help orientate our ESL students.
3) The development of an online orientation is a must – it will address meeting the 3SP mandate
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1) We are aware that this is essential to our marketing and communication to prospective students. We will continue to be involved as
much as possible to help improve our image.
2) Meeting with the ESL department will be key to addressing how we can support these students. There may be an added cost but at this
point we don’t know of the amount. We will need to do more research.
3) An online orientation software will cost approximately $35,000 for the initial cost. The result of having an online orientation will allow us
to meet the 3SP mandate and serve our online learners more effectively.
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Student Activities
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Student Activities

Spring 2014

2/21/14

Department/group members present
Julie Osborne, Sigrid Klein, Sudeshna Nand
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Communication has improved within ASMPC with the aid of regular meetings with the VP of Student Services and the MPC President.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Student Activities SLO’s: Communication, Personal Development, Community Responsibility and Self-advocacy.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Communication; Increase efforts from administration have helped to increase support and cooperation from student leaders. Weekly meetings
have been established with the ASMPC President and the VP of Student Services.
Professional Development; continue with leadership training.
Data/Statistics: data to show transfer rates for those who have been involved in student government.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Student Activities goals: On-going (Leadership Trainings on parli-pro, brown act, etc.) Promote Diversity: (on-going) continue to expand and
increase cultural events that highlight diversity.
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Student Financial Services
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Student Financial Services

Spring 2014

01/29/2014

Department/group members present
Francisco Tostado, Brenda Kalina, Deanna Galdo, Patricia Chapman, Danielle Hodgkins, Terri Murphy, Linda Ransom.
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Our discussions this semester has been that there has been a decrease in students coming to our front counter, and us a result the lines in
student financial services are shorter. We have noticed that through the communication with our faculty and staff they have been helping us by
decimating information with respect to students utilizing their Webreg account under “My Financial Aid” portal and finding out what documents
students need to submit to complete their financial aid file. Furthermore, we have not heard any complaints to students being able to submit
their financial aid forms online.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
SLO 1: Financial Aid Application Process
Students will know when to complete their financial aid file and students will enroll prior to the Financial Aid Enrollment Deadline for the second
day of class.
SLO II: Satisfactory Academic Progress Process (SAP)
Students will have an understanding of the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy and know how to complete their probations contracts and
apply for a dismissal appeal.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
SLO 1: Financial Aid Application Process:
This year we have had many new processes in our financial aid office. Students are submitting documents electronically including their
independent verification worksheet and warning contracts. This will help both the office and students complete their files more efficiently. We
had a total of 7,087 FAFSA applicants in Fall 2011, 7,850 applicants for Fall 2012, and 8,065 applicants for Fall 2013. That is an increase of 763
students in Fall 2012 compared to Fall 2011 and an increase of 215 students in Fall 2013 compared to Fall 2012. This is shows that by
continuing to present at our local high school, presenting at introduction to college courses at MPC students are becoming more aware of the
application process. We also present at MPC counselors breakfasts with our high school counselors so that they can be a partner with financial
aid to distribute our processing timelines to students so that they can complete their financial aid file in a timely manner.
SLO II: Satisfactory Academic Progress Process (SAP)
For the 2013-2014 academic years our SAP Policy Pace Progression increased from 67% to 75% of the units attempted. Even with the
increase in the SAP Policy pace progression we only had a total of 448 students in financial aid warning for the Fall 2013 semester. In
comparison to Fall 2012 where we had a total of 453 students in financial aid warning. In addition, in Fall 2011 we had about 425 students in
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financial aid warning. One of the improvements that we have done is to allow students to submit their warning contract electronically so that
they do not have to stop by the office and not hold their financial aid awards. Even though, we have increased the pace progression we have
had fewer students in warning this past Fall 2013 semester compared to Fall 2012.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
One of the constant themes that have always come up in our dialog is that there are students that still do not utilized their mpc email account.
We are working with our Information Technology (IT) department to find out better ways of serving our students in a more efficient matter. In
addition, we have continued to work with our admissions and records office to streamline the process with respect to transcripts and conflicting
information between our Student Information System (SIS) and our Financial Aid Management System (FAMS). We notify students about
conflicting information and the steps they must provide in order to resolve the conflict information. Our goal is that we have the necessary staff
in order to be able to process the students’ financial aid awards in a timely manner. Furthermore, we are looking forward to having the
opportunity to work with an integrated Enrollment Resource Planning (ERP) system. With an integrated ERP, we in SFS will be able to continue
to streamline the financial aid process and be more efficient with our process and award students in within a month of Student Financial
Services receiving students’ last required documents.
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Student Health Services
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Student Health Services
Department/group members present

Spring

1/30/14

Lara Shipley, Kelly Eyler
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.


We have enhanced our Psychological Services with additional staff. Through our collaboration with CSUMB we have obtained 2 MSW
students, and we now have a volunteer MSW working Fridays to deliver “Campus Care,” a monthly wellness program for faculty, staff, and
students. In addition, we have a student worker covering the reception desk Monday, Wednesday, Friday to provide more coverage with
calls/greeting people as they come in. We’ve continued collaborative efforts with other departments across campus to provide offices for our
Psychological Services staff. We’ve worked with community members collaboratively to provide more outreach to students, staff, and the
community at large to educate the public about Covered California and to assist with enrollment as the deadline is March 31, 2014.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.



After a visit to SHS or presentation by SHS, student(s) will be able to verbalize the services provided.
(2) Students receiving personal counseling sessions with MFT/MSW interns will be able to verbalize strategies to help with self-care, selfadvocacy, and self-esteem
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.



Our presentations may be limited by staffing constraints- we aren’t available for evening/night classes or Marina services (1)
We’ve been having a problem finding offices/rooms for our additional Psych Services staff. This may limit the counseling we are able to
provide to help retain students and build upon Student Success. The Psychological Services program has been active at MPC for 20 years,
and still lacks allocated space by the institution (2)
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).





Understaffed for the amount of students we serve. This depart has had the same number of full-time staff as 50 years ago with its inception
Students schedules
Daytime hours only, no evening hours due to no evening staffing
No dedicated physical space within our department for the Psychological Services component although the need is great. We have to beg
and borrow space from other departments which can be problematic.
Despite these challenges, we feel students are well-served at Student Health Services as evidenced by repeat visits to the doctor, nurse and
therapist interns, all services provided are covered by the Student Health fee and are convenient to access during the school day. We have
received feedback from students that the office environment is warm, friendly, and inviting. The students appreciate the free samples, first aid
supplies and over-the-counter medication. Community members have appreciated the free assistance with Covered California questions and
enrollment. The students accessing Psychological Services are increasingly culturally/racially/ethnically diverse, and that is encouraging that we
are reaching those populations who traditionally have been reluctant to access mental health services,
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Supportive Services and Instruction
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Supportive Services Instruction

Spring 2014

1/29/2014

Department/group members present
Kathleen Rozman; Terria Odom-Wolfer; Mimsie Redmayne; Jacque Evans
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1. Continuing to offer Accommodations Workshops throughout the semester and increasing the number of students attending.
2. Clarified and streamlined process for students to receive alternate media accommodations. Necessary forms have been put on website
for easy access, and the alternate media tracking is in a shared file for common access by AT Specialist, counselors and staff.
3. Increased number of Kurzweil Orientation Workshop to introduce students to the software and basic reading, applications. Increase in
number of students receiving instruction/support.
4. Developed Smart Pen Orientation Workshop to familiarize students with this accommodation when it is authorized and facilitate
effective use as a notetaking accommodation in classes.
5. Selection, purchase and beginning of development/implementation of Student Accommodations Manager (SAM) software. This system
will automate tracking of much of our mandated DSPS requirements.
6. Evaluation and reorganization of Testing Center process and procedures in order to align with SAM. SAM will assist with timely,
effective and consistent provision of testing services and accommodations, and provide us with an ability to track, generate and monitor
data for program evaluation. Re-evaluated and updated communications which go to students and instructors regarding testing
accommodations.
7. SARS Training & Implementation of electronic scheduling of appts. (phasing in); in addition to automating appt. scheduling within our
office, this relates to the upcoming implementation of SARS across Student Services for tracking the 3SP funding markers.
8. Faculty Handbook on disability and services is in progress. Planned completion Spring 2014.
9. SS&I website development (linked from our MPC page). Online forms available.
10. Process Mapping for SS&I department/Student Services.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Discussion focused on recent legislation changes and the modifications that have been made to our curricula to address state course
repeatability mandates. Instructional faculty have created new labs in the areas of reading, writing, math and computer skills that are
scaffolded in order to instruct students at basic and intermediate levels. We are in the process of completing final revisions so the course
proposals can be sent to CAC for review. Goal is for courses to be offered by Spring 2014. Instructors posting assignments and class
information on HTC website.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Much of the discussion revolved around implementation of the new data management system, SAM. Terria has been working with the
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software developer to customize the program with our particular content and forms; this requires extensive evaluation of our past
processes in order to determine how the full capacities of SAM can be utilized to make our services/accommodations provision as
efficient as possible and to make certain that data we want can be collected in a way to provide us with important program information.
Other staff members are providing feedback within their respective areas to inform further customization. SAM will require a phased
implementation, and thus, this semester we will focus on two student groups to use for pilot study before entire system is rolled out.
There was also discussion re: what type of data we will want to collect. Another topic of discussion was the possibility of using some
available office space to create an area where students could come in for help with different tasks such as adding/dropping courses,
setting up campus e-mail, understanding and using the student portal, peer mentoring etc. This could possibly be facilitated by a work
study student, a Cooperative Work Experience student and/or volunteers. This would free-up counselor appts for more academic
planning, accommodation, and disability management issues with students. Within this framework, we are continuing to focus on our
SLOs in Technical Competence.
Critical Thinking:
1. Students will identify, explore and utilize knowledge of their disability and functional limitations to assist in academic planning.
 Automation of our accommodation provision should allow more time for helping students to self-advocate and explore ways to maximize
use of their accommodation and self-knowledge around disability challenges.
Technical Competence:
1. Students will identify and use appropriate technology and alternate media.
We identified legislative changes in the following areas that will impact students with disabilities at MPC, which will, in turn, impact services
provided to students and LNSK course offerings and/or curriculum:
 Priority Registration
 Course Repeatability
 Financial Aid Requirements
 Change in state priorities for community colleges to transfer/degree, career/technical ed, and basic skills. Reduction in programs and
classes in the traditional “lifelong” learning category
 Basic Skills “Fast-tracking”
 BOG Fee Waiver changes
 Requirement that students be literate in campus e-mail/portal use as primary points of information
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the
analysis of student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
The department is continuing to focus on meeting student needs in an efficient, effective and timely manner. The following activities were
part of our dialogue about the Program and will form our current/future action plans.
Critical Thinking:
2. Students will identify, explore and utilize knowledge of their disability and functional limitations to assist in academic planning.
a. Analyze and incorporate feedback and suggestions from student surveys.
b. Submit new course offerings to CAC that address state repeatability mandates and better meet students’ academic needs.
c. Development of a “Counselor’s Corner” section on the SS&I website where students can quickly and easily access current information
related to their academic planning and educational goals; in addition, this area can direct students to the counselor and/or specialist who
can answer student questions regarding the Program, services or disability.
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Technical Competence:
1. Students will identify and use appropriate technology and alternate media.
a. Develop a student work area within SS&I where a competent work-study student would be available to assist students in setting up
campus e-mail and using their student portal for accessing their records and information in addition to web reg.
b. Continue to monitor effectiveness of updated alt media/assistive technology accommodations process.
c. Continue to update and improve our department website so both current and prospective students can use that as a point of reference
for DSPS specific information.
Automate Mandated DSPS Processes and Data Collection:
1. Begin implementing SARS with a few staff in FA 13 and full implementation of SARS for tracking appointment scheduling and service
provision by end of Spring 2014. This will assist us with being able to collect data that will be required by all Student Services for 3SP at
MPC, and some data to quantify our program student learning outcomes.
2. Establishment of electronic SEC’s to improve accessibility and information dissemination.
3. Develop implementation plan for SAM. Emphasis on efficiency, accuracy, clarity and consistency of processes.
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TRiO
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

TRiO (Math/Science Upward Bound, Student Support Services & Upward
Bound)

Spring 2014

Wednesday, January 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Grace Anongchanya-Calima, Rustin Beam, Chris Calima, Kacey Giammanco, Joanne Haggerty, Gabino Valladares, and Diana Valle.
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
We continued the conversation of Process Mapping, specifically in regards to ways in which we communicate with our students.
SSS: Beginning of Fall 2013, SSS decided to implement a mandatory “Check-In” for all students, not just “new students”, prior to the start of the
semester. It was very successful with an attendance of 163 out of 200, 81 % success rate. For the Spring 2014 “Check-In”, there was a decrease
in attendance, 105 out of 200, 52%. A contributing factor to the decrease in numbers was because students were only emailed a reminder,
whereas for the Fall Check-In, students were contacted by phone and email. Contacting students by phone was not an effective use of our staff’s
time. We are working on changing behavior by reminding students to check their MPC email at least once a week. On that same note, we have
also decided beginning Spring 2014, our workshops will now be offered on-line because we found our face-to-face numbers for our workshops
were very low and a waste of our staff’s time and resources. Their time is better spent providing on-site tutoring and Counseling services to our
students.
UB: There was a decrease in attendance in the Spring Grade Level Workshops hosted in January, which was mainly due to staffing transitions
taking place during the months of December and January. This resulted in a delay of information providing dates and other important information
sent to participants. This prompted us to utilize email contact to provide participants information in a more timely and effective manner. Although
the information was sent out late via email, both participants and their parents appreciated the communication via email.
MSUB: No report due to staffing changes.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Beginning Fall 2013, the TRiO programs decided we would use our objectives from Annual Performance Report for our SLOs.
SSS: See attached
MSUB & UB: Due to new Department of Education requirements, APR due dates were pushed from December 2013 to April 2014
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Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Due to limited resources, the programs discussed how to utilize the web and online resources to support students’ success.
SSS: The new “Check-In” workshops prior to the semester for “New, Continuing & Transfer” students have been invaluable and has helped with
students having the general and reminder information, which have allowed for our Counseling sessions to focus on more of the individual needs.
Although there was a decrease in the Fall Check-In vs. the Spring Check-In attendance, overall the numbers were still much higher in students
meeting their visits within the first 2 weeks of school in comparison to our prior set-up. This set-up also made it possible for students to fill-out and
have students submit their GPA Verifications Forms (37 eligible; 22 not eligible due to units or GPA), and petitions for Graduation were also
completed and submitted for eligible students. These “Check-Ins” contribute to retention, persistence, and most of all an opportunity for students
and staff to connect prior to the start of a new semester. This setting also allows for students to recognize who is in their SSS family; we do not
currently have events/activities where the students come together as a group other than at graduation and/or during their PERS 10, new student
orientation course.
MSUB: It is the goal of the program to research, design, and implement a year-long curriculum to support the academic success and college
preparation for current program participants. This past year, the MSUB program incorporated an on-line course to provide targeted participants
an opportunity to explore ocean based careers; this is one positive step in providing services to a larger group of participants, regardless of
location.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Because there was a change in our SLOs, the survey we originally created to assess our previously identified SLOs is no longer valid. We plan to
create a new survey that incorporates our revised SLO’s. We plan to implement the revised survey by the middle of March and utilize results to
make appropriate program changes for the 2014-2015 academic year. A common theme that came up in our discussion was “communication”.
What is the best way to communicate with our students? This will be a focus for our survey. Another piece tied to communication is accessibility
and the face of our website for our TRiO programs. Some are much more developed and utilized than others.
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Administrative Services Reflections on Student Learning

Spring 2014 Dialog/Assessment Reports
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Facilities, Security, Purchasing and Budget Management
Highlighted areas are status on Reflections from Fall 2013).
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Facilities, Security, Purchasing, Budget Management

Spring 2014

January 29 2014

Department/group members present
Panel: Art St. Laurent and Suzanne Ammons (presenting/documentation)
Participants: Harold Hutchins, Francisco Vasquez, Dionicio Garcia, Hector Vasquez, Orencio Perez, Manuel Resendiz, David Jodoin, Agustin
Chavarria, Loran Walsh, Atanasio Guzman, Connie Andrews, Larry Ransom, Pete Olsen, Ron Holback, Mary Weber, Jose Velasquez
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
H. Building and grounds appearance and safety:
Challenge: Food and drink in classrooms, meeting rooms poses problems for custodians to keep clean and adds to deterioration of
environment, surroundings and creates the perception of a substandard learning environment or an environment uncared for.
Solution:
(1) Instructors could set the tone and reinforce the “No Food-Drink (except water)”, as a practice at the onset of each semester. This must
be done on a discretionary level as many students are stressed and pressed for time, often missing meals.
(2) Signage to be posted. Not enough extra trash bins available at entrances to buildings/classrooms for people to have means of
disposing of food (grounds/custodians). Facilities looking into sign purchases for classroom posting.
(3) Flex Days included an announcement at the general session, to remind folks to take liquid containers, empties with them when they
leave meetings. Staff/faculty should set the example starting with functions in the LF at flex day start. Facilities placed additional trash
bins at/near entrances.
(4) Faculty Handbook and New Faculty Orientation will include that a “No Food/Drink” practice be observed in the interest of preserving
facilities. (Notify Acad. Affairs-Laura Franklin).—Faculty Handbook revised every June/July (pg 26-27).
(5) Board meetings should be included with regards to taking care to clean up food/drink (President’s Ofc).
Status: Ongoing and being addressed on several fronts.
Challenge: Student Svc. Building – carpets cannot be cleaned when there’s too much clutter under the desk/on the floor.
Solution: Custodian Supervisor will check with that building’s custodian to review/suggest ways to mitigate.
Status: Floor/carpet cleaning has taken place in many areas since fall, largely in response to work orders through Maintenance Direct system
T. Staff (knowledge, training needs, availability, etc):
Challenge: Need ability to change fee on parking signs economically without having to get new signs. As of spring flex, there was no
foreseeable change forthcoming, but that changed later in spring with elimination of p/t parking fee option.
Solution: Reflective tape was used effectively to cover the parking fee that was eliminated. Status: Resolved.
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Challenge: LTC Room set ups (variations in set up styles) overwhelm the ability of staff to accommodate and still attend to other duties.
Solution: Facilities has been working with Events Scheduler to standardize set ups; square is used for set up <20 persons, and rectangle for >
20 persons.
Status: Resolved, however, still educating all involved on protocol (exa: room is set up for 2 meetings same day---then request made to
nd
reduce set up before 2 meeting.
(continued from T. Staff (knowledge, training needs, availability).
New Challenge: Grounds crew believes they need for additional staff to support landscaping, cleanliness and several other tasks essential to
support campus functions. Down to 4 groundskeepers and still pushing to get additional (2).
S. Equipment and Supplies
Challenge: Electrical rooms being used for storage presents safety concern. Exa: Humanities Student Svc Bldg, CDC (boiler takes up much of
space leaving not enough for custodial equipment storage. Electrical panels should not be blocked—seeking external custodial equipment
storage space.
Solution: Custodial Supervisor is examining ways to centralize the storage of equipment rather than having it be spread out.
Status – This is being reviewed; several closets were cleared somewhat, however, additional proper storage space still sought.
R. Campus communication: All employees are “gatekeepers” who contribute to the students’ experience and as such, are responsible for the
MPC image and overall impression on the community. Division Office Managers and others have been reminded to use the work order system
(Maintenance Direct) to direct attention to maintenance, custodial, facilities needs exist, even if they are for seemingly routine work or tasks.
Challenge: How can employees not directly tied to instruction in the classroom make a positive contribution to the MPC experience?
Solution: Be quick to offer help with directions especially with classroom/building location changes and disrupted access routes. All employees
can pick up trash in their regular travels. Additional trash cans and litter removal attention given to Lot C, where the mobile cafeteria is located.
New Challenges – Recently proposed Custodial Shift change now presents gaps in coverage/presence on campus and the challenge to
provide coverage for evening/night hours. The group discussed needing to coordinate between shifts and keep an awareness of special events
and functions.
Solution: Update: recognition is made that evening presence is compromised with the shift to day time, although many benefits also realized.
Additional conversation between Security and Facilities will reveal whether we can further bridge the gap created by the shift change to offer
additional support for evening presence on campus.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
N/A
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
N/A
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Solutions and partial solutions to pending challenges as noted above were identified with follow up anticipated at fall flex day 2014. This twice
per year opportunity at flex days supports an in-person conversation amongst custodial, grounds, building maintenance, security and members
of administrative staff which would otherwise never take place. Suggested solutions are identified for follow up and accountability at later flex
days allowing all to observe where progress is made and where more review or resources is needed.
Jan 29-2014, Program Reflections featured an introduction/overview of the Emergency Operations Center which will conduct a drill in spring
2014 to include a greater involvement on the part of Facilities (Grounds, Building and Custodial) in cooperation with Security. See PPT
presentation.
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Fiscal Services
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Fiscal Services

Spring 2014

1/29/14

Department/group members present
Angela Ramirez, Gina Prue, Fannya Boehme, Sharon Johnson, Linda Martin, Luz Aguirre, Sean Willis, Rosemary Barrios
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Student receipts are now printed from the SIS program, no more manual receipts being written, so process payments faster.
Will be opening the student account window a half hour earlier to serve students.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.

Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
The Fiscal Services group started out with staff sharing information about their duties they perform for the college that directly affect students or
directly affect the instructional programs. Linda Martin, spoke to the group about the categorical program budgets she manages, TRIO,
Supportive Services, MATE, VTEA, Child Development, Basic Skills, Student Financial Aid, Student Success. She shared with the group of
how funds are used by the instructors to provide student counseling, summer programs for students, workshops for instructors, tutors that are
available to students, funds to support staff that are delivering financial aid to students, field trips for students which consist of taking trips to
universities, ROV competition for students from campus and other colleges, and high school students. How requisitions are processed and
advances provided in a timely manner so goods are ordered in time for when they are needed in the classroom or advances are provided for
travel.
Staff member Gina Prue shared information about instructional program trust accounts that she manages. A few of the trust accounts she spoke
about were, the Fire Academy Trust Fund which makes deposits for student payments and purchases items such as supplies and fire
equipment for the program. The PE department has several trust accounts which purchase supplies and pay for trips for students in various
sporting events, basketball, and baseball. Auto Tech is another instructional program that has a trust account, the account purchases small
supplies for students taking auto tech classes and for those students working on vehicles under the guidance of their instructors.
Staff member Thelma Morales shared with the group some information on the student club accounts she manages for the college. The clubs
sponsor different fundraisers to help purchase supplies and food for student club activities.
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The staff also spoke about delivering of financial aid checks to students, on a weekly basis checks are made for students, and twice a semester
there are two large disbursements for students. Student aid consists of PELL grants, SEOG grants, loans, grants and scholarships.
Discussion on the student portal and a question was asked if all fees are being posted to the portal, Rosemary is going to check into this with
the IT department. A question was also asked about if we have a place on the mpc website for students to give feedback or give suggestions.
Rosemary is going to check into this with the IT department we did not know of any place on the website for students to do this.
th

Information was shared with the group on information that was shared at the recent Administrative Council Meeting held on January 27 , that
the college is working on efficiencies, that the college needs to get leaner, we need to position the college to be in an healthy place, that student
success is the core mission is the direction the state is giving us, where we currently are with FTES, and how are current enrollment is looking
like for the spring,
The group also reviewed information that is posted on the mpc website for Fiscal Services, and additional information that has been added to
the website which consists of the W9s form for students who did not receive a 1098T form because they did not supply their taxpayer ID number
to the college. This is a form that needs to be completed and sent to the admissions and records office before a 1098T can be produced for the
student.
Fiscal Services will now be opening a half hour earlier each day starting this coming Monday to serve students. The office also stays open late
the first few days of the beginning of the school year to serve those students taking night classes.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
Many of the items we discussed are non-budget dependent. We continue to look for ways to improve our services.
The discussion allowed many of the staff to share the work they do for the college that supports students or instruction. It was a very open
discussion and other staff engaged in asking questions.
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Media Services
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Media Services

Spring 2014

January ‘14

Department/group members present
George Reed, Laura Worley, Michael Midkiff
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
A holiday break ’13 project was completed with the following goals for improvement:
 Spare parts in place
 All equipment tested
 Inventory of AV equipment completed
Bulb-less projectors are now the standard for new smart classrooms
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY
Challenge: The Bond Project managers are building new smart classrooms throughout the campus. Those smart classrooms need to be
standardized and up to instructional needs expectations.
Overcome by: Have MPC Media Services staff provide oversight and approval on the design of the new classrooms.
Benefits student learning by: Students and instructors benefit by having smart classrooms built that meet their expectations.
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Challenge: The amount of money spent on projector bulbs is big ongoing expense.
Overcome by: Making bulb-less projectors the new standard.
Benefits student learning by: Provides fewer interruptions to instruction when projector bulbs go out unexpectedly. Also a more sustainable
solution as there is no longer a need to budget for replacement bulbs.
STAFF
Challenge: MS in need of planning and strategy to address future staffing needs
Overcome by: Plan for current and future staffing needs
Benefits student learning by: provides A/V coverage for student and instructional needs
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
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Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1. Media Services staff oversight on smart classroom builds. (Not budget dependent)
2. Make bulb-less projectors the new standard (budget dependent – Bulb-less projectors cost $1000 more per unit; however, a ROI will
happen in 4 years or less due to no need for replacement bulbs)
3. Strategic planning for current and future media services staffing needs. (Not budget dependent)
4. Provide written instructions for each classroom on campus
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Network Support Team
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

Network Support Team

Spring 2014

January ‘14

Department/group members present
Kim Panis, John Kalina, Lynn Noell, Linda Sasaki, Helmut Schonwalder, Mike Midkiff
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
Implementation of Thin Client units is continuing. Expert Services from GovPlace will be used to provide project management and technology
expertise. A 2013 – 2016 Technology Plan will be completed with a goal of board approval by June ’14. An IT/AV helpdesk solution
(SchoolDude ITDirect) has been implemented. A contract has been put in place to install and configure Shibboleth which will ultimately first be
used for Single-Sign On for CCCCApply, but will be scalable for other applications. A contract has been signed with a vendor to redesign the
website.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Classroom Technology
Campus Communication
Website
Staff
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY
Challenge: To continue to provide core technology based services despite aging equipment. The equipment includes everything from classroom
computers to infrastructure equipment such as switches and wireless access points. If the aging equipment is not addressed, the negative
impact on instruction can range from reduced functionality to unexpected downtime.
Overcome by: Working through the Technology Committee to develop a Technology Plan, the following items can be addressed:
 Establish a realistic technology equipment refresh budget
 Increase use of sustainable technologies such as Desktop Virtualization, Server Virtualization and Cloud Based solutions
Benefits student learning by: This will help to address the need to provide technology based services to students.
CAMPUS COMMUNICATION
Challenge: The telephone system has been updated but many old (2001) handsets remain in use. Also without UPS battery backups at each
switch location (IDF) the VoIP phone system will immediately good down in the event of loss of power.
Overcome by: purchasing new handsets and installing rack-mounted UPS battery backups at each IDF.
Benefits student learning by: This benefits student safety and communications.
Challenge: Students must use more than one password to access their MPC student email, SIS, Financial Aid, student portal, MPC Online, and
possibly other sites.
Overcome by: applicable staff working together to try to simplify logins. Implementing technical solutions such as Microsoft’s Active Directory
Federation Services (ADFS) will also help to address this issue.
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Benefits student learning by: This will make it far less frustrating for students to access information and services.
Challenge: Students (outside of class) and visitors to campus are not always able to use the wireless network in parts of campus because
wireless has not been fully deployed due to lack of funding. Hard wired network access is the usual recommendation for instructional use.
However as the needs continue to grow and use in instruction becomes more prevalent, support for wireless access has to be addressed.
Overcome by: Working through the technology committee, develop a technology plan that include the vision for wireless use. This vision should
include prioritization of areas that wireless access is to be provided.
Benefits student learning by: By providing new and innovative instructional methods using wireless access.
WEBSITE
Challenge: Website home page needs to be visually refreshed and made simpler (more user-friendly).
Overcome by: hiring the services of a web designer and forming a website committee to review changes. Working with Divisions/Departments to
keep their areas updated and accurate.
Benefits student learning by: The mpc.edu website is a critical communication and information tool for students including registration.
Challenge: Website has dramatically grown in use so must be scaled out to meet today’s demands for security and reliability.
Overcome by: revising the website architecture.
Benefits student learning by: The mpc.edu website is a critical communication and information tool for students including registration.
STAFF
Challenge: “Building responsive, efficient and supportive institutional and instructional technology services” (from Education Master Plan 2012).
Overcome by: Hiring additional IT personnel to reduce wear and tear on IT staff (overtime of as much as 20+ 8-hour days additional/month), to
allow for redundancy of knowledge base for campus IT security and stability, to provide faster service particularly when student learning is
impacted. The Network Operations Manager is the “building block” position on the Network / Technicians side.
Benefits student learning by: stability and security of electronic teaching and learning tools.
Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
5. Evaluate solutions to support distance education. (May or may not be budget dependent).
6. Continue to deploy thin clients in order to reduce overall costs of equipment. (budget dependent)
7. Purchase and install new telephone handsets and UPS battery backups for the IDF (budget dependent)
8. Working through the Technology Committee address many technical concerns and issues including the following:
 Wireless access vision and scope of service (Budget Dependent)
 Technology refresh budget recommendations (Budget Dependent)
 Process to research, evaluate and deploy new sustainable technologies (Budget Dependent)
9. MPC website refreshment (budget dependent)
10. Hire additional IT staff – Network Operations Manager, Programmer, Centralize Technicians (budget dependent)
11. Implement IT/AV Helpdesk (SchoolDude ITDirect)
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President’s Office Reflections on Student Learning

Spring 2014 Dialog/Assessment Reports
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President’s Office, Human Resources and Office of Institutional Research
Department/Group Name

Semester

Date

President’s Office, Human Resources, Institutional Research

Spring 2014

January 29, 2014

Department/group members present
Dr. Walt Tribley, Susan Kitagawa, Carlis Crow-Johns, Andrea Bozant, Shirley Kim, Kali Viker, Vicki Nakamura, Meghan Cromien, Rosaleen Ryan,
and Ed Lake.
Note improvements that have taken place due to past efforts or plans discussed in Program Reflections.
1) The President’s Office has streamlined the Governing Board meetings by altering the agenda and including written reports from MPC’s
vice presidents, rather than long oral reports.
2) Based on reflections of human resources processes, HR staff has begun closing their office on Wednesday afternoons, which allows time
to cross train and streamline efficiencies.
Write SLOs/GEOs or objectives from course outline of record that you discussed this semester.
Since our departments indirectly support student learning, we did not discuss specific SLOs/GEOs, Instead, our discussion was focused on how
we can support overall student learning objectives through actions that increase the efficient operations of the district.
Summary of department/group discussion about student learning. Provide references to specific SLOs and GEOs.
Our group’s discussion centered on the primary mission of the college—to teach—and how the Superintendent/President’s Office supports that
mission. Together we participated in a “two-step” exercise, which illustrates how we help our students learn in just two steps of our actions.

Results of the reflections dialog: Description of goals, action plans, or other aspects of program review resulting from the analysis of
student learning (budget dependent or non-budget dependent).
1) Continue to present student success reports at board meetings and community events.
2) Continue process mapping at MPC.
3) Take action to increase the diversity of applicant pools.
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